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A SYSTEM FOR CUTTINC-; 


LADIES', CHILDREN'S AND GENTLEMEN'S GARMENTS 

INVENTED BY 

PROF. JEAN B. PEY~Y, OF PARIS, FRANCE. 

L-______________~~_______________ 

IIIIIAVING spent fifteen years in Paris in the line of Dress Cutting, Making and Designing, and having invented several 
different Metrique Systems, published several books (with the object of elevating the art of Dress Cutting and 

~ Making), we have therefore spared no time. lab')r or expense in bringing this lIfetrique System with its illustrated 
Instruction Book to the highest S' ate of perf!=ction in all points. In the first place we must explain what a Trlle 
~etrique System is. It is a system of decimal measurement; that is to say, that 10 millimetres make one centi

metre and 100 centimetres make one metre, or 1000 millimetres make one metre, and as 10 times 100 make 1000, then 25 milli
metres are the size of one English inch, or 900 millimetres would make one ynd By this system it reduces an inch 25 
times smaller without any fraction; that is to say, the Metrique System gives 25 measures in one inch, and if we make four 
fractions with a millimetre-as we take four quarters to make the inch - we would get a measure 100 times smaller than we get with 
the four fractions in an inch. It is thus easy to be seen that by cutting with my Metrique System you get a measure 25 times 
smaller than'you would get by the inch ,measurement; consequ'~ntly you ha\'e 25 ch:mces over any other system making use of the 
inch measurement--only you must understand that when taking measures alone the larger the measurement the more fractions you 
will get, and the result arrived at be less correct. Now suppose you use a foot instead of an inch measurement: a foot divided 
into fOUl fractions (which is four quarters) would give three inches for each fraction. Thus, if you were to make a mistake of a 
fraction when taking the bust or waist measurement, that fraction all round the bust would throw you out 12 inches; that is to say 
your dress would be 12 inches too large or too small. according as you have made the mistake. By 'using the inch measurement 
if you make a mistake of one fraction you lose or gain one inch all round the body, whereas in using the Mttrique System if you 
make a mistake of a fraction you lose or gain only one millimetre, and as one millimetre is only the twenty-fifth part of an inch, we 
think it a great proof of the superiority of the 1/1£etrique System. 

'Ve would call the attention of dressmakers and ladies in general to the f1ct that the Metrique System is the only correct 
measurement ever invented, and is taught in every first-class college in the world. In Europe it is the standard measurement used 
by all draughtsmen and in artistic work. The United States and Canada must adopt this scientific measurement before long. 

Second,-Prof. JEAN B. PEYRY'S System Mdrique is a system founded on the art and science of the human form, doing 
away with all the complicated and tedious studies of scales, fractions and anatomy that persons had to go through in former years. 
It now being a decided fixture for every form of person-that is, for every part of their body-that is to say, this system gives 
a different shape to each different figure, even if they are all the same size. Every dressmaker understands that figures of the same 
size seldo~ or never agree in shape. You may find ten ladies who take exactly the same measurement everywhere. In those ten 
ladies you cannot find two who have the same form~ This system teaches you how to cut all the different forms with the same 
measurement. You can get the correct balance for every form of person, therefore you get the correct fit for every person, no 
matter what disproporlion or deformity-tall, short, stout, thin, extra erect, stooping, one-sided, crooked or even a hunchback. 
Any garment can be cut and made up and will fit perfectly, without any fitting on, and without the least bit of alteration. Enquire 
of any genuine French ladies' tailor if he could make a lady's dress without even seeing her and without any fitting on, add guaran
tee a perfect fit. You will surely find his answer, "Why certainly." But your measure must be taken by a French tailor who has 
well learned the French System Metrique, which you must know is far more difficult to do without ever seeing the form of the person, 
but our check measures prove the exact form of every person; that Sl ttles it, and it is easy enough to do. 

Third.-Because all kinds of seam and seamless Dresses or Sleeves, seamless Princess Basques and Waists, or French seam
less Bell Skirts and seamless Sleeves arC! drafted upon the lining, thus saving much time and labor; the drafting being done in less 
than one-third of th ~ time required by any other method. 

Because you learn the entire art of French Dress Cutting, Making, Basting, Draping, Designing, Tacking, Matching Plaids 
and Stripes and Fini;hing. We teach you how to cut all styles and sizes of garments; any style of Sleeves, straight darts and 
French bias darts, one dart two dart and three dart Basques, or two under-arm piece for very stout ladies; French dartless Princess 
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and Basques, no darts in lining or goojs and not stretched on the bias; one, two or three seam Parisian Basques, Parisian Tea 
Gowns, plain and Fancy Basques, Corset Covers; any style of double-breasted Princess and Basque, Mornirg DJesses, Clqaks, 
Dolmans, Hunting Suits, Riding Suits, Ladies' Tailor Suits, Coats, Jackets, Figaro, Robes, Bicycle Suits, Blazers, Capes; any 
style of Skirt and Coilar; any style of garment for ladies, gentlemen, children and infants; and, in fact, every garment f ,r which 
a lady or gentleman has need. 

Each garment is profusely illustrated in this Instruction Book, for a thorough un~erstanding of which this work is compiled. 
It forms a system that can be learned by any person of ordinary intelligence without spending much time i'l its study, and when 
learned is very e.lsily retamed, therefore it will not be necessary to be in CO:lstant practice in order to do good and efficien,t work 
with it; by looking at the diagram and directions it will remind you of the drafting. 

Anyone interested in Artistic Dress Cutting and Making cannot fail to be interested in studying the method used in Prof. 
Jean B. Peyry's Metrique System. It is a wo"k of sci:ntific training and of years of practice, which cannot be shown by any other 
method of cutting. 

It is a mist:l.ke for anyone to suppose that a smooth fit is all that is desirable in making artistic garments. The great secret 
in Dress Cutting is, as was stated before, to get the correct balance for every form of person with the outline gracefully curved and 
applied to the human form. All figures are improved, atld many ladies appreciate such work without possessing the training to 
accomplish it. A short time applied to the study of this method will make them independent; and we be~ieve that every lady, 

/ young, rich or poor, should in justice to herself, become the owner of a Metrique System. 

Every dressmaker should le'all1 this system. Those who do not will find that their more enterpnsmg competitors, who have 
learnt it, will capture the trade of their best p.lying customers. Parents should have their daughters learn this system, and not 
neglect this important part of their domestic education Sewing girls should leam this system and have their wages increased more 
than double, by reason of their being able to cut and fit a faultless and perfect-fitting gar.uent in any style. 

Our system is well known in France, Belgium, United States and Canada, and does not need comment, it having received 
the endorsement of the cutting fraternity as correct in theory and reliable in practice. We have unequaled facilities for imparting 
a thorough knowledge of scientific cutting in all its branches, and can point with pride to the number of our students who are filling 
responsib~e positions throughout the country by the use of Prof. Jean B. Peyry's M etrique System. We will complete your course 
with a diploma. 

The great popularity of the System Metrique for cutting garments of every variety is undoubtedly due to the fact that it is 
the only scientific method applied to Dr~ss Cutting, and is exceedingly simple and complete, is easy to learn, rapid to use, follows 
every fashion and no refitting whatever, no charts palmed off on you as a tailor system; that is ridiculous. No squares; they are 
entirely too slow and complicated. No slides or drafting machines; their time is past. No French contrivance of any kind like a 
a good many hwe tried to defraud the public with, but the genuine French Metrique Method, with the highest art which skill and 
genius can invent; an up-to-date idea and copyrighted 1895 and 1896. This is the only French method that has been taught in 
America. The actual measurements are taken with the metrique measure, for which it is the decimal measurement, and is the only 
accurate measure thlt has ever been invented, from which you can cut a garment from the size of 10 centimetres bust measure 
up to 150 centimetres. 

This Instruction Book contains nearly 250 different figures with the direction for each, and all our seamless garments are 
copyrighted or enregistered separately from the Instruction Book, thus giving full protection to the inventor and the costumer. 
It must b':! borne in mind lhat we give or sell this Instruction Book to our pupils only. Each Instruction Book is numbered with 
each System, and we will not sell a second book without the System, but we will sell as many Systems as you wish without the 
Instruction Book. Pupils can ge~ new books with a new System. When the first System is worn out we will sell a second one at 
reduced price, but it is not necessary to buy an Instruction Book as the first one may be in good condition. 

When writing to us for information or goods give us the particulars of the agent you learnt the System from and number of 
the System; write your name and address plainly; if you are a lady sign your name with the prefix Miss or Mrs., as the case may 
be j no attention will be paid to any letter not signed in the above manner. 

DRESS CUTTING. 

In this age of advance and improvement there is no grander art or trade-nothing to touch it, as we have constantly new 
designs to cut by. From ·one week to another the fashions change. The tailor trade is reckoned a very good one (that is the 
custom trade), but it cannot rank with Dress Cutting or Dressmaking. They can manufacture gentlemen's garments but they can_ 
not make ladies' dresses. No; the styles change too often. We designers know well that as the styles change so often a dress 
would be out of date before it could be manufactured wholesale. They all have to be custom-made. Ladies will be in the style as 
long as the gre.lt City of Paris is in existence, no matter what the style may be. We only make new designs for prominent cus
tomers (known as leaders of fashion), who demand something that no one else wears. We are designing all the time, and we have 
hundreds of customers in all our branches who instruct us never to make the same design for another person, for which they pay us 

http:mist:l.ke
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a big price as well as for the special style, and it gets afloat and is copied as nearly as possible by the dressmakers. Paris houses 
are in constant demand for new designs, and are willing to pay handsome prices for our work. Our plan is to follow the summer 
and winter resorts where fashionable p~ ople spend their leisure time. At these places we comE. in contact with every style in the 
world, which gives us a great advantage in originating new designs for dresses, without copying another's style. A garment well 
cut is easily made. The well curved-out line gives better shape. It looks better, it weaL; longer, and gives greater satisfaction to 
your customer; besides it is an advertisement for you wherever it moves. No matter what part of the world you go to, from a 
small village to a large city, a good dressmaker need never be idle one hour in the who~e year, and can always command high prices 
by using Prof. Jean B Peyry's Metrique system. 

Dressmakers that cut by worthless methods or so-called French contrivances-just to sell them-and those who cut to old 
methods fitting to the figure-as if they were plpering a wall-have no chance to come to the front in their trade. We do not 
inJend this explanation to apply to persons young in the trade, but to 'good cutters and fitters; dressmakers know the trials they 
have to go through with their old methods. 

DRESSMA.KING. 

The art of Dressmaking is constantly developing and improving, and we see a grand movement in its development. No 
-expense is spared to obtain the most artistic work from first-class dressmakers. The great success of dressmaking is due to the 
careful study of cutting; putting the garment together; understanding the art of basting, pressing the seams well, finishing the 
.inside of garments carefully, and displaying taste in draping the outside of the dress. 

Fancy dresses are the styles most in demand, as frou-:frou and fanfreluche/ but the tailor-made suit is rapidly corning to 
the front It looks as if the tailor-made suit will become a leader for street wear, its success being undoubtedly due to its simpli
,city in making, its durability, its usefulness and ease of adjustment. 

THE SKIRT. 

A few words on the making, finishing, and wearing of the skirt. For persons shopping a great deal in cItIes they are made 
from one to two centimetres from the ground; those who visit the shops in a carriage, or for housewear, can have the skirt full 
length all round.· Persons of old age or those who are stoutly-built can wear them with a small train at the back about five or six 
centimetres long. "Costumes for the country or the promenade are made with skirts three to four centimetres from the ground
three centimetres if short, four centimetres if tall-thus allowing a lady to walk without having to hold up her skirts. For cere
monials, marriages, balls, official receptions, they are made with a train of 40 to •50 centimetres. In finishing the skirt it is neces
sary to put hair cloth all round, about 30 to 40 centimetres in depth and light as possible, cut to the same form as the skirt, using 
the hair cloth in the right Wo.Y, that is to say, leaving at right and left the barbel of the hair cloth. Plaited skirts or those gathered 
at the waist are coming in style, and are made in very light goods only. 

SLEEVES. 

The new sleeves are transformed very little. They are ::Jot so large and more drapery is used in the finishing, and are made 
flatter from the elbow up to 15 or 20 centimetres from the shoulders. The sleeve is made longer from the elbow to the hand, and 
is open with a jabot. The foundation is made with tight-fitting lining. This new sleeve keeps its shape better. 

DRESSMAKERS' UNION. 

Dressmaking is one of the most important branches, but has no protection. All other trades have Unions to protect them, 
-except the dressmakers. Instead of helping one another they work aga~nst each other. 'What one will make for a dollar the other will 
do for fifty cents, consequently the dressmaking trade is runl ing down every year, especially in the country towns where the rents 
are low and having never devoted any time to learning their trade they don't care to spend five cents in improving themselves. The 
-country dressmaker will work for any price. This undoubtedly does a great injury to those who are living in the city whery every
thing costs more and where the expenses are larger. The worst of it all is that the country dressmakers are poorer than those living 
in the city, because the former will make three or four dresses for $15 and thinks that at that price she can make it pay, as her motto 
is; "Work day and night," say from 6 a m. to 2 am. ntxt morning-figuring only for one day's work. People who live in the 
country towns and have a,nice dress to be made will gv to the city and pay from $15 to $100. The city dressmaker who h<..s real 
talent and ingenuity in the" art of dressmaking will get from $15 up according to the work and style of dress, thus receiving three or 
four times as much as the country dressmaker for her work, because she understands her business better. Now, let me tell you that 
there is more work in three or four badly·made dressses than in a good dress, no matter how badly they are made, even if they 
were cut with an axe. It takes longer to do the work wrong than to do it right, because the work is not sc}entifically applied. 
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Dressmakers in France get from 25 to 100 per cent more than those in the United States or Canada. Many persons wonder why 
the French dressmakers get such large prices for making ladies garments. The reason is this, they have all learned and use th~ 
Me/rique system to cut their garments by, besides having acquired their trade from a competent dressmaker, and never start _bUSI
ness for themselves without having a thorough knowledge of the art All the dressmakers who have learnt their trade under the 
same principle form a Union to protect themselves against inferior workers who do their work by means of patterns. The result is 
that, no matter to what place they go, be it city or country, they all have the same price for the sJ.me kind of work, and people who 
appreciate a well-fitting garment go to them and pay their price. The place has nothing to do with a person who has talent, it makes 
no difference whether the work is made in the centre of the city or in the middle of the woods, the talent of the dressmaker remains 
unchanged. 

Now, look at the carpenter, bricklayer, mason, etc., they all have the same price for their work, because they have a Union. 
We would suggest to all American and Canadian dressmakers who are using gur lifetrique system that they form a Union in each 
city and town where it is used. Make your own prices and raise the price of your work. The better the method you work by the 
more superior will be your work, and you will get a better price for it. Use Prof. Jean B. Peyry's Me/rique system and become 
united and you will protect yourselves against inferior dressmaking, as the French dressmakers have done. 

In order to keep up with the times we will send to those pupils who have formed a Union of 15 members or more a supple
ment of new designs (published by us), giving a full description of change in fashion and style, as they come out. We do this 
at a considerable expense simply for the benefit of Prof. Jean B. Peyry's Metrique system, and every member of this Union will be 
kept thoroughly posted in regard to all new improvements, and receive a copy of the supplement free of charg€. . 

Respectfully yours, 

PROF. J.EAN B. PEYRY~ 
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ILLUSTRATED 

GENERAL AND COMPLETE INSTRUCTION BOOK
* * * 
FOR USING 

PROF. JEAN 8. PEYRY'S SYSTEM METRIQUE 

-FOR-

Cutting Ladies', Children's and Gentlemen's Garments. 
CONSISTING OF SIX PIECES. 

Front, No. t. Under-Arm, NO.2. Side Back, NO.3. Back, NO.4. Dart and Skirt Rule, NO.5. Sleeve, No.6. 

10 

~ Fi~ure'2 
~ 

Figure. 1 -
DIRECTIONS HOW TO TAKE THE MEASURES. 

Figure No.1 and Figure No.2 show how to take the measure for the body from neck to hips or below. In order to have 
all the length measures and waist line inthe correct place, tie a small belt or a cord around the waist line, and push it down as low 
as you wish the waist line to come, and notice that the lady is properly dressed before taking the measure j that her dress and 
corsets are arranged to suit the figure, and in the way she expect') to wear them. Stand in the front of the person except for the 
two back measures for which you stand at the back of the person, and for the sleeve measure you stand on th~ side of the person. 

All th~ different measures which are taken around the body. also the chest and back measure, \ ake only half of the measure. 
For instance, if the bust measure is 100 centimetres around, put only 50 down on your measure book j as you only cut half of the 
garment you must use only half of the round measure, as the goods are cut double. 

MEASURES FOR WAIST AND JACKET. 

Length of Front Measure, No.1, is taken where neck Joins the body to the point of the f:.Illest part of bust, and from point 
of bust to the waist line, and from the waist line down below accordlOg to how long you wish the garment below the waist. 

Width of Chest Measure, No.2, is taken across the chest from armseye to armseye, and place your tape line so that it passes 

5 centimetres below the collar bone. 
Neck Measure, No.3, is taken around the neck inside the collar. 
Bust Measure, No.4, is taken around the fUllest part of bust. 
Waist Measure, No.5, is taken around the smallest part of the waist. 
Hip Measure, No.6, is taken around the hips twelve centimetres below the waist. 
Height of DJ.rt Measure, No.7,is taken from waist line to the fullest part of bust, so that they come three centimetres 

below the bust line. The best way is to not take the measure and use the bust line as you will see in Figure No.6. 
Length of Under Arm Measure, No.8, is taken from under-arm to waist line; arm resting by side. 
Length of Shoulder Measure, No.9, is taken from side of the neck to arm~eye over the seam. 
Width of Back Measure, No. 10 is taken across the back from armseye to armseye. 
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Length of Back Measure, No. 11, is taken from prominent bone on the back of neck to shoulder blade and down to 
waist line. 

Figure No.3 and Figure No.4 show how to take the measure for the sle~ves. 

MEASURE FOR SLEEVES. 
Length of Shoulder to Elbow Meas:lre, No. 12, is taken from the shoulder bone or shoulder joint to the elbow bone. 
Lengtp of Elbow to Wrist Measure, No. 13, is taken from elbow bone to wrist bone. 
Armseye Measure, No. 14, is taken around the armseye two centimetres above the shoulder bone. 
Elbow Measure, No. 15, is taken around the elbow with arm half bent, same as shown in figure 4. 
Wrist Measure, No. 16, is taken around the wrist if the sleeves are to be left open at wrist. 
Hand Measure, No. 17, is taken around the hand. This measure is used only for jacket and coat sleeves, or any close· 

sleeves, to see the size of the cuff. For open sleeves take the wrist measure only . 

... 
1.0 

Figure No.5 shows how to take the measure for the skirt. 

MEASURE FOR SKIRT. 

Waist measure No.5 is taken around the smallest part of the waist. 
Hip measure No 6 is taken around the hips twelve centimetres below the waist line. 
Length of hip measure No. 18 is taken from the waist line to the floor. See that your tape measure passes over the most 

prominent part of the hips. 
Length of front measure No. 19 is taken from the waist line to the fioor. 
Length of back measure No. 20 is taken from the waist hne to the fioor. 

MEASURE FOR TROUSERS AND BLOOMERS. 

The waist and hip measures are taken same as for skirt. The seat measure is taken around the seat or lower part of basin, 
knee measure is taken around the knee, the bottom measure is taken around the ankle-bone, the outside length measure is taken from 
waist to the knee and from knee to the ankle-bone, tape line passing over the hip-bone, before taking the inside length measure 
have the person sit down on a chair and the inside length measure is taken fr(Jm waist to the level of the chair, the tape passing 
over the hip-bone and that length is deducted from the outside measure. The most important point in the making of ladies trousers 
has been to find out a method for taking the inside length measure correct, and many experiments have been made to that effect 
and 15 years ago I had the good fortune to find it out by experimenting, for which this is the only way to get a correct inside 
length measure for ladies trousers, I know many other ways which are good also but not correct for every form. See figure 86 
for taking the inside length. 

Take all those measures loose or tight acco rding to the garment your customer wishes to wear. 
In taking the measure you cannot always guide yourself to the dress they have on them as it seldom is a perfect fit, the 

best guide to !ake the measure is to find out the joints and bones of the body to the termination of your measure, that is a sure 
guide every time. In drafting the shoulder draft tht back shoulder half centimetre longer than the front shoulder, and in basting 
stretch the front shoulder to the size of the back shoulder. The back shoulder is cut half centimetre longer for everybody and 
every style of garments. If you make a dress for a person that is far away and you cannot see her form to make all the necessary 
changes, you must have the three check measure and must be taken same as they are on the System, which you must know is far 
more difficult to do without ever seeing the form of the person, but this three check measure proves the' exact form of every person. 

FOR TAKING CHECK MEASURE. 

Check measure, line K, is taken from waist line at centre of front to the under-arm seam. Check measure, K B, is taken from 
waist line at centre of front to the shoulder seam at point of shoulder. 

Check measure K B on the back is taken from shoulder seam at shoulder point to the waist line at centre of back. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR A MEDIUM·SIZED FIGURE. 

The measures for a medium, well-proportioned figure are as follows :

MEASURE FOR WAIST.-Le-ngth of front, 18 and 38; width of chest, 18; neck, 16; length of shoulder, 14; length of under
arm, 22; waist, 30; hips, 50; length of back: 40; width of back, 15. 

MEASURE FOR SLEEvE.-Armseye, 22; elbow, 14; wrist, 10; shoulder to elbow, 37 ; elbow to wrist, 26. 
MEASURE FOR SKIRT AND RIDING HABIT.-Waist, 30 ; hips, 50; length of front, 106 ; length of side, 108; length of back, 107. 
MEASURE FOR TROUSERS AND BLOOMERs.-Waist, 30; hips, 50; seat, 65; knees, 24; bottom, 22; outside length, 30-32-18; 

inside length, 30.. 
Everything in this book is drafted to these measurements. When drafted to a different measure the explanatioJjl will be given. 
Now place on the measure book (as a guide for the pupil in learning) the above measurements. The same measures will be 

found on the first drafting lessons, figure 6, figure 7, figure 8 and figure 9; for the sleeve figure 89 and figure 90; for trousers and 
bloomers figure 84, figure 85 and figure 86; for skirts figure 123, figure 124 and figure 125. 

REMARKs.-In measuring the first and second dart take the straight edge of dart rule and place it from top of dart to the 
-centre of dart and make a dot at hip line. When you take the width of dart at waist line you must always make a dot at the centre, 
this is your guide to get the bottom dot hip line straight with waist dot and top of dart letter J. The dart is half of the width at 
hips that it is at waist, the first dart is 8 at waist and 4 at hips, so take 2 each side of the hip dot to have the dot in the centre of 
dart. Now, trace line letter L from waist line down to hip line and trace the other line same as line letter L the bottom of the 
second dart is made same as the bottom of front dart, except that being 12 in width at waist line it is 6 in width at hip line, 
which is half the width from waist. 

NOTICE THE RULES FOR MEASUREMENT. 

The most important measure is the length from neck to the point of bust. If that measure is taken too long the dress will 
·come up too high at neck, too much goods at the shouider and too large at the arms eye, if taken too short will be vice versa, too 
low at neck, short of goods at shoulder and too tight at arms-eye. 

The next important measure is the under-arm measure. If taken too long it will not fit at waist; if there is a mistake to be 
made in taking that measure it is better to take it a little short than too l.ong. The other important measure is the length of back 
measure from neck to shoulder blade, if taken too long the dress will come too high at back of the neck, if taken too short will 
·come too low at back of neck and make if taken too long at waist it will wrinkle. If the different measurements are taken accord
ing to direction thtre will be no refitting whatever. You can make the dress without trying it on. 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

Everything and anything you will find in this Instruction Book is originated, invented and designed by PROF. JEAN B . 
.PEYRY, of Paris, France. For this reason we do not give any other name to the different styles of garments than the name that1S
-called for: Waist, Basque,- Skirt, Princess Trousers, Riding Suits, etc. 

I 



Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

------  -- 

Width of Chest, 
----- 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Length of 
Und~r-Arm, 

----~-- .

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

-

Height of Darts 
-

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, i 
I Mensure for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Ar~seye, -
Elbow, -- 

Wrist or har.d, - --  -_._--
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
EI bow to Wrist 

- 
Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, .---  -

Name, 
IWaist, 

----  -- 

Hips, - ------ 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
-

Measure for Trou.ers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

--  - 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
I 

Seat, 
---- 

To be finished, 
Kne'e, 

B~ttom, 

Remarks, , 
Outside length, 

, 
Inside length, 

.I?ate, 189 Bust, 

~ Length of Front 
Name, 

Width of Chest, 

- Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure f,'r - Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 

\Vaist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea.'1l1.re for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist,. 
Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee. 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

hiside length, 

-  - 

I 
II 

I 
- -

- ---- 

--- 

-

-

-  -

-

--  - 

---- 

-

I 
I 

~ 

o 
~ 

:l 
~ 

tIJ » 
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11 
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Date, 189 Bust, 

~ Length of Front 
Name, 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, \ Sh~ulders, 

Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

------  - 

Height of Darts 
- - - 

I Length of Back, -Price, 

Width of B~ck, 
To be finished, I 

I :\!:eo.sure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, - ------- 
Elbow, -

Wrist or har.d, 
-

Shoulder to 
Elbow, ----- 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

l\lel\sure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, - -- 

Waist, 
------- 

Hips, 
~ --  --  - - ~ 

Address, Length of Front 
\. Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for TroWlers 
and Bloomers, 

-

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

, In~~de length, 

Date, 189 Bust, 

-
Name" 

I <, Length of 'Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, . 
Length of 
Under-Arm, ---  Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back,
Price. , 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 
-

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Me8.llure for Skirt a.nd 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of F"ront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Me\\-~lire for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

~ 
Waist, 

Hips, 

Price', 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom,. 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

~ 
Inside length, 

,i
: 

-

I 

'~ 
, 

-

- - - -

---  -

. --  - 

- --- 

-  - -- 

------ 

:!. 
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Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

-----  -- --- , , 
, 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, - --  - 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

----  -

. Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, I . )IettSure for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, -
Elbow, - - 

Wrist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, ---- -------- 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and I ..Riding Habit, 

Name, -I' 
Waist, ---  -

Hips, 

Address j 
~ Length ofFront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, I 
---- 

Styles, 
Measure for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

-- 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
--- 

K~ee, 
,. 

To be finished, --- 
Bottom, 

Remarks, . 
Outside length, 

Inside length, 

i Date, 189 ' Bust, 
! , 

, Name, 
Length of Front' 

Width of Chest, 

~ Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price. 
Length ot Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves. 

Remarks, Armseye, 

. Elbow. 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit. 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

LeJ?gth of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
MeaSllre for Trousers 
a1J.d BIOIl1iJ.il1'S. . 
Waist, 

Hips, 
Price, 

Seat, .. 
- . 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

~utside lengt~! . 

Inside length, 

I 
I 

I 
I -

/ 

--  - - 

--- 

- --- 

---- 

I 

- 

" 

---~ -- 

----- 

-
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Date, , 189 . -Bust, 
-, -

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

I Neck, 
Length of' 

Address, Shoulders, . 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

------  - 
} 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, ----- 

Height of Darts 
- - -- 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, -ITo be finished, I Measure for 
Sleeves, 

R6marks, ' 
Armseye, -
Elbow, 

~ 

Wrist or har.d, - 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
:aiding Habit, 

Name, -- 
-~-

Waist, - ---  - 

Hips, 
------  -

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
-

Mea,sure for Trousers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

-
Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
-- 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Inside length, ... 
- . __. 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 

) Length of 
Address, Shoulder, 

Length of. Under-Arm, 

Waist, 
I 

Styles, , Hips, 

- Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Meas.ure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

I Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length 'of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea,slIre for Trousors 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat,. 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

I 
. 

I 

I 

. 

\ 

-

-

- -

--  -

- -

-  - -.~-

--~- -- 

------ 

-

------ 

------- 

- , 
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Date, 189 Bust, \ ' 

Name, 
Length of Front 

------- 

Width of Chest, 
-------  -

Neck, -

Address, ' 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
:aips, ---  -- 

Height of Darts 
- - -

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, i 

I lIeasure for 
Sleeves, 

IRemarks, 
Armseye, -
Elbow, 

-

Wrist cir har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

------  - 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
IRiding Habit, 

Name, 1·----  - -

IWaist, 

Hips, 
- -

Add~ess, 
Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for Trousers 
Itild Bloomers, 

/ Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat,.. 

To be finished, Knee, 

Botto~, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Inside length, I 

- 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Fron! 

Width of Chest, 

, Neck, 
Length of 

Acldress, Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

H~ight of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back~ 

\ Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure fllr 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
- 

\ Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, \ 

Waist, 

Hips, 
------- 

Address, - Length of Front 

\ 
Length of Side, 

, Length of Back, -
Styles, 

Measlire for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. K:nee. 
- 

Bottom, 
Remarks, . 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 
- 

I 

I 

I 

---  - 

-- 

- -  -- 

- -

-
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Date, 189 Bust, .-

Name, . 
Length of Front 

" Width of Chest, 

Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
L~ngth of 
Under-Arm, 

------ -

Waist, 

Styles, ' . ) 

Hips, 
-

Height of Darts 
-  -

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, i 

I )Ion,suro for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye.. -
Elbow, -
Wrist or hand, 

- ----
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

-------

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist , 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

'Name, - -
--

W,aist, 
------

Hips, 
- - - -

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
-

Measure for Troullers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
~ 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom., 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

Date, 189 - Bust, 

Name, 
Lengtli of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, . Length of 
Under~Arm, 

WaiSt, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To 'IDe finished, I 
Measure f(lr 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
HeMlire for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, - .

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

\ Outside length, 

Inside length, 

I 

I 

I 

----

-----

-------
I 

-----

- -

--~ ---- -

-

-------
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Date, 

~ 
~ 

189 II Bust, It rl til Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Length of Front 
. .. . ··11------11 

. Width of Chest, 

Nec:\t, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 
-----

Waist, 

Eips, 

-------11--- - --

N:ame, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Length of Front" 11------

Wt<:hh of Che~t, 

II Neck, II I.
Length of ' 
Shoulder, I, 
Length of 
Under-Arm; 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts ______ 111 ___________________11 aeight of Darts
---"'-----11------1'-

Price, 
Length of Back, 11 _______ 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, I Measure for i\_ 

Remarks, 

Date, 189 

I Sleeves, II III 

Armseye, _ II II III 

Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

____' __11----.0... 

Elbow to Wrist I 

Measure for ·Skirt and I 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Date, 189 

Length of B~c1~., 

Width of Back, 

Measure f~'r 
Sleeves,

II II -------
ArIQseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit. 

f--- --

Name, II 11-------II . --. - -
Riding Habit, 1 . -~-__ 

Name, II I' = 
1 • 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length afFront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, :r~[~o~~r~ou'er~ 

Waist, 

Hips. 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

13ott9m, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 11 ______ 

Waist, 

Hips, 

II 
Address, II Length of Frollt 
---~-------------- I----==----~II-----

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished. 

Remarks, 

L~ngth of Side,
--=-----.:/1------

Le,ngth of Back, 

Measure for Trousers 
and Bloomel'S, 

Wail!t, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Kn~~, 

Bottom, 

Outside length; 
------==---:,.. II - -.- II·--~~~~ 

~ a 
~ 

~ 
ll) 
» z 
OJ 

11 
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~ 
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~ 

~ 
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Inside length, Inside length, " IL ~ ... 



Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

-- ~-----

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

- ----- ->

Height of Darts 
-- 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, i 
I ~le!tsure for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

-
Elbow, 

Wrist or har..d, ----
Shoulder to 
Elbow, ------

Date, 189 
EI bow to Wrist 

lIleasure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, ----
-

Waist, -- -
Hips, ------- -- -

Address, Length afFront 

Length of Side, 
-

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

- - -
Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Inside len,gth, 

Date, . 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure fllr 
Sleeves, 

--
Remarks, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, - -Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Meallure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist,. 

Hips, 
------ -

Address, Length of Front 
- ----

Lengtli of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
. Me31l1l.re for Trousers 

and Bloomers, 

- -
Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside_le~g~h-,--_ _ 
- -

.' 

i 

I 

-

.

--- ---
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Date, ~189 Bus,t, 

Name, , Length of Front 

Width of Chest, ------ 

Neck, 

Address, 
. Length of 

Shoulders, 
~ 

Length of 
Under-Arm, 

-----  - 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips" ---- 

Height of Darts 
- - -

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, i 

I Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, -
Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d, ----- ---- 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wri~t 

Measure for Skirt and 

1
Riding Habit, 

Name, -

IWaist, 

Hips, -  - -- 

Address, Length of Front 
-" 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

I Measure for Tl'oUllers 
Styles, anci Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips. 

Price, 
Seat,_ 

To be finished, Knee, 

" Bottom, 

'.Remarks, 
Outside length, _ 

\ 
Inside le~gth, 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

I 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back,, 
Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

# 
Measure for Skirt and 
Riding H~bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea,8l!lre for Trousers 
and Bloomen, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee. 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, . , 
Inside length, 

I 

I 

I 
-

------ 

- 

- - -

- ---- 

--- 
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-------- 
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Date, 189 Bust, 
I 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, I 

Length of 
Address, Shoulders, 

Length of I 

\ 
Under-Arm, 

-

Waist, 
-

Styles, 
Hips, 

-- 6 ~._ 

Height of Darts 
----- 

Price, 
Length of Back, . 
Width of Back, 

To be finished, i 
I :\'[eo.sure for 

Sleeves, 

Remaliks, 
Armseye, - ------ 
Elbow, 

Wrist or haLc;i, -
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

- ------- 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

lI1easure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, -

IWaist, 
---  -

Hips, - 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for TroWiers 
and Bloomers, 

-

, Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, , 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 
-. . 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of, Front 

Width ofChest, . 
Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price • 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back. 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Meallure for Skirt and 
Ridin~ Habit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Leqgth of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea.~1ire for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, - 

To be finished. Knee, 

~ Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

, 

I 

I 

I 

-

---  ~-- -

- -
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-- 

- ---- 
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-----

-- -----

---- ----

1 

Date, 189 Bust, II IBust, Date, 189 

Length of Front Length of Fron'lI 1, ______
Name, Name,-L 

Width of Chest,_W_i_d_th_o_f_C_h_e_st_, II 11----- --II-

Neck, II I Neck, I, 
Length of Length of I 

Address, Address, Shoulder, ________ 
Length of 
Shoulders, 

Length of I 
Under-Arm, Under-Arm,

I ,----------11--

Waist, 
II II I' -

Styles, 
 $tyles,
Hips, Hips, 

Height of Darts Heieht of Darts t....j 

tIJLength of Back,Length ot Back, 
----"-----II-----~Price, Price, 

. Width of Back,Width of Back, z 
To be finished,_T~o~b:.:e:.._=fi.::n::is:..:h::e=_d::,~_____________ 11 Measure for Measure fllr ;1 - .---  Sleeves,I Sleeves, toII 11=-=-----·

Remarks, Remarks, Armseye,Armseye, 
~ 

Elbow, tzjElbow, 

~ Wrist or hand._W_r_is_t_o_r_h_a_r;.d_'_II- _ ---11----- II Shoulder to 11- - --  ::tlShoulder to 

Elbow, 
 Elbow, ~ 

(JJElbowto Wrist,Elbow to Wrist Date, J89Date, 189 
'Measure for Ski'rt andMeasure for Skirt and II I Riding Habit, 


Name, 

Riding Habit, 

Name, 
(l1I Waist,Waist, 

Hips,Hips, --11--------

Length of FrontLength of FrontI1______ Address,Address, 

Length of Side,Length of Side, 
II--~-

Length of Back,Length of Back, 

Mea.~lI.re for Trousers 
Styles, 

l'<Ieasure for TroUiers Styles, and Bloomers,and Bloomers, 

Waist,Waist, 

Hips,Hips, 
Price,Price, .Seat,Seat, 

Knee,Knee, To be finished.To be finished, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 

Bottom, 
Remarks,

Outside length, 11 ______ Outside length, 11------

Inside length, Inside length, 

1j 
~ 
o 
~ 

» 


~ 

»
00 c 
~ 
tIl 

to o o 
~' 

http:Mea.~lI.re


Date, ~89 Bust, 
d' , 

I 

, bength of Front 
Name, ------, 

.' 

Width· o(Chest, 

,if,> ~ Neck, 
" , ...... J,. Length of ./ 

Addre,ss, .,' .r - Shoulders, 
" j 

,,' Length of 
~, Un9,er-Arm,- ~ ..-

Waist(, -" 

Styles, [..' .. 
'- .'" ,. Hips, 

, 
" 

-: Height of Darts.. ... - -. 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, -/ Mell.sure for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye,

~ '.. -
Elbow, 

- , 
Wrist or har.d, -- --
Shoulder to 

I 
Elbow, ___t ___ 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
:aiding Habit, 

Name, - -

Waist, 
--- - --

Hips, 
------

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
- 

Measure for Trouaers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

Waist,, 
Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 
\ 

Inside length, 

. Date, 189 

----- Name, 

" .. 

Address, 

----- -

Styl~s, .. 

------

Price. 

To be finished, 

Rell!arks, 

------

-------

Date, 189 

- Name, 

- -

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished. 

Remarks, 

'" 

Bust, 

Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist, 

Meaaure for Skirt and 
Ridini' Habit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Me&''11Ue for Trousen 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

.Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

I 

I 
, 

~ 

------

--------

------~--

------- -------

-------

-

---

'1j 
::0 
o 
?l 

f...4 
l:tJ 
>

Z 

to 
1j 
t1j 
~ 
~ 
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~ 
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>
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~ 
t1j 

OJ 
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Date, 189 13ust, Date, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

------ Name, 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
-

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulders, Address, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

-------

Wai!it, 
------

Styles, 
Hips, 

Styles, 
- --

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Price, 

I Width of Back, 

To be finished, i To be finished, I l!;ea,sure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
~rmseye, 

Remarks, 

-
Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, , 

Date, • 189 
Elbow to Wrist Date, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, - Name, 

Waist; . 
-----

Hips, - --

Address, Length ofFront Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Troullers Styles,Styles, a.nd Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat? 

Price, 

To be finished, Knee, To be finished. 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
, Remarks,

Outside length, 
-

Inside length, 

189 Bust, 

Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

. Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

. Width of Back, 

Mea~ure for 
S!eeyes, 

-

Armseye, 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Me~ure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, 
-

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 
, 

Lengtk of Back, 

Mea.sare for Trousers 
a.nd Blollmers, 

Wai5t, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

I 

II 

---

-

~ ------

-------

\ 

- -

.~ 

- -

--

-,r 

. 

~ , 

~ 

o ~ 

~ 
~ 

tIJ » 

Z 

to 
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~ 
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~ 

rJJ 
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8 
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,Date, '189 Bust, 
, ' 

NaD;le, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, 
. ~ . . 

Shoulders, 
Length 'of 
Under-Arm, - -

Waist" 

Styles, 
Hips, 

" . 
---

Height of Darts 
- ---

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, i 

I :\Ieltsure for 
Sleeves, 

Rtnnarks, 
Armseye, -

, - Elbow, 

Wri~t or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, -------

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt1md 

/' 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 
IWaist, ----

Hips, ------- - -

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
-

Styles, 
Measure for TroUliers 
and Bloomers, 

--

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To' be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 
'Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, -

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Frpnt ' 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 
-

Price, 
Length of Back, 

-
Width of Back, , 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves, 

-
Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 

1--------

Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Meailure for Skirt and 
Ridinr Habit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 
--

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measllre for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

, To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Rem~rks, . \ 

Outside length, 

I 
Inside length, 

, 

, 

.. 
I 

I 
... 

i 

I 

_. 

-

-
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Date, , Bust,189 Date, • 189 Bust,. ' r1-----
Length of Fl;C,mtl_ _ __._~_____ Name, Length of Front II"Name, 

Width of Chest, Width of Chest, l 
, 11----- 

Neck, Neck, 1 _______ 

Length of , Length of 

Address, 
 Shoulders, Address, Shoulder, 

Length of Length of 
Under-Arm, Under-Arm, 

Waist, Waist, o
Styles, Styles, ~Hips, Hips, 

Height bf DartsHeight of Darts l..t- - -------1 

tIJ
length of Bac~Length of Back, II 11______ -------11-- 

Width of Back, 

Price,Price, 

Width of Back. Z 
To be finished, To be finished, 1\ ¥ensure for Measure for 

Sleeves,I Sleeves, OJ 
Remarks, Remarks, Armseye,Artnseye,. • 1l 

Elbow jElbow, tIl 
~ Wrist or hand,Wi"ist or har.d, --- ---11----- 1---

Shouider to Shouldet to 
Elbow, Elbow, 


Elbow to Wrist, 
 (JJ
Eibow to Wrist 11============ Date, 189Date, 189 

I Meallurc for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 1 _._____ 
Measure for Skirt and 

Riding Habit, 

Name, 11·- --' 11- --- I Name, II . I 
Waist, Waist, 

/I Itips, Hips, . 11------11-

Length ofFront 
 . Length of FrontAddress, 

Length of Side, 

Address, 

Length of Side, .. 11---
Length of Baek,Length of Back, 

Measllre for Trousers Me&sure for Troullers 
and B!O!lftlets.and 131oomers, Styies,Styles, 

Waist,Waist, 

Hips, 


Price, 


Hips,. 
Price, 

Seat•.Seat~ 

Knee,Knee, To be finished. 

Bottom, 

To be ,finished, 

Bottom, 


Remarks, 
 Remarks, 
Outside length, II 11 _____--. Outside length, 11 ______ 

Inside length, ltiside length, 
~ \lL 

~ 
~ 
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~ 
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Date, 189 Bust, 
, . 

I 

Length of Front 
Name, - ------

Width of Chc::st, \ 
------

Neck, 

Address, 
-Length of· 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, ._ -

Waist, 
------'.Styles, 

- Hips, 
------

Height of Darts 
- - ~--- ~ -

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, " i_ ..
To be finished, I Mettsure for 

Sleeves, , 
Remarks, 

Armseye, -
Elbow, --

Wrist or har.d, - -
Shoulder to 
Elbow, --_._--- ------

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

MOl1sure for Skirt I1nd 
1.____.Riding Habit, 

Name, 
I 

-

Waist, 
--' -

., 
Hips, 

- - -

Address, Length of Front 

I Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
- -I 

Measure for Trousers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

Waist, 
I 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, . 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

Date, 189 Bust, -
. , 

~ngth of Front 
Name, .' 

Width of Chest, 

I 

Neck, 
Length of 

A<;l.dress, . S~oulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

StyJes, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure f(lr 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand,, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

. Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 

Waist, 
--=

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Me&.~lire for Trousers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside. length, 

Inside length, 

, " 
' -

/ , 
\ 

I 

I 

I 

i 

-------

-

- ------

-

-

. 

----- ------

- -------

- -'-  -------
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Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

:Bust, 

~e~g~h of ¥ro~'~II________ 

Width of Chest, 1 1 ______ 

N~c~, 
Length of 
S~oulders, 

Length of 
Vn<ler-Arm, 

Wai~t! 

lIips, 

Height of Darts 

------~II----

Length of Back, II III 

"I!
I To be finished, . Width of Back,!I;::-~={=elt=s=ur=e=f=or==~ 

Sleeves. 

Remarks, 

Date, 189 

Armseye, _ 11 _______ 11 

Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist 

I Name lI~mg'"1!,~~klrl""'ll I , 1/ . - --'I'~'~~ 
Waist, I 

Hips, 

Date, 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price. 

To be finished, 

l3-emarks, 

Date, 

Name, 

. 189 Bust, 

Length of Fron~1I II 

Width of Chest, /1-II Neck, i.-
Length of /1' 

-------

189 

Shoulder, 
Length of 
Vnder-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

lfeight of Darts 

l.-e~gth of B!lck~ 

Width of Back, 

Measl1re for 
Sleeves. 

II II--=-~--=----
Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbowto Wrist, 

~i~~~r~~~t~kirt and 

Waist, 

Hips, 
- - ---·1-----

Address, Length ofFront
ll
______ II' Address, II Length of front 11 ______ 

Styles, 

Price, 

To he finished, 

Remarks, 

Length of Si4~! 

Lel1gth of Back, 

Measure for Trousers 
a.nd ~loolners. ' , 

Waist, 

~ips, 

Sell:t~ 

Knee, 

Bot~()m! 

Outside length, 11 ______ 

.Inside length, 

Styles, 

Price, 

:£'0 be·<finished. 

Remarks, 

~ength of Si~e! 

Length of Back, _==========='. II 11= 
Measure for Trousers 
and Bloomers. 

Wai~t, 

.H~ps, 

Seat, 

~n,~!!, 

Bottom~ 

Outside length, II 11_,____--' 
Inside length, 

~ 

to 
o ~ 
~ 

tlJ 
>z 
pj 

11 
ttl 
~ 

'" ~ 
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~ 

~ 

00 
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Date, 189 

Name, 

l\ddress, 

Styles, 

Price, 

Bust, 

Length of Front 
--=-----:.-11-----

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

------11----,  -- 

-  -'I~------

Length of Back, 11,_______ 

To be finished Width of Back 
I ' il ' ! Moosure for 

Ramarks, 

Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Sleeves, 

Armseye, _ II 11___-'- ___ 

Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wris;tll~====::::=:::~::::::::::. :::::::::====~====== 
Measure for Skirt and 

, Riding Habit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length <?f Side, II 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Trouilers 
and Bloomers, 

Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price. 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, II II _ II Styles,- --= 111---------- 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Waist; 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

Price, 

To be finished. 

Remarks, 

Bust,' 

Lengt4 of Fr~nt 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

Measure fllr 
Sleeves, 

II II-~==-
Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist, 

MelUlure for Skirt and 
Ridinlr Habit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side'II______ 

Length of Back, 

MeMlira for TrouSIlI'$ 
and Bloome!S, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

I' 

II II 11----

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 11______ 

Inside length, 

'1j 
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Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front _._-----

Width of Chest, 

NeCk, 

Address, 1:hng1~ .5?~ 
~ 011 ders, 
Length pf 
U rider-Arm, 

-- ---

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips,-

- -~-- -

Height of Darts 
-

Price, 
Length of Back; 

VVidth of Back, 

To be finished, i llen.shi-e for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Annseye, -
Elbow, --
., I 
Wrist or har.d, -
Shpuider to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist 't 

Date, 189 
Measui:e for Skirt and 1....-:Riding Habit, 

Name, -

Waist, 
-------\ 

HipS, - -- --

Lehgth of FrbiH 
I 

Address, 

Lengtii .of Side, 

Length of Back, 
--

Styles, 
Measnre for .Trousers 
and :Bloomers. 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, SeAt, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, \ 

inside length, 

Date, 189 Bu~i, 

Name, 
Lengt~ of Front 

Width of Chest, 

- Neck; 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
-!--ength of 
Under-Arm, 

Wai~t, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price. 
Length of Bl!.ck, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measiireftlr 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, ArII1seye, 

Elbow; 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
ElboW-to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 

Name, 
Riding Habit. 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, iength of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back; 

Styles, M!lflf{·~·!Q~.!rou88rs
a.n > , ~omers, 

Waist, 
, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat; 

To be finished. Knee, 

Rema,rks, 
B9ttoDl, - -
Outside length, 

Inside length, 

r 

_. 

J 
I 
I -

- - ~ -

-

----

--- -
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-------

------
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fPate, 189 J'\ £us~, ,I!' . ~,_ '. ;il:1 Date, - . --,-u 'II . . :' l' 

Name, Leng.th of Fron~! ------:1 __.___.__-I' Name. . -II 'I 1;
JT WJc;l.t.h .Qf .C:Qe~.t,i: . ;1 I: ," • 'I' ....-.. '. . :I . ! Ii 

Neck, :I . I 1. iii N 
II' 1 'I ,

Address, 
Length of' I! III Len~Ul 

~;J.;lQ':l-lders, -1\ II Address, Si.lIO,"'4~ 

II Length of . , Ii u ~"r-Arm I, :.' .l?'ff". , !I -------' il II 
-----------·----II! I' . II 

W.a~_~t, ______._ II!I 
Styles, 

Hip~, 
if Sfyles, 

ff~ight ?f D~~$ 
~I 

.. !~ .... -g' 

Price, Length of ~~.cJc, 

1 To be finished, . Width of Back, 
____......:=:2_____________ !l-~,ettslJJ',e for 

"Ieeves, 

Remarks, 

Date, 189 

Armseye, 

~lbow, 

Wrist or haed. 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist 

Name, ~i~a~r~~~i~kirt and

/ II . '11 II'~ III 
Waist, 

JIips, 

Address, ~ength ofFrop,tll 11_"_____ 

l-ength 9f Siq~1 
,Le~kth of Back, 

Mea,sure for TroUliers 
, Styles, II and Bloomers, . 
1 ... 11 _____II III 

W~~st, 

H;~ps, 

Price, Seat, 

Price. 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Date, 

Name. ---------------

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, . 

To be finished, , ~n.ee\ . .' . H /I . '\ lit To he fini~hed. 

Remark~, 
Bottom, 

I 

Outside length, ~; . .. I:I~. --- I: 
'Inside le~gth, . \ 

illl' 
Remarks, 

. . . ,II· -.-

J-I - -/ > 
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Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

'Bust, 

Length of Front 
ll 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
-Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back,II_______ 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, II-Measure .for
I-=:....:....:..::.....:::=--~-------------, Sleeves, 

R6marks, 

Date, 189 

Name,. 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks; 

Armseye, 

Ell)ow, ______ 

Wrist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, 

Hips,. 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Troullers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 11 ______ 

Inside length, 

1--------

1' -- 

Da:te, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of J;ront

ll 
11______ 

Width of Chest,

I Neck, '______ 

Length of I 
Shoulder, • -Address, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

___________________11 Height of Darts 
ll 

1'_ 

Price. 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Dafe, 189 

Name, 

• 
Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished. 

Remarks, 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Ridin~ Habit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 
-- 

Length of Side'II______ 

Length of Back, 

MeaslI.re for TrOUSOrll 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, II 11__--'------'  _____ 

Inside length, 

~ 
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I 

Date, 

N 
ame, 

Address, 

Styles, 

P ,
nce, 

To be finished , 

Remarks, 

Date, 

Name, 

Address , 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

• 

189 'Bust, ;I I I Date, 
• 

,Le~gtp. of Front I 
. -------,1 Name, 

Width.arChest, 	 i 

NeoJ:t, . 

Length of ,I • I 

'SpouJ.ders,! i I Address, . 
• 

Length of • . 	 II 
V~~~-Arm, 	 ~ I 

Waj,t, ~ i 
, . I 4ttyles,

Hl;P£, I------111 
Height of Dar.ts __. _ ,_ __ Ii 

iLeI)gth of Back, 	 :'I:, P' 
nce, 

Width of »ack, 
i - T b fi 'h dI 	 ¥ea.slll~e for 0 e nlS e , 

Sleeves, 

Remarks
Armseye, _ ' 

Elbow, ___ 

WHst or har-d, 
Shoulder to - --- 
EI'bow, _______ 

189 Elbow to Wrist Date, 

!\1cl,tSUl'e for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

'

,.----. - Name, 

Waist, _______ , 


Hips, _________ "_ _ _ 


Length ofFroQt Address 
, 

Length of Side~ 
I 

Length of Back, I 

Measure for Trouilers 	 I 
and Bloomers, 	 Styles, 

---: 

Waist, 
s 

H;ip 
" 	 i 

: Price; 
Seat, ,I 

• 
Knee,. 	 I To be' finished. I 

I 

Bottom, ! 
Remarks,

Outside length, 	 ' 
II 

.\ 	 'I • 

Inside length, 	 'l 

189 j !!ustr. ""'; - ".' --- -" .' .. , " ' 
1 


Length of F,ronj

' 1 --------11------- 

" 

111-w-id-t-h--o-,.f-C-h-es---=tiHlII-------II------~1 
I • j 

---------111 Neck, II Length of I.I-------~ /1 
III 	 Shoulder, I' 
I Length ,of , 
!1iI_U~~-~-.eT---A-r-m~,--~I!!I__---------III_--------1 ~ 
II 	 W.i". [1------,11------1 '-' 

Hips, i 
'. 

,-- -' ~ 
Heignt aT Dart's ~ 

~ 
Length of Back., 

---------111----- --  ~ 
Width of Back. ~ ====-===\I:=====~Mea.sllt)l for 

Sleeves, 


11====-====-======11===== 
Armseye; 

1I,_E_I_b_o_*_I______II ______ 

Wrist or hand, 

Shoulder to 

Elbow; 


' 189 ' Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt a.nd 
Riding Habit, 

1I __ II---=------II------ W_·_al_'s_t,~___ 


Hips, _ _ ._11------- ~ 

CLength of Front - -- - -- 11------ ~ 

Length of Side, trJ11--------- 

Length of Ba:ck, _______ 
~ 

Measure for Trousers 

and Bloomeni. 
 0' 

1111=======;:::==:::::==II=~=========I Cj 
Waist, !,

1	 ~ Hips 1,--------1: 

11--=-':':",--,,--- '"--------11:------
S 1 

II_'_e_lit_t_;____ I!'--------IJ--,---"-

Knee,. 

: Bottom, 

: 

1 Outside length, 

'I' 11------

Inside length, 

~ 
__ ,_ _ __ ~ 

11 _______ ttl 

~ 
~ 
rJi 

-- ~ 
ffl 



Dat~, 189 Bust, Dat~, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Name,, 
Width of Chest, 

Nec\:, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulders, Address, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

------

Waist, 

Styles, 
~ips, 

Styles, 
---- -

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Price. 

Width of Back, 
-

To be finished, I Meltsure for To be finished, 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, _ 

Remarks, 

-
Elbow, ---

Wrist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

-

Date, 189 
EI bow to Wrist Date, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, Name,--I 
Waist, 

----

Hips, 
---- - - -

Address, Length ofFront Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for TraWlers . 
Styles, and Bloomers, Styles, 

-. 
Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
Price, 

To be finished, Knee, To be finished. 

I RemarKs, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 
Remarks, 

• 
Inside length, 

A _ __ "_ ~ 

189 Bust, 

Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

I Length of Back, 

Width of Back. 

Measure for --- Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

189 
Elbowto Wrist! 

Meaciure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Meas1I.re for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 
~ 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside len~th, 

I 

I 

-J 
I 
I 

-

- -

-

- - - -

- -

-- --

- -~- - 

-------

I 

-, 

,

, 

I 

~ 

tIJ 

11 
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11 
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Date, I8~ Bust, \ 

I: , 
' ., - - .....- -' --" - .'. - ...... - - ~. - . ~ ti -- --_... 

1 

Length of 1;'ront 
~. Name. I "--~----

i 
t Width of Chest, 

i 
I 

Ne'ck;
I! .. 

Length of. 
Address, Shourders, 

Length of 1 

, Under-Arm, 
------

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, --------

Height of Darts 
----- --- , 

Price, 
Length of Back; 

, 

"Width of Back, 
To be finished, i 

I )Ien,sura for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, -
Elbow, ---_._-

"Wl'ist or har.d, 
Shoulder to 

'---'-  ----- 

Elbow, ------- ----- -

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and - __. IRiding Habit, 

Name, ---- -
-

Waist, 
---- -

Hips, -- - --

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

, Length of Back, . 
--

Measure for l'roUliers 
Styles, and Bloomers,. _. 

Waist, 

Hipsp 

Price, . I 

Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Insi~e 'length, 

Date, . 189 

Name, , 

I 
i 
! 

, Address,' 
~ 

,Styles, . 
. 

Price. 

To be finished, 
-

Remarks, 

Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

, To be finished, 

:' Remarks, •• ",. 

'i 
III! 

1/ Bust' ;" ~ . ~....~ .. ~. _~ \.1~ _. 'n.. ,._." " 'j' .... -- . . . 
; 

' Length of Fron~1 . 
~ 

" 

ii \yidth g.f C:he~ I ' , 

I ' . 
Neck, :1 . J; 
Length of 

<'~I 
" 

Shoulder, 
Length of 
UDder-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

. Length of Ba~k, 

Width of Back, 

Measure for 
Sleeves, 

-
Armseye, 

-- - -

Elbow; 

Wrist or hand. 
Shoulder to 

-----_. 
I 

Elbow, I 

~lbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

------_. 

Waist, 

Hips, 
------ -

. Length of Front 
--- -------

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
-

Mea.~Nre for Trousers 
and :Bloomers, 

.  - -

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 
------

Knee.

: Bottom, ; 

I, 9u~ide length, I : 

I: 1 'd 1 th I I
nSl e eng " 

~ 
~. 
~ 
lr.t! 
~; 

>
:g 
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Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, .  ----

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Bust, . 

Length of Front 

Width of Chest,
------11-----

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 
----

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Bask, 11 ______ 

Width of Back, 

Mensure for 
Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

1 

Bust, II I' 
Length of Front 1 

1
____ 

--11-----
189 

Width of Chest, 

Date, 

Name, 

---

II 

Neck, I 
Length of II 

Address, Shoulder, ______ 

Styles, 

Price. 

To be fi nished, 

Remarks, 

Length of II 
Under-Arm, ,__--'__ 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts ll_----- 

, Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

-------II~ 

Elbow.
Elbow, 11 ____ 111 II II 
Wrist or har.d. 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist II III Date, 189 II Elbow to Wrist, 11_------
Measure for Skirt and I 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Trouaers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips;· 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

-I 

Outside length, 11 ______ 

Inside length, 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished. 

Remarks, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

\Vaist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

-11------

Length of Side'II ______ 

Length of Back, 

Measlire for Trousers 
and BI9omers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 11-,'.'---_~'---_ 

Inside length, 

1:1. 
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,Date, 	 189 Bust, I I Date, 189 ! B.ust, ' ,I ." "J,'I 	 I 

I \ ' 	 :! :; 
Length of Front 	 I Length of Fron~1 : " 

I 

Name, .------- -- Name,' 111--------11--------1 

i Width of Chest, ; I Width of Chest, I ;
I I ,11------11------1 

Neck, • I Ne'ck, ! 
( 

Length of 	 Length ofr . 'I ,
Address, 	 Shoulders, Address, Shoulder,:'

/:--------1
Length of Length of , 

Under-Arm, ____ Under-Arm, 
 ~ 
Waist, 	 Waist, 

11---~----II·---------111-----------1 ~ Styles, 	 Styles,
Hips, 	 _________ 11---=--'-------------------11 Hips, ~ 

II--~------II------------

Height of Darts . __ ____ __ 	 Height of Darts 1--------11--------1 '-4' 
t1JLength of Back, , 	 Length of Back,

P 
, 

nee, 	 Pnce. :t>
~---------------------·II 

Width of Back, 	 Width of Back, z 
To be finished, I lIeasure for -, To be finished, Measute for 


Sleeves, -- Sleeves, 
 to 
II==~~==II===== 

Remarks, 	 Remarks, A
Armseye, _ 	 rmseye, _ _ _____ _ 11 
Elbow, II_E_l_b_o_w_'____II ______ II------- t1) 

Wrist or haed, Wrist or hand, ~ 
Shoulder to --- Shoulder to ----- - - -. ~ 
Elbow, _______ Elbow, 1 

I' 
(J)Date, 189 Elbow to Wrist .Date, 189 Elbowto Wrist, _ __ 

lIleasure for Skirt lind 	 MeR~llre for Skirt· and 
Riding Habit" 	 Riding Habit. 

Name, ----- ,'---"- - Name, 11=========11:=======1 --- - --- ~ 
Waist, __ _ ____I II__\_~_a_i_s..,;t,_____ 

(Xl 
."I---------II,--------  >

Hips, ____ __ _ 	 __ Hips, ____ _ _ 11 ________ t/J
CAddress, 	 Length of Front Address, Length of Front ________ 
~ 

Length of Side, 	 Length of Side,II_______ tIl 
1---------------'-----1 Length of Back, 	 Length of Back, 

._-------	 II~~~==::II:~=========-II====~====- OJ 
Mea,s\lre for TroWlers 	 Measure for Trousers 

Styles, and Bloomers, Styles, and :Bloomers, 	 o 
----===..===,11 	 II~_~~==~II=========I o 

Waist, 	 , II-W-a-i-st-',---- 11 ________11------- X 
Hips, II_H_ip::......;s,____ 11________11_______ 


Prl'c Price 
e, 	 Seat, _ ' Seat,
11------

To be finished, Knee, " To be finished. Knee,.! ________11 _______ 


• Bottom, 	 Bottom, 
Remarks, 	 . , Remarks, -, 


OutSIde length, I OutSIde length, IJ------'-- 

Inside length, 	 ': < - '. Inside length, 



Date, 189 1/ Bust, II )/ r "' Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 11 ______ 

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

II. 

Length of Back, 11 ______ 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, 1\ Measure for 
-=--=--=-=-=--~------------- I Sleeves. 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Bust, 

Length of Front
ll
____________ 

Width of Chest, /, ______ 

Neck, 1,______ 

Length of //1 
Shoulder, 

t~d~tr~~;m. II 11.____ 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

Measure for 
Sleeves. 

~ 

Remarks, Remarks 
Armseye, _11 III ' II Armseye, 

Date, 189 

Elbow, 

Wrist or har..d, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

EI bow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
Ridi.ng Habit. 

'I' -
/1. JI--=======~ /Name, ---""--- Waist, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Hips, 

Length of Front,,______ 

Length of Side", 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Trouiers 
and Bloomers. 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

Date, 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished. 

Remarks, 

189 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Ridin&, Habit. 

I--- 

=====~~= =~~==II- -
\Vaist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side,,,______ 

Length of Back, 

Mea.s~lre for Trousers 
and Bloomers. 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 11 ______ 

Inside length, II " " ~. 
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Date, Bust, ",II Date, .B.ust,· . 189 

LeJ?gth ~f Front 
----" 1!I~N=an~lel~___--:___ Name, 

189 

Length of Front/I:'. -j;-~-----II-------

Width of Chest, I 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

Wi-d.th of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 
U rtder-Arm, 

Wa.ist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

ungth of Back, 11______ 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, MeltSure for 
Sleeves, 

Address, 

Styles, 

------------------11 

Price, 

To be finished, 

~eck,_ ' 
Length of 
~houlder, 

Length of 
UJ.lder-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

MeasUre for 
Sleeves, 

II 

Remarks, Remarks 
Arm~~ye! ..: " " "" 1/ Armseye, 11____ 

Date, 189 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Elbow, 

W1'ist or haLd, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist 

Mertsure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, 

HipS, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Troullers 
and Bloomers. 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

~--·-il"---

Outside length, 11______ 

Inside length, 

111--------------  ---- 

Date, 189 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbowto Wrist, 

Ml!Bllure for Skirt and 
Riding H~bit, 

Name, II-=- .. 11 - ---. 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

'To be finished: 

Remarks, 

. , 

Waist, -

Hips, 
-  ------11------

Length of Front 

Length of Side'l! 11-----

Length of Back, 

Mea..~tlre for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee; 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 11______ 

Inside length, 

·1 
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Date, 189 :Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

-  -- 

Width of Chest, 
-

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

-

Waist, 

Styles, 
--  Hips, 

- -

Height of Darts 
---------

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
- -

To be finished, -\ -
:\Iensure for 
Sleeves, 

--

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Elbow, -

Wrist or har.d, ---  --- ------
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

-------  ---  -. 
Date, 189 

Elbow to Wrist 

lI1easure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 
.---- 

\ 

Waist, I 
-~-~ -

Hips, -----  - 

Address, Length-ofFront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure foi: Trouuera 
and Bloo:.;ners, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

. Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Inside length, 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

- . Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price. 
Length of Back, 

, Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Meallure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea.Qlire for Trousen 
and Bloomers, 

Wai5t, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

-/ 
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I 
-
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;Date, 189 Bust, Date, , 
, , 

Name, 
, Length o~ Front .------- Na~e, 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulders, Address, " 
Length of 
Under-Arm; 

-----~ 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Styles, 

Height of Darts \ 

--- --

Price, 
Length of Back, 

;Price. 

Width 'of Back, 
. 

To be finished, i , To be finished, I ~Ieltsure for -, Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Remarks, 

-
Elbow, t 

-

Wrist or haed. 
-

Shoulder to 
Elbow, . 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist Date, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 
.--- - Name, 

Waist, ------
. Hips, 

-------
___ -....A. -----

Address, Length of Front Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
- : 

Styles, 
Measure f(lr Trousers Styles,and Bloomers. 

-

- Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
Price, 

To be finished, Knee, To be finished. 

'Bottom, 

Remarks, Outside length, 
Remarks, 

.,. Inside length, , .-. \ 

. 189 I Bust, 
i 

I \ 

" Length ~f ~ron~I 
, 'I 
, Width of Chest, : 

I 
: 

Neck, : 
Length of 
Sh.oulder, 
Length of . 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back. 

Measure f(lr - Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, -
t Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of BaC'k, 

MeMure for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Se;rt, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 
I 

: Inside length, 

. , /, 

" 

'I 
-

" 

. I 

,.. 
-

- - - --
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- 

- -

• 

-------

-- ----- -----

------
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Date, .89 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

--------  ------- 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length of 

- Under-Arm, 
_~4_ - 

Waist, 
-------- 

Styles, 
Hips,----- 

-  -

Height of Darts 
, 

- - 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
tTo be finished, I Measure for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, - --- 

Elbow, ---  -

Wrist or haLd, 
--~--

Shoulder to 
Elbow, - -----~ 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 

I -Riding Habit, 

Name, 

I, Waist, 
- -- --- 

Hips, 
-------  - 

Address, Length ofFront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for Trouaers 
and Bloomers, 

-

I 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

,. Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

. 
. I 

Inside length, 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Fron~ 

Width of Chest, 

--  Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure for -  -----  Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

I 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name,\ 

Waist, 

. Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Ba"ck, 

Styles, 
Me!l.~lire for Trousera 
and Bloomers, , 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 
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-
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Date, 
t 

189 Bust, 

Length Qf FrQP-t
Name, \ ,. -. ~~ .~ ------

\ 

Width of Chest, 
------- -

N~~k, 
I Length of 

Address, S4oulders, 

Le~th of 
Un.er-Arm, 

-- -----

Waiat, 
v ... ~ • 

Styles, 
Hips, 

I 

!le~ght of D~l·ts 
--

• 
Price, 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
-

iTo be finished, I liel1sul'e for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, - --'- 

, Elbow, 
{" --------

Wrist or har.d, ----
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

------

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

, 
Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Hl1bit, 

Name, ----- -

Waist, 
- - - --

Hips, -- - --
Address, Length of Front 

Leng~h of Sicle, 

Lepgth of Back, 
- -

Styles, 
Measure for TroU@er~ 
Il,l1d :t3loomers, 

-. 

Waist, 
! 

llips, 

Price, .' 
Seat, 

I 

To be finished, Knee, 
" .. 

.Bottom, 
Remarks, , -

Outside length, 
I' 

IIiside length, , 
'>' 

Date, 189 Bust, 
i-,. 

L.~mgth Qf Fn~n~
Name, , 

Width of Chest, 
.

, Neck, ~ 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
U~del'-Arm. 

Waht, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height pf Da,rts 

Price. 
Length of Ba.ck, 

Width of Back. 

To be finished, Measure ftlr 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 

t ,Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Fn)l1t 

Length of Side, 

• Length of Baek, . 
Styles, 

Mea.~ure for Trousers 
and ~Ioomers, 

Waist,. 
Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished., Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside len~th, 

1 Inside length, 

. , 

. , 

" 
-. 

,. 

I 

--

-------

~ 

--

---- ------

-- --==1= --

- - -

- ---

---

-

- - -

" 

j 

." 

o ~ 
~ 
\.I 
~ 
>

2 

,to 
1j 
tlJ 
~' ;
:; 
~ 
(JJ 

~ 
m 
>

00 
C 
~ 
~ 

OJ o o 
~ 



------

Date, BUst, Date, 189 Bust, I 
Length of Frontl I Length of Front I 

189 

I Name, . _ - ----- Name, - III ---JWidth of Chest, Width of Chest, 

Neck, Neck, I, 
Length of " Length of Ii' 
Shoulders, Address, Shoulder, _______Address, IILength of .Length of 
Under-Arm, Under-Arm, 11 

~ Waist, Waist, o 
Styles, Styles,

Hips, Hips, ~• 
Height of Darts . Height of Darts '-I----------,--------11 II--~---II-~-----I 

lIj
Length of Back, Length of Back, 

-------11- ~ -, »---=--------11------ Price.Price, 

Width of Back, z 
J To be -finished, ' Width ?f Back,
------~--------------!1-~ensure for

Sleeves. 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves, to 

Remarks, 
Armseye, III Remarks,_11---'-__11--- II Armseye, II' __~ 11 
Elbow, --III II 

Elbow. 
11--

tIj 
~ Wrist or har;.d, Wrist or hand. 

Shoulder to 
Elbow, III 

Shoulder to 
II,Elbow, 

~ 

~ 
Date, 189 

(' 

Elbow to Wrist Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, (J) 

Name, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, 

---- - Name, II 
Me3.llure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Waist, 

11--- - ~ 
tIl 
> 

Hips, Hips, 00 

Address, Length of Front 
11 

Length of Side, 

II Address, II Length of Front,,______ 

Length of Side,
--=----.:11------ 11-----

C 

'"l1) 
Length of Back, Length of Back, 

OJ 
Styles, 

Measure for TrouMers 
and Bloomers, Styles, 

Mel!.~llre for TrOUS!lrs 
and.Bloomers, o 

o 
Waist, Waist, . ~ 
Hips, Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
Price, 

Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, Bottom, 

~emarks, 

e' 
Outside length, 

Remarks, 
Outside leng~h, II II . , 1 

Inside length, lllside lengt1;l, 
\ .".{ 

L~il 



Date, 189 Bust, 
- - -. 

Name, 
~engtp. of frof!.t 

I. Width of Chest, 
-

Nee~, 

Length-of 
Address, SJ:j.Qulders, 

Length of 
VI).4~r-Arm, --

Wfl.lst, 
Styles, . 

HiEs, 

:tJeigM of Darts 
- --~-

Price, 
Length Qf l3ack, . 
Width of Back, 

To be finished, i 
I Meas\lre for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, - I 

Elbow, --- -
Wrist or har.d, --------
Shoulder to 
Elbow, --------

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
Ridillg Habit, 

Name, 
.----  -

-

Waist, 
--- -

Hips, -------_. ~ - - - -

Address, Length of Front 

Length of $ide, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for TrOU8er8 
and ~loomel's, 

-- -

Waist, 

a~ps~ 
Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 
- . 

Inside length; 
-

" Date 
I .' 

189 Bust, 

Name, 
L~ng!h of fr~J!~, 

. \ 

Width Df Chest, 
'. 

- . 
Nec~, 

Length of 
; 

Address, Shpulder, 
Length of 
Under.-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hip!l! 

:tIeight Qf D~rts 

Price, 
Length of BJl.ck, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Meq,$ure for 
Sleeves, 

- -
Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
------

Shoqlder to 
Elbow, . 

Date, 189 
El pow to Wrist, 

M~!Ulure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, -"=1( 

Waist, 

Hips, 
----- -

Address, Lep.gth of Front 
- ---

Length of Side, 

Le~gth of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea.~lIre for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Walit, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. ~nee. 

Bottom, 
. Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside len.gth, 

t 

'f 

., 

I t 

I . 

I 
-

- - --

--

.

-------

-

~ 

,;o 

'=' 
~ 

:l 

~ 
~ 

~ 
.. 

~ 

rJ 
~ 
~ 

00 
C 
~ 
f1l 

~ 
o 
~ 



Date, 189 Bust, 
- -

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 
------- 

Neck, 
-
Length of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

--  -- 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

- -

Height of Darts 
- 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
-

iTo be finished, I Mensure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, -
Elbow, - 

Wrist or haed, - 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 

IRiding Habit, 

Name, 
-

Waist, I 
---  -- 

Hips, -  - ------ 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Trousers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

-- 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

~ Knee,To be finished, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

I 

, 
Inside length, 

---

Date, 189 Bust" 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Meaaure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 
/ -

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
MeMllre for Trousera 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, -

To be finished. Knee, 

• 
Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Inside length, 

J I 

------ 

I 

- --- 

--~-

-  ---- 

--- 

----- 

--  --- 

-  ----- 

----- 

-< 

, 
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~ 
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to 
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~ 
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Date, ' 189 Bust, 

Name, . Length of ~ront '0. ________ 

/ Width qf Ch~§t, 

N¢ck, 
Length of 

I 

Address, SlW\llders, 
Length of 
Unq~r-Arm, -- 

Wa~st, 

Styles, 
Hipj;, ----- 
flj:!ight of Darts 

---- 

Price, 
l4:qgtq of :ailpk, 

\ 

Width of Back, 

To be finished,· i -
I ¥en,sllre for 

Sleeves; 

-_. 
Ramarks, 

Armseye, -
Elbow, ----- 

Wrist or har.d, 
-- 

Shoulder to 
Elbow, ------- 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

lIleI\SU\'O for Skirt and 1-- Riding Habit, 

Name, -

IWaist, 
-  -  -

Hips, " -------  --  --  ,

. Address, Length of Front 

Length of SiQe, 

Leljlgth of Back, 

Measure for Trousers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

-
Waist, 

H;ips, 

. Price, Seat, 

To be finished, 
Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, Out~ide length,' 
. , 

Inside length, 
• 

Date, . 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Fro!,!! 

i 
W'idth of <:;4~§t" 
.. 

f 

Neck, 
Leligth of 

Address, Shpulder, 
Length of 
VQdcr -Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

fIe~gh~ of D;trts 

Price. 
l-~~g~P 9f 13!lC~! 

Width of Back. 

To be finished, Measllre for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks? Armseye, 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand, 
\ Shoulder to 

Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

~I~~~r~~~t~kirt and 

Name, 

Waist. 
-

Hips, 

Address, LeIlgth of Fro:pt 

Length of Side~ 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea..~llre for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Wai$t, 

Hips, 

Price, Sea.t, 

To be finished. Kne~l 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 
.. 

I . 
Inside length, 

. ==*f . 

I 
- : 

------ 

M__ " _ 

. -  -

-  . 

--  -- 

- ---  -

- -_. 

-

.~ 

2' 
~. 


J 

)! 

~ 

~ 
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~ 

~ 

fA 

~ 

~ 
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~ 
tJ.j 

8 
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Date, 189 Bust, Date, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Name,------

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulders, Address, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

---

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Styles, 
- -

Height of Darts 
-

Length of Back, -
Price, Price, 

Width of Back, 
-

To be finished, i. 
I Me:tsure for 

To be finished, 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Remarks, 
- 

Elbow, -
\ Wrist or har.d, --------

Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

l 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist Date, 

Measure for Skirt and 
ltiding Habit, 

Name, 
.--  - Name, 

IWaist, 

Hips, -

Address, Length of Front Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Meallure for Trousers Styles,and Bloomers, 

Waist, 
f 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

Price, 

------

To be finished, Knee, To be finished. 

Bottom,. 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 
Remarks, 

Inside length, 

189 Bust, -

Length_ of Fron! 

Width of Chest, 

-------- Neck, 
Length,of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

''\Jk Height of Darts, 
Length of Back, 

~ Width of Back, 

Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 
---

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

189 
Elbowto Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side; 

Length of Back, 

MeMlire for Trousen 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 
I 

Inside length, 

------

I 
I 
I 

[ 
- - ------

- -

- - -

-

------

-
- -

-

------

- -

-

-
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Date, 189 bust, 

. Name, 
Length of Front 

Width 0f Chest, 
; 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Lengt1;l of 
'Onder-Arm, 

--- 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, ---- --

Height of Darts 
--- 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

./ Width of Back, 
-

To be finished, i_ 
I lIelisure for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Elbow, --- 
Wrist or har.d, _._-- 

- Shoulder to 
Elbow, ------- ------ 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, ---- --

Name, --- 

Waist, --  --~ --- 

Hips, 
------  _. -

Address, Length ofFront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 4 
Measure for Trouliers 
and Bloomers, 

-
Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Inside length) 

Date, 189 Busf, 
< , .' 

Name, 
LeI?-gth of Fron~ 

Width of Chest, 

Neck! 
~ , 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
~ength ~f 
Under-Arm, 

Wai~t, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Diuts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back. 

To be finished, Mel1sute fllr 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow; 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

.

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

MfJaSure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length ~f Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for Trousers 
and BlooiDers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. Knee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

- -

f 

I 

-
1 

-

--- 

---  -

- --- 

-

._.,. ___ ..... _ ..?.-......1 

, , 

.§. 

- - 

-.-

- -- 

--

-

I 

~ 

~ 
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> 

~ 
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~ 
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>
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Date, 189 ' Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 
~~~---

Neck, 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulders, 
Length 'of 
Under-Arm, 

--,~-

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

-  -

Height of Darts 
-

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
-

To be finished, I Meltsure for 
Sleeves, 

R6marks, 
Armseye, 

------

Elbow, -

Wrist or har.d, -
Shoulder to 
Elbow, ---- -

Date, J89 Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, I 
Waist, I 

-- - - -

Hips, 
-

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styleit, 
Measure for Troullers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished, 0: Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

~' Inside length, 
I 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address" Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Hack, 

To be finished~ Measure f(lr 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 
-------~ 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Me8.llure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of ~ack, 

Styles, 
Mea.ssr8 for TrOUll8n 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat) 

To be finished. Knee, 

B9ttom, 
Remarks, 

Ou~side length, 

Insi<:J.e le~gth, 

I 
I 
I

~ 

-' 

I 

-~------

---~~.-

-
- -~-- -

-------

-

-- -

-- --

--- ~ 
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nDate, 189 III! Bust, 
I, " 

~'" 
I Length of Front' -

Ii ~ame, -------

I ' : 
Width oJ Chest, 

Nec~, . 
Length of 

Address, S~o~lders, 

Length of 
Vn<~e:f-Arm, ---.--- -

Wa~st, 
, 

Styles, I 

Hi~f; -

ft~ight of D~tts . 
- --- 

Price, 
Le~gtb, of ~a~lr, 

Width of Back, -
To be finished, i 

I lIeltsure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye,. 

, " 

Elbow, ---
I 

Wrist or har.d, -
Shoulder to 
Elbow, --

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measu!'e fol' Skirt and 

I
Riding Habit, 

Name, ---I 

Waist, I 
---- - -

Hips, ------- - _. 

Address, Lengtp, ofFropt 

Length of SicJ!'!, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for 1'rou8ers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

H~ps, 

Price, Seat, 
, 

To be finished, RI].ee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

., - - ..  ~__... _. .r -. -
Inside length, 

" Date, 189., 

Name, 
-

-Address, 

Styles, 

Price. . 
To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Date, . 189" 

Nam'e, 

\ 

Address" 

) 

Styles, -j. 
{

Price, 

ITo be finished. 

r 
. 

Remarks, 

,( 
- I 

II Bust, i - ..-..- - , 
I 
: Length of Front I 

\. #: 

~i~th: o( Ch:~s_t : ! 

Nec1f" 
.Length of I,', ~a91;1.lder, " 

Length of 
VQ,dex- Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

~e~ght qf ~1I;~ts 

~~~gt~ ~f ~~clf, 

Width of Back, 

~elLS",fe fol' 
leaves, 

--

Arms~y~, 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand, 
-------

Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

f:lbQW to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.1:iit, 

-

Wa"ist, 
-

Jiips, 
--- - --

~pgth of Vro~t 
- --

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Mea..~llre for Trousers .and Bloomers, 

-

Wai~t, 

H~ps, 

Seat, 

Kne,e,' 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

" , 

.... r~........... ~.~.' 
~ .'~ 

, 

\ 

- -

--, 

,i 

~ 

~ 

W 
1j 
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~ 

gJ 

~ 

~ 

UJ 
t: 
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~ 
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~ 
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Date, 189 Bust, I Date, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

------ - ----- Name, 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, , 

Address, 
Length of 
Should~rs, Address, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

- -

Waist, 

Styles, 
- Hips, 

Styles, 
--- ~ 

Height of Darts 
-

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Price, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, i. , To be finished, I Meu,sure for 

Sleeves, 

. --
Remarks, 

Armseye, 
Remarks, 

Elbow, - ----' 

Wrist or har.d. --- -- ---
Shoulder to 

-'-
Elbow, --------------

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist Date, 

Mel1sure for Skirt and 1.---Riaing Habit, 
-

Name, Name, 

IWaist, 
--- -

Hips, 
------

Address, Length ofFront Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure f(lr Trousers Styles,and Bloomers. 

-
Waist, 

, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Sea~, 

Price, 

To De finished, Knee, To be finished. 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 
Remarks, 

I 

Inside length, 

.. ~ Bust, 

.' I Length of Front 
I 

i 

Width of Chest, 

- ------ Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulder,, 
Length of 

-l  Under-Arm, 

Waist,I 

l Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
~ 

Measure f(lr 
St!leves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

IS!) Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

MeMure for Trousers 
and Bloomers. 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside leng~, 

-- -I 
I 

I 

Ii 
I 

. 

- . 

I 
-

--

-~--~ -

-

-- - -

-----

-

- -

--_. 

----

-

- -

I 

« 
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>
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IDate, 189 l' Bust, -
! 

I. i -

Length of Front ,I~ame, 
II Width of Chest, 
1 
'I - ;I Neck,
: : 

Length of I 

~ Address, I Shorildei's, II: 
Length of 

,I 
\ 

Undet-Arm, 
-------- : 

Waist, \ -
Styles, 

H.ips, 

Height of Darts 
---- 

Price, 
I Length of Back, 

"Width of Back, 
To be finished, i 

I :neasure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, - --.----- 

Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d, -
Shoulder to 

-- 

Elbow, -- 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and - 1.-ltiding Habit, 

Name,. - -I 
-

Waist, 
----  - - 

ltips, 
- - - -

Address, Length ofFront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

- -

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, l\.nee, 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 
-- 

Date, 189 Bust, I 

L~gth of Front I 
Name, 

Width of Chest, : 

Nee~; 

Length of 
Address, Shoulder, 

Length of 
Uo.der-Arm, 

r Waist, 

Styies, 
Rips,. 

He~ht of D1iu;ts 

Price. 
length, of Back, 

Width of Back. 

To be finished, 
~easure f(lr. S eeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow; 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

~lr:Hi~~kirt and 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 
-

Address, Length ~f Front _ 

_Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measlire for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat,

0. 
To be finished. Knee, 

Bott?m, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

I I ~ '( ..., 
I 

I 

--.- 

, 
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Date, 189. Bust, I Date, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

------- Name, 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
'" 

Length of 
Address, Shoulders, Address, 

Length of 
Under-Arm, -

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Styles, 
---- -

Height of Darts 
- - -

Price, 
Length of Back, 

- Price, 

Width of Back, ... 

To be finished, I ~'1elLsure for 
To be finished, 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Remarks, 

Elbow, -

Wrist or har.d, 
-

Shoulder to 
Elbow, -

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist Date, 

I
Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 
I 

Name, 

Waist, 
---

Hips, - -

Address, Length of Front Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for Trousers Styles,and Bloomers, 

-

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
Price, 

I To be finished, 
Knee, To be finished. 

Bottom, 

~emarks, 
Outside length, 

Remarks, 

Inside length, 
. ~ -~-~ 

189 Bust, 

Length ~f Front 

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 
Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 

Measure for 
Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 
-----

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Mealiure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

" Mea.~lI.re for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Sea.t, -' 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside length~ 

I 

II 
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--------
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- ------
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bluate, 189. I: Bust, 
~ ! 

i'N~me, Length of Front 

I Width of'Chest, 

, Neck, 
Lel1gth of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

------- 

Waist, ------ 
Styles, 

Hips, -----  - 

Height of Darts I- ----_. 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished, i 

I Measure for 
Sleeves. 

Remarks,. 
Artnseye, -

f Elbow, -

Wrist or har..d, 
-------  ------ 

Shoulde.r to 
Elbow, ------ 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, .--- 

Name, 
-- 

---- 

Waist, \ -  - - -- 

Hips, ------ 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for TroUliers 
a.nd Bloomers. 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Inside length, 

Date, 189 i Bust,, 
I 

Name, 
~ngth of Fr0I:1! 

Wit1;th of Chest, 

Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
Length of . 
Under-Arm, 

-
Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Heig1;tt 'of Darts 

Price. 
LeBgth of Back, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, 
1 . 

Mea,sure for 
Sleeves. 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit. 

Name, 

Waist, 
-

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea.slIlre for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Seat, 

To be finished. - Knee, 

Bottom. 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

Ihside length, 
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Date, 189 - II Bust, Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

ll 
______ 

Name, 
Length of Front

ll
-.- ___________ 

WJdth of Chest, Width of Chest, II 1/______ 

Neck, Neck, 
Length of 

Address, 
Length of 
Shoulders, Address, I_S_h_o_u_ld_e_r:..,___11________1 

Styles, 

Price, 

Length of 
Under-Arm,
----

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Length of Back, 11 ______ 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, Meo,sure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, _ II III 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hacd. 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Re~rks, 

Date, 189 Elbow to Wris1: 11 III Date, 189 

Name, 

lI1easure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Waist, 

______________ II·_H_i!-ps~,___ 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished, 

Remarks, 

Length ofFront 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Trouilers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, 

Inside length, 

Name, 

Address, 

Styles, 

Price, 

To be finished. 

Remarks, 

Length of 
Under-Arm, 

/1 I' ---

Hips, 

Height of Darts" II 

Length of Back, 

Width ~f Back, 

lI1easure for 
Sleeves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Elbow to Wrist, 

MeBllure for Skirt and 
Ridinjt Habit, 

Waist, 
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Hips, 
-11------

Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Mea.~lIre for Trousen 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

.Outside length, 11______ 

Inside length, 
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iDate, 189 Bust, 
'\ -

1: ' 

- - " ..... - - -. ............-~ 

Lengtp. of Frpp.t , 
"Name, ------- 

, 
Width of Chest, 

Ne~1{., 

Length of 
Address, S}l0l.!ldel's, I . 

Length of 
tJml~r-Arm: ------- 

'" 
W!l!§t! 

Styles, 
, , 

Hips, --------  - 

Height of Dar~s 
---~-----

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back, 
To be finished,. i 

I ¥easure for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

- . ...., 

Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d" -
Shoulder to 

- Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

1.-- Measure for Skirt and 

Name, 
:aiding Habit, 

-
I 

Waist, I 
------- 

Hips, 
--.--~ 

- 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Siqe, 

Le:pgth of Back, -
-

Styles, 
Measure for Trouliers 
and ~190mers, 

-

W~~st, 

aips, 

Price, Seat, 

To be finished, Knee, 

Bottom, 
> 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

- - .. -
/ 

,. . '" .. ~ 

Inside length, 

Date, , 189 I Bust',' . 
I , ' 

Name, 
Length of Fron~ , 

I Width of Chest, 
_ • __ r 

N@ck; 
Length of 

Address, Shf>ulder, 
Length of , 
UQdcr -Arm, 

Waist, 
-

Styles, 
Hips,' 

Height of Darts 

Price. 
L~:Qgth of BIlCk, 

Width of Back, 

To be fi nished, ¥eaJl\lle for 
Sleeves, 

Remarks, Armseye, 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand,, 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, J89 
Elbow to Wrist, 

M4IRl\ur. for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Measure for Trousers 
and Bloome\'s, 

Wai$t; 

Hips, 

Pdce, Seat, 

To be finished. Knee. 

Bottom, 
Remarks, 

Outside length, 

lnside length, 
-

\ 
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----- 
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Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

---

Width of Chest, 

Neck, 
-Length of 

Address, Shoulders, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

-

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, ------ - --

Height of Darts 
- -

Price, 
Length of Back, 
------- , 
Width of Back, 

To be finished, i_ 
I :ll:ensure for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist or har.d, ------- -
Shoulder to 
Elbow, -- --------

\ 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

Measure for Skirt and 

IRiding Habit, 

Name, -I 
Waist, ----- --

Hips, - -
Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Troullers 
Styles, and Bloomers, 

Waist, . Hips, , 
Price, Seat, 

I Knee,
To be finished, 

Bottom, 

Remarks, Outside length, 

Inside length, 
. 

Date, 189 Bust, 

Name, 
Length of Front 

Width of Chest, 

- Neck, 
Length of 

Address, Shoulder, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Styles, 
Hips, 

Height of Darts 

Price. 
Length of Back, 

Width of Back. 

To be finished, Measure for - Sle!lves, 

Remarks, Armseye, . 

Elbow. 

Wrist or hand. 
Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Name, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Address, Length of Front 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Styles, 
Mea.811.re for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, 
Sea.t, 

To be finished. Kne~t 

B~ttom, 
I ' 

Remarks, 
Outside length, 

. Inside lengt~, _ 

I 

I 

I 

---

-

- - --

-- --

-------

--------

-

- - --

-----------
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.Date, 189 Bust, i j 

r 
" I' Date,,I. ~ t I I • 

,Name,' 
Leng.th of Front;', ~ 

" " 

Name, 

Width of Chest, : I j' 
I

I'·I I', 
,! t 

1 Neck, 1 
/' 

Length of 
, d 

ii Address,Address, ' $Iioufders, ,II 
Length of 
Undet-Arm, I 

--I 

Waistt 
~ 

, 

, Styles, 
Hlp's; 

I ,Styles, 
----- 

I 

Height ofparts 
- ---  I 

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Price. 

'Width of Back, 
To be finished, i To be finished, I y1eu.sntll for 

Sleeves, 

Remarks, 
Artnseye, 

Remarks, 

-
Elbow, -- 

W tist or har..d, 
Shoulder to 

-  -._-_. 

Elbow, 
------  -- 

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist Date, 

l'rteu.silre fot Skirt and 
:aiding Habit, 

Na;me,Name, ----  -
-- 

Waist, 
--------  ------ 

Hips, - -

Address, Length ofFrdht Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Measure for Trouaers . 
Styles,Styles, and Bloomers, ' 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
Price, 

-- 

To be finished,' Knee, To be finished. 

Bottom, 

Remarks, . Remarks, 
Outside length, .. 

r~side length, 
(. 

189 ~ust~ , 
, 

Length of :f:!~ront 

... Width of Chest, ' ' 
i I 

- Neck, 
" Length of 

' ; Sh~1'l1der, ... 
~ 

' Length of 
I UndeT-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 
I 

Height (jf Darts 

Length Qf .Back, 

Width of BaCk, 

Measllre f(lr - SIe!lves, 

Armseye, 

Elbow, 

Wrist Or hand, 
Shot:tIdet to 

1---._ .. 

Elbow, 

189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

.-
MelUlure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 
----  -  - 

Length of Front 
- --- 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Mea..~t1re for Trousers 
a.nd Bloomers,

-
-

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

. Knee. 

. Bottom, 

Outside length, 
\ 

Inside length, 

~ 

.. 

I 
I 

- 

--~----

-

-----~~ 

------- 
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Date, 189 I Bust, I Date, 

Length of Front 
Name, ------ - - - Name, 

Width of Chest, 
------- ------

Neck, 
-Length of 

Address, Shoulders, Address, 
Length of 
Under-Arm, 

- - - -

Waist, 
--~--.Styles, Styles, 

- Hips, 
-

Height of Darts 
- -

Price, 
Length of Back, 

Price, 

Width of Back, 

To be finished, I Mensure for 
To be finished, 

Sleeves, 

Ramarks, 
Armseye, 

Remarks, 
-- ----

Elbow, -

Wrist or haLd, -- ---
Shoulder to 

- Elbow, 1-- ---- ---

Date, 189 
Elbow to Wrist 

I Date,---

1---lIleasure for Skirt and 
Riding Habit, 

Name, 
- Name, 

IWaist, 
- -

Hips, --  - -

Address, Length of Front Address, 

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 
- -

Styles,_ 
Measure for Trousers Styles,and Bloomers, 

-

Waist, 

Hips, 

Price, Seat, 
Price, 

" -- -

To be finished, Knee, To be finished. 

Bottom, 

. Remarks, 
Outside length, 

Remarks, 

Inside length, 

189 ~ust, 

. Length of Fron~ 

Width of Chest, -I 
Neck, I 
Length of IShoulder, 
Length of 

I
Under-Arm, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Height of ~arts 

Length of Back, 

Width of Back, -I--,

Measure for ' I- - ----- Sleeves, 

Armseye, 
-- -

Elbow, 

Wrist or hand, 
-

Shoulder to 
Elbow, 

- -------

189 
Elbow to Wrist, 

-
Measure for Skirt and 
Riding Ha.bit, 

Waist, 

Hips, 
- - 

Length of Front _ 
--

Length of Side, 

Length of Back, 

Me&.~1ire for Trousers 
and Bloomers, 

Waist, 

Hips, 

Seat, 

Knee, 

Bottom, 

Outside length, , \ 

Inside length, 

, 
I 

, 
_. 

--

- -

------

-

------

------

-
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11 
PROF. JEAN B. PEYRY'S INSTRUCTION BOOK 

FOR CUTTING LADIES' AN D CHILDREN'S GARMENTS. 

Figure 6 represents the front of a tight-fitting ba.sque or waist. 

DIRECTlONS FOR DRAF'.L'ING THE FRONT-FIRST LESSON. 

Place the [rant of the System on the lining or goods, being careful that the front of the System is placed straight on the 
thread line from neck to bust letter E: then dot your bust mea<;ure 48, and make a mark at the bust line No. 19; commence to 
trace at bust line up to neck letter A, by taking 18, according to the measure given in first lesson, and trace down to waist letter 
A, to 38 and down to letter I to 12 below waist line. Notice this important point: The bust line is numbered 19 in every 
diagram, also on the System because the bust line is 19 centimetres from the neck, and every draft is started from the bust line. No 
matter what will be your measure, always make a mark at bust line and trace up and down accorJing to your measure taken, and 
whatever is less than 19 centimetres from neck to fullest part of bust must be taken off up near the neck letter A, and added down 
-ilear the waist line letter A j for instance, thif. given measure is 18 from neck to bust and 38 for the front length, as you must take 
one less above bust line at neck and add one more below bust line at waist; that is to say, trace to No. 39 instead of 38. 

Now move the System down, bring the neck corner to where YOll stopped .to trace letter A, be careful that the System is 
touching the line from neck to bust, then dot the chest measure letter D 18, and trace the neck measure from the corner to letter 
B 16. Then follow the line running from neck to armseye and make a dot at the end of line, same as neck letter B 16. 

Now move the System down again and place the neck and shoulder corner of the System at the neck; mark where you 
stopped to trace letter B 16, and the shoulder and armseye corner of the System to be placed at the dot made at end of line 
letter B 16, then trace the shoulder measure, letter C 14, from neck corner to 14. 

Notice the small numbers which ar<: at armseye on the System, numbered from 10 to 66, and marked Bust letter E ; those 
numbers correspond with the bust measure, and whatever is the bust measure you must take the same number to trace the armseye. 

After you have traced the length of the shoulder, then place No. 48 at the bust dot, and the edge of the System near letter 
W, which is placed at chest dot, then trace from bust dot to chest dot, then place the upper edge of System at shoulder length, 
then trace from chest dot to the shoulder line. 

Now move the System up ; place the waist line of the System at letter A 38, and see that edge of the System is straight with 
the front line, then dot the waist measure letter G 30, and add for the width of the darts. In this given measure we give 20 for 
the wid th of the darts, so you must dot at 50 instead of 30. 

Now dot the hip measure letter H 50, and add to the hips half what you add to the waist; that is to say, if you add 20 
centimetres to the waist you must add 10 centimetres to the hips for the opening of the bottom of the darts, then dot 60 instead of 

50. 
N ow move the System back and place corner K of the Systtm at the bust dot letter E 48, and the side edge at waist dot 

letter G 30, then mark the under-arm measure letter .fo 22. 
Now move the System up, place waist line letter G at the under-arm dot letter F 22: see that the edge of the System is 

placed also at the bust dot letter E, then trace up from under-arm dot to bust dot, then trace down from under-arm dot to the hip 
dot letter H, twelve centimetres below the waist line or below under-arm do t, as the under-arm dot regulates the place of the waist line. 

Now take the System, place the bottom edge at bottom of front and side line, then trace the hip line, also the waist line 
from under-arm dot letter F 22 to the front dot letter A 38, and trace also the bust line from the bust corner letter E 48 to the 

front dot 18. 



12 
PROF. JEAN B. PEYRY'S SYSTEM M~TRIQUE 


FOR CUTTING LADIES', CHILDREN'S AND GENTLEMEN'S GARMENTS. 


DIRECTIONS FOR PLACING THE DARTS. 

N ow place corner of dart rule corner 1 (marked width of dart) at front of waist line, and dot the distance you wishio 
have the dart from the front line, which is from 6 to 14 measure, according to the size of the person. The larger the person is 
at waist the further you place the darts from the front line, but in this given measure we give 8. 

Now move the dart rule to the bust line and take double distance from the front line to what is taken at waist, that is to' 
say, you take 8 at waist line and 16 at bust line, so that the top of the dart will be at double distance from the front line than it 
will be at waist. It does not matter what distance you place the dart from the front line at waist; the top of the dart letter J must 
be at double distance from the front line. 

Now place the corner of the System edge letter J, height of dart, at the bust line dot 16 and at waist line dot 8, then trace 
from No. 3 down to the waist dot s) the top of the dait letter J should corne 3 centimetres below the bust line. 

N ow you must remember that you added 20 at waist and 10 at hips to make those two darts; then take dart rule, place 
corner No.1 at waist dot and dot at letter K 8 more for the width of the filst dart, thell reverse the dart rule to the left side and 
trace from waist dot to No.3 top of dart. 

Place the dart rule on the right side as before, corner No.1, and measure the distance between the two darts at waist, which 
is 4, and 5 to 6 for very large persons. 

Now measure the distance between the two darts at top of dart letter J, which is 13 in this given measure, but you can take 
more or less according to the bias you wish given to the dart. ' _ 

Now measure the width of the second dart letter K 12, then trace the height of the dart from waist dot 4 to bust dot 13. 
First of all you must know what is the height of the nrst dart, and make the second dart one centimetre higher than the first dart. 
Remember that the second dart must be one centimetre higher than the first every time and for every person. Now reverse the 
dart rule to the left side and trace from waist dot to top of dart letter J 13, now finish the bottom, place the straight edge of the 
dart rule from top of dart to the dot which is at centre of dart at waist line, and make dot at hip line for the centre of the dart, the 
width of the bottom of the first dart being 4. Take 2 each side of the aot, then trace line from letter K down to L hip line, 
then trace other side of dart from waist line to hip line. The bottom of second dart is drafted same as the tirst dart, except that 
it is 6 in width at bottom instead of 4 in width. 

Notice on the dart rule that there are three lines on it marked waist. Above these three lines the rule is used to draft the 
darts above the waist line, and below those three lines the rule is used to draft the dart below the waist line. 

Figure 7 represents the under-arm of a tight fitting basque or waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE UNDER-AR.M-FIR.ST LESSON. 

Lay the System on lining or goods make a dot at Bust measure letter E 48, and trace to the corner letter E from corner 
letter E and down the length of under-arm measure letter F 22, and make another dot at half way from corner E to letter F, that 
is to say, if the under-arm length is 22 half is 11. 

N ow, move the System up, place waist line letter G to the dot made at letter F and see that the edge of the System touches 
dot mlde at half way 11, then begin to trace from dot 11 down to letter F 22 and down to letter I12. Now dot hip measure 
letter H 50 also waist measure letter G 30. Then move the System back and plaCf~ the waist line to the dot made at letter G 30. 
and see that the upper edge of the System touches the dot made at bust measure letter E, then trace up from waist dot to bust dot, 
or letter F, then trace down from waist dot to hip dot by taking same length to letter I12. Letter 1 is for the length of skirt. 
For basque or waist now take the System and with the bottom part trace the waist line. 

Figure 9 represents the back of a tight fitting basque or waist. 

DIR.ECTIONS FOR DRAF'.rING THE BACK-FIRST LESSON. 

Lay the System on lining or goods. Now make a dot at the width of back measure letter 0 15, make another dot at shoulder 
measure letter C 14, make another at dot at neck measure letter B 16. Then trace to the corner and from the corner down to the 
length of back measure letter L 40, stop and make a dot. N ow move the System up, place waist line letter G at the last dot and 
see that the edge of the System is pI aced straight with the back line. Then trace down to letter I12. N ow make a dot at hip 
measure letter H 50 and another dot at waist measure letter G 30. N ow move the System back Place the edge of the System at 
dot G and H, trace down from dot G to dot H. Now place the top edge of System letter P at the first dot you made, width of 
back, then trace up from dot G to dot 0 and notice what is the length between dot G to dot O. Now move the system down and. 
place the system corner B at neck dot 16 and shoulder edge of the system at the shoulder dot 14, then trace the length of the 
shoulder beginning at No. 14 to the neck measure, Now take the arms-eye edge of the system to trace the arms-eye curve from 
dot 0 to dot C. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. 

If the person is very short from the neck to the shoulder blade, that is to say, when she is less than 17 centimetres from· 
the neck to the shoulder blade, begin to trace the length of the back measure at line 17 up to the neck and down to the waist and 
whatever is less than 17 centimetres must be added at bottom of waist same as you do with the front part. Everything is cut 

http:UNDER-AR.M-FIR.ST
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from the point of bust up and down from line 19 for the front part and the back part from the point of the shoulder blade up and 
down from line 17. If the person is 17 centimetres or more from neck to shoulder blade begin at neck measure. if the person 
is 19 centimetres or more from neck to the point of bust begin at the bottom of the waisl up to the neck meaSUle 

Notice that two different measures come together on the system, the bust measure letter E, which are numuered from 10 to 
66 with small numbers, the other measure is the width of back measure letter 0, which are numbered from 4 to 21 with large numbers. 
The width of the back measure is always the guide and you must make the first dot at that measure. The bust measure is there 
to give the balance and change of measurement, the proportion and shape of the person with those two measures and the three 
check measures it is easy to tell exactly what is the shape and form of the person. 

DIREC'.rIONS FOR THE US}~ O}<' BUST AND WInTHOF BACK MEASURE. 

When the person is well proportioned the bust measure and width of back measure will meet evenly together, so there is no 
change to be made~ When the person is out of proportion the bust measure will come above or below the width of back measure 
dot letter 0, that is to say, larger or smaller than the width of back measure. For instance 16 across the back and 50Yz around 
the bust wouid meet even together j supposing that the measure is 16 across the back and 54Yz around the bust the bust measure 
would be 4 measures larger than the width of the back, then add half of the difference to the front part, which would be 2. No 
matter how big the measure over the back alwa.ys take half the diffe'rence anJ add it .to the front. Persons who are prominent on 
the bust and chest the bust measure WIll come above the width of back measure j if it is vice versa the width of the back measure 
will come above the bust measure, that is to say, if the width of the back measure was 16 and the bm,t measure 46Yz the diffelence 
would be 4.. When the width of back measure is above the bust there is no change to be made, because persons who take such 
measures have large and longer shoulder blades and need the extra goods across the back, because the- back is longer from neck 
to shoulder blade and their shoulder blade is above the bust line. Persons who are short from the neck to the point of the 
shoulder blade or narrower across the back, their shoulder blade comes down to the bust line and their bust measure comes 
always above the width of the back measure, that is the reason why half the difft!rence must be added to the front. 

Figure 8 represents the side back of a tight fitting basque or waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE SIDE BACK-FIRST LESSON. 

Lay the system on lining or goods. Now make a dot at bust measure letter E 48, then trace to the corner letter E and 
from the corner down the length of side of the back letter M 31Yz. Notice that 31 Vz is the same measure I get from the big 
back one-the curved side-when I trace the curved line from waist dot to width of back dot, the same measure must be used 
when you draft the length of the side back. 

Now make a dot where you stopped to trace 31Vz, make another dot at halfway of the length of side back 15%, then 
move the system up, place the waist letter G at dot 31Yz, and the edge of the system at dot 15%, then trace down again from dot 
15% down to letter I12, then dot the hip measure letter H 50, now swing the bottom corner of the system one centimetre from 
the back line and see that the edge of the system at waist line dot has not moved from its place, then dot the waist measure letter 
G 30. The reason I move the system one centimetre in at the bottom before I dot" the waist line is to give a slope to waist line. 

Now move the system back and place the waist line of the system at waist dot letter G, then trace down to hip dot letter H; 
now place top edge of the system at bust dot letter E and trace up to letter F 22 by taking the same measure as under-arm length, 
make a dot at 22, and what is over 22, that is to say what is over the under-arm length, must be cut off to the corner E. 

Now take the top of ~he system and place bust measure 48 at dot 22 and measure again 48 across the pattern; you will find 
that the corner of the system does not reach the first line you drafted, so make a dot at the edge of the system, and place the edge at 
dot 15% and at the last dot you macie, and trace a second line from dot 15% up to the bust line E, I mean to the first line you 
drafted from l~tter E 48 to corner E,-then trace another line from dot 22 to corner E. The inside lines are the good lines; 
those sma.ll dots at figure 8 represent the outside lines. 

NOTICE.-If the person has a perfect and well proportioned form, there would be no change made, as dot 22 would meet 
even with bust dot~ 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL PUPILS. 

Any place in this InstructIOn Book where we say add so many numbers, or take out so many numbers, we mean the 
numbers which are on the system or the numbers which are on the dart rule. Those we use to make the width of darts only, to 
add or take off anything that the numbers are not in the system we use those dart numbers in place of bust, waist or hip numbers 
for the front part of the system only, and when we say add so many centimetres, then we mean to use the tape line or the centi
metres which are on the dart rule on the straight edge. 'The word centimetre means the real centimetre, and the word at number 
means only the fraction of a ce~timetre, and those fractions are added or taken off with the system itself or the measure of the 

dart rule. 
When we sa.y draft from dot G, or waist line, down to hips dot or letter I, we mean to go every time to the bottom of the 

system 12 centimetres below the waist line. 

DIRECTIONS FOR CUTTING THE LINING. 

Take our double tracing wheel. set the two wheels apart two centimetres more or less, according to how big you want 
the seam. Trace all over the pencil drafting. The first wheel must pass right on the pencil lines, the second wheel tracing is the 
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size of seams. Cut the lining in the last tracing, that is 2 centimetres from the pencil tracing, except at neck and armseye, which 
should be cut in the pencil tracing at neck and armseye. The sysltm gives its own seam for the waist and for the sleeves at neck 
and armseye. 

Figure 10 represents the front of a tight-fitting basque or waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FIGURE 10. 

Figure 10 is drafted same as Figure 6 with the same measurement~ and shows how it is drafted for different forms with the 
same measure. When you draft for persons who have short and fleshy necks swing the syslem 1 or 2 centimetres back at neck 
measure letter B No. 1. It will bring the shoulder more over the armseye, and see that every change is made as the figure repre
sents it. 

No.2 represents how to make a change for a person who has a slender arm at armseye measure. You can see that difference 
when you take the armseye measure for the sleeve. Person., of such build have the under-arm longer than usual, and to find out 
how much it is too long draw a line at waist, being square with line 3, and if the under-arm length comes to that line it must be 
raised at armseye, because the under-arm length must come from 1 to 3 centimetres from the square line. One centimetre is the 
minimum and 3 centimetres is the maximum. 

How to raise it.-Take 1 or 2 centimetres above the bust dot and place the edge of the systtm letter Wat chest dot, and 
trace from chest dot to the dot you made above bust dot; then trace the under-arm length same as figure 6. That will reduce 
tht' armseye. 

No.3 represents how to cut a front for a person who doei not want a curve at the front, so-called French bust. For straight 
front add 3 measures more at bust and 1 at chest, then draw straight line from waist to neck. 

I call the attention of all pupils to learn how to draft Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 without faults, because 
all other figures drafted with seams are based on the same principle. 

Figure 11 represents the front of a tight-fitting basque or waist with a French bias dart. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE FRENCH BIAS DART. 

This front is cut same as figure 6, except that the dart and the arms-eye change. For the darts I add from 25 to 35 at the 
waist measure and 5 less at hip measure to what I add at waist measure. For instance, if I add 30 at waist for the width of darts 
at waist I will add 25 at hip measure for the width of darts at hip measure. 

For the under-arm change the height is raised from 1 to 2 centimetres at the armseye, No.2 shows the raised line from bust dot 
letter E; No.3 shows the raised line from under-arm dot letter F; letter G shows the waist line traced same as in figure 6 line, No.3 
raised from the dart line to dot letter F; waist line and bust and armseeye curve are traced same as in figure 6, then trace over the 
armseye curve from chest dot to the raised dot at bust, then trace under-arr~ length from the raised dot to waist. Notice, the wider 
the dart is the more it is raised at armseye. 
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For thost! darts in figure 11 I add 30 at waist measure and 25 at hip measure; I give 8 to the first and 22 f!lr the second 
dart at waist and at bo~tom 12 centimetres below waist, which is the hip measure; I give 4 to the first dart and 21 for the second 
dart. The distance for placing the first dart from the front at waist line is same as in figure 6, except at bust line or top of dart 
letter J it is set one mOre further from the front than it is in figure 6, also one more between the two darts than il is in figure 6 
The reason why I place the top of dart letter J further from the front line is to give more bias to the darts. 

The first dart is drafted same as in figure 6 except that the top of dart letter J is a! 17 from the front line _; second dart 4 
at waist and 14 at top letter J from the first dart. Now measure the height of your dart from K to J and from J to N and see 
that line Nis a trifle shorter than line X, then trace the bottom of dart, trace from K to L, then trace from Nto T 

Figure 12 represent£ the front of a tight-fitting basqut or waist, with Prof. Jean B. Peyry's bias dart. 

DIRECTIONS FOB DART ONLY. 

As figure 12 is drafted same as figure 6 and figure 11, those darts have the same width as in figure 11, but they will make 
the garment more bias with the sa me width of a French dart, because all the bias comes from the under-arm; first dart, trace 
straight line from hip line to letter J and trace the side line same as in figure 11. Second dart, measure the dart from K to J and 
from J to N, make line Nhalf centimetre shorter than line K; now trace straight line from L to J, finish line N same as figure 11, 
except that the line between J to N must curve a little more than in figure 11, then trace from N to T. 

Figure 13 represents the front of a tight-fitting basque or waist, with Prof. Jean B. Peyry's bias dart. 

DIRECTION FOR DAR1.\ 

This dart is vice versa of figure 12, that is to say, the straight lines are placed on the under-arm side instead of on the front j 
the two darts are drafted same as figure 12, except that the top of dart letter J the second dart is only 12 from the first dart, and 
at the bottom of dart at hip line is two wider, and the first dart one wider than they are in figure 12 ; also that line K to J and J 
to N are both made the same length. To make that I take only 2 less at the hip measure than I take at waist measure, that is to 
say, I add 30 at waist measure and 28 at hip measure. 

Figure 14 represents the front of a tight-fitting basque or waist for a large person, consisting of three darts. 

DIRECTIONS TO DRAFT FIGURE 1<1. 

The front is drafted same as Figure 6, and add 22 at waist and 11 at hip measure, which is half of what I add at waist. 
DIVISION OF THE DARTS.-At waist first dart 6, second dart 10, third dart 6. At hips first dart 3, second 5, third dart 3. 

Now draft the two first darts exactly same as in Figure 6, except that we only make the second dart a half centimetre higher than 
the first. Now measure the space which is left between the second dart and under-arm seam, also from the top of second dart 
letterJ to the bust dot letter E. Now place the dart at the centre of the space which is left at waist and bust and make the dart 
a half centimetre higher than the seconn dart, and finish bottom of dart same as first dart. 
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Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17 represent the front of tight-fitting basque or waist, 'consisting of two darts and two 
under-arms for very large persons. . 

DIRECTIONS TO DRAFT FIGURE IS-THE FRONT PART. 

Now I take the size of measurement, 58 bust measure, 44 waist measure and 64 hip measure. Place the system on lining 
or goods, and draft the front same as Figure 6, except that 14 measures are taken off at bust measure and waist measure and 18 at 
hip measure, that is to say, when you dot the bust, waist and hip measure, instead of dotting at 58 bust, 44 waist and 64 hip, dot 
only 44 bust, 30 waist and 46 hip, and you will use the 14 and 18 to make the extra under-arm. Now add 20 for both darts and 
place them at the front same as in Figure 6. 

DIRECTIONS TO DRAFT THE EXTRA UNDER-ARM-FIGURE 16. 

Take the dart rule and draw square line with line letter G and line letter F, and see that the line from G to Fis the 
same length as under-arm line. Now take the measure with the dart rule, which is used for darts only, and take the width 14 at 
waist and bust, then trace bust line letter E 14 and trace down to letter F or letter G dot- The line from E to F is the same 
length as line from G to F, and the waist line must be raised a half centimetre at letter F to give a slope to the waist at letter G 
then draw the width of hip line letter H18, then trace the length from F to I and from G to H. 

Figure 17 represents the second under-arm, and is drafted same as Figure 7. 
Figure 18 represents the front of a tight fitting basque or waist without any dart. 

DIRECTIONS TO DRAFT THE DARTLESS FRONT. 

Figure 18 is drafted same as Figure 6, except the bust measure and under-arm length. Now add 4 at bust measure, that is 
to say, if the bust is 48 take 52. Trace line No.1 straight from waist to the neck, and line No.2 square with line No. 1. Now 
raise the waist line two centimetres from line 2) make a dot for width of waist measure G, and for length of under-arm measure F. 
Place the edge of the system at dot E and dot F, and measure the length of under-arm from F to E, make a dot, move the 
system up, place waist line at dot F, trace up to dot E, then trace down to I or hip dot. Now trace a second line at armseye to 
cut off what is too long. 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

When we say add to bust or waist or any other place, that means to add only to the piece named in drafting, that is to say, 
if we say add 4 at bust measure when we draft the front, that means only for the front, all other pieces remaining unchanged. 
Under-arm, side-back and back are drafted to their usual measures, and nothing is added to the armseye numbers to trace the 
armseye curve. Trace the armseye curve by using same numbers as bust measure without adding anything from the usual measure. 

Figure 19 represents the front of a tight 5tting basque or waist with one dart only for large pentons. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE DART. 

Draft figure 19 same as figure 6, except that at waist measure you add only 10 for the width of the dart and see that the 
distance between the dart and the under-arm line is the same width as the under-arm piece. This style of dart is used for large 
persons to make tbem look as if it was a dartless front with two under·arms. 

Figure 20 represents the front of a tight fitting basque or waist, consisting of one of Prof. Jean B. Peyry's bias darts. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAF'l'ING FIGURE 20. 

The front is drafted same as figure 6. The dart is 20 in width and is placed at the centre of front, or that is to say, if the 
waist measure is ;30 place the dart 15 from the front line of waist. Now measure the length of dart from K to / and from/ to N; 
the line from / to N is a half centimetre shorter than line K. Now trace a straight line from letter L to /, then take the width of ' 
dart at waist 20, and 18 for width at hips. Then reverse the dart rule and trace line from / to N and from N to T: 

Figure 21 represents the front of tight fitting basque or waist, consisting of one Grecian bias dart. This dart is for persons 
who have very large hips, the goods being left at the centre of dart from waist line to hip line. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 21. 

The front being drafted same as figure 6, this then is only the direction for the dart, place the dot at 10 distances from front 
line, the width of this dart is 22 at waist and 2 at hips, one on each side. Now take the width of dart at waist and measure the height 
of dart same as figure 20, line from / to N half a centimetre shorter than line K to /, now trace from K to hip line and from N to 
hip line. Now make a dot at the centre of dart and trace a line from waist dot to Q, and one from line N, trace another line 
from waist dot to L, and OLe from K to hip line. 

Figure 22 represents the front for a Fight fitting basque or waist, consisting of one Grecian bias dart. This is for persons 
who have hips smaller than the bust and for those who want to have the goods come bias from the front and from the back with 
one dart. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE a2. 

The front being drafted same as figure 6 this is only the direction for the dart, place the dart 8 from the front line at waist 
and 16 from front line at bust, the width of this dart is 20 at waist and 20 at hip. At waist it is divided in two, 10 for ~ach side 
of letter R. Now measure the width of the dart with dart rule, make a dot at centre of dart, then trace line from K to /, trace 
straight line from/ to R, trace another straight line from R to /, make that side of dart half a centimetre higher, then trace line 
from / to 11 and from N to Q also from K to L. 

Figure 23 represents the front for a tight-fitting basque or waist, consisting of Prof. Jean B. Peyry's bias dart. This bias 
dart is for persons who are full between the bust and waist, or for persons who are suffering from the stomach. This dart havin~ 
no curve from waist to bust, it gives more comfort to persons who are suffering. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 23. 

The front and darts are drafted same as figure 11, except that the lines of the dart are straight instead of being curved. 
Figure 24 represents the front of a tight-fitting basque or waist, consisting of Prof. Jean B. Peyry's bias dart. These two· 

bias darts are to make the goods come in even bias from the front and from the back, and are better adapted to persons who have 
small hips. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 24. 

The front is same as figure 11, the width of dart is 30; for both darts the two darts are of even width-15 each at waist 
and 18 each at hips. Distance from front line is 8 at waist, and at bust there is no determined space, as all depends on the shape 
of the person. The space between the two darts is from 6 to 8. Now measure the height of the dart from waist line to letterJ' 
also the width of dart. Draw straight line from T to J, draw curved line fromJtC' K, and from K to L, the line from Nto J must be 
a quarter of a centimetre shorter than the line from K to J. The second dart is drafted same as the first dart, except that line 
from N to J is a half centimetre shorter than line from K to j. 

Figure 25 and figure 26 represent the front and back of a dartless, tight-fitting basque or waist; figure 25 consists of a fron t 
and under-arm together. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 2:i. 

The front is drafted same as figure 1R, except that the waist line is raised one centimetre more from the square. 

HOW TO PLACE THE UNDER-ARM. 

Take the system and turn it upside down, place waist line of the system at dot letter F, then dot the waist letter G 30, now 
place the system in its right position, join the under-arm to the front at bust measure letter E, and place the edge of the system at 
waist dot letter G 30, I mean the last dot you made at waist, then trace from letter E to corner E. Keep corner E at point of 
line and swing the system to the front so that the outside edge is placed at letter G waist dot, then trace the length of under-arm 
from corner E to letter F. swing back the top of the system so that the bottom corner wili touch the hip dot or hip measure, then 
trace down from G to I, now draw the waist line from dot F to dot A. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE BACK-FIGURE 26. 

Lay the systfm on the straight of lining. Dot letter 0 width of back, dot letter C, dot letter B, begin to trace from letter 
B to the corner and down to letter L length of back, make dot at back length, move the system up, place waist line at dot L, the 
system being straight with back line, then dot waist measure letter G, dot hip measure letter H, trace down from dot L to bottom of 
system letter I. Now move the system and place corner B of the system at neck dot letter 'B, and the shoulder edge at shoulder 
dot letter C, th~n tract' shoulder length from C to B, and with armseye curve trace from letter 0 to letter C. Now take the side 
back and join it to the back by placing corner E of the system to dot letter 0, and the edge of the system letter M to dot letter G; 
when the system is in that po<;ition draw a line between side back and back at edge letter M to be about 7 centimetres long, then 
trace the bust measure from E to 0, now move the system up, place waist line at G dot and see that the edge of the system is 
straight with line M, now dot waist measure letter G, dot also hip measure letter H. Now move the system back and place under
arm edge waist line of system at waist dot letter G, the top edge at bust dot letter E, then trace length of under-arm from dot G to

dot E, make dot at letter F, which is the length of under-arm, and trace again the bust measure from dot F to dot 0, now trace: 
down from waist to hips H, or length of skirt letter I12, then trace the waist line from G to L. 

Figure 27 represents a V back for a tight fitting basque or waist. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 27. 

This back is drafted S:l.me as figure 9, except that line P is traced from dot letter L to dot letter 0, nothing IS left for the 
width of back at waist and notice what is the length from G to P. 

Figure 28 represents the side back to fit with figure 27. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 2S. 

Figure 28 is drafted same as figure 8, except that the width that is taken off from figure 27 is added at figure 28 at the waist 
and hip measure. Dot letter G at waist and dot letter H at hips, the width that was taken off from the back of figure 27 
must be added at figure 28 before tracing the waist liae letter G. 

Figure 29 represe'lts the back and side back of a tight fitting basque or waist. This style of back is made especially for 
women who have narrow b3.cks and large waists. It Will greatly improve their shape. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 29. 

Figure 29 is drafted same as figure 9 and figure 8, except that from waist dot letter G to dot letter 0 the curved line is 
traced to 7 centimetres from dot letter 0, the side back li.ne is traced from No.7 to letter I and finish the side back same as 
figure 8. 

Figure 30 represents the back for tight fitting basque or waist with side seam fro:n waist to shoulder. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 30. 

}figure 30 is drafted same as figure 9, except that the length of the shoulder is cut 3 centimetres shorter than it is in figure 
9 and the side line is traced straight from G to C. 

Figure 31 represents the side back that fits with figure 30. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 31. 

Take the back of the system and place it same as for drafting a back, and dot at shoulder the 3 centimetres taken off from 
figure 30; for instance, the length of shoulder was 14, take 3 off and 11 is left, then dot at 11 and 14 to get the 3 off, now dot 
width of back measure letter 0, dot also length back LIE, move the syste.m and trace the arms-eye curve from dot 0 to dot C, now 
take side back, place corner E at dot 0 and edge M of the system to be placed at dot M, then dot bust measure letter E, trace line 
to dot 0, move the system up, place waist line at dot M, and traee down from waist liue to letter I. dot hip measure, swing the 
system

r 
one centimetre in then dot the waist measure letter G, move the system back, place the waist line at dot G and edge of the 

·system at dot E, trac.e up to letter F length of under-arm measure, trace down from G to dot H, trace the waist line from dot G 
to dot M, trace another line irom dot F to dot 0 at arms-eye. 

Figure 32 represents the back and side back for a tight fitting basque or waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 32. 

Figure 32 is drafted same as figure 9 and figure 8, except that the two side lines are drafted 7 centimetres from the waist 
lines; 

Figure 33 represents the back for a jacket, basque or cloak j it is also used for waists for persons who have strong and short 
shoulder blades~ 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 33. 

Lay the system on the straight edge of lining or goods and dot width of back 0, shoulder length C, neck measure B, trace 
from dot B to the corner, and from the corner down to length of back L, now swing the system to you about 2 centimetres from 
the first line and trace another line from neck corner down length of back L, move the system up, place waist line at dot Land 
trace down to I, dot hip measure H, also waist measure G. Now move the system and measure the width of the back over at 
line 17. The goods that are cut off at line 17 must be added at dot 0 line 17; make a new dot, then piace the waist line at 
G, dot and trace down to H dot, then swing the edge of the system at dot 0, trace from G up to P, trace the length of shoulder 
C, then trace armseye curve from dot 0 to dot C. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

For every outside garment the back must be cut like figure 33 and the front cut like figure 10 at neck, that the neck will 
come one centimetre further back; it will give more curve to the armseye and will send the jacket more to the fr0nt,:the back 
will fit right in with the shape of the person without being buttoned. For persons who have a deep curve from shoulder blade to 
waist, cut the back like this for tight-fitting garments, and for loose garments swing the system 3 centimetres instead of 2 centl
metres. 

Figure 34 represents the back of a basque or jacket for a person who is hunchbacked. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 34. 

Figure 34 is drafted same as figure 33, except that the second line is traced from line 17 down to waist 2 centimetres from 
the first line, and from line 17 to neck swing the syrtem 1 centimetre from the first line. It is not necessary '0 measure over the 
width of back as in figure 33, beca.use nothing is taken off at line 17. A person who is hunchbacked needs all the goods at 
shoulder blade line 17, as they are bent from shoulder blade to waist and from shoulder blade to the neck. 

t

<l 

Figure 35 represents the front of a tight-fitting basque, jacket or waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFrrING FIGURE 35. 

Figure 35 is drafted same as figure 6, except that figure 35 has only one dot, 10 in width, 8 from the front line at waist, and 
16 at bust; add one measure at bust for persons who are large. 

Figure 36 represents the undt.r-arm and side to fit with figure 35. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 36. 

Begin with side back. Draft side back same as figure 8, then join the under-arm to the side back, place corner E at arms
eye dot F, and edge of the system at dot G, then trace bust measure at arms-eye E, move the system up, place waist line at dot G,. 
upper edge of the system at dot E F, dot waist measure G, and dot hip measure E-I, move the system back, place waist line at dot 
G and trace down from G to I, then trace up under-arm length F from G to bus t dot E. 

Figure 37 represen ts a double back to fit with figure 36 a nd figure 35. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE :17. 

Figure 37 is drafted same as figure 9, except that the goods are folded in two, this prevents having a seam at the centre of 
the back. Place the system straight with the fold of the goods and draft the back same as in figure ~. 

Figure 38 represents the back and side back for a tight fitting waist or jacket. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 38. 

Lay the back of system on lining or goods. Dot width of back 0, length of shoulder C, neck B, trace from B to the corner 
and down length of back L, move the system up, place waist line at dot L, and dot waist measure G, now trace length 9f shoulder C,. 
trace arms-eye curve from dot ° to det C. Now take side back, place corner E at dot 0, the edge of system at dot G, trace from 
E to dot 0, then trace line 3, move the system up, place waist line at dot G, edge of system straight with line 3 and dot waist 
measure G ; move the system back, place to waist line at dot G and top edge of system at dot E then trace from dot G to dot E, dot 
length of under-arm F, trace from dot F to dot .E, then trace waist line. 
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Figure 39 represents the front and under· arm of a tight fitting waist or jlcket ; this front fits with figure 38. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGUHE 3~•. 

Lay the system on lining or goads, dot bust E and add 3 at bust, dot bust line 19, trace down to A and lip to A, move 
the system down, place corner of the system at dot A, the edge of the system straight with the line traced from bust line up to dot 
A, now dot chest measure, trace neck measure f~om A to B, follow line B dot at end of line B, move the system, trace length of 
shoulder letter C, place edge of the system from dot B to dot B, place waist line at dot A, take waist measure dot G, place that dot G 
three centimetres above the square line N J. 2 N ow measure under-arm length F from dot G to dot E, make another dot at E, 
then trace arms-eye curve from last dot made to tht: chest dot and from chest to shoulder dot. Now take under-arm system and 
take the waist measure G by turning the system, the bust part down. Now take the bust measure E, place bust number at dot E 
and the inside edge of the system :\t letter F, then trace bust measure from dot E to corner E, now swing the system in the outside 
edge of the system to be placed at letter F, then trace length of under-arm measure from corner E to letter F, trace the waist line 
from Fto 4. 

Figure 40 represents the front of tight-fitting waist or jacket. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 40. 

Figure 40 is drafted same as figure 18, except that 6 are added at waist measure and is cut 2 centimetres below the waist 
line, 4 are added at bust measure, same as in figure 18. 

Figure 41 represents the back, side-back, and under-arm to fit with figure 40. 

DIRECr.l'IONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 41. 

Figure 41 is drafted same as figure 33, except that the under-arm piece is added to it, and the six numbers which are added 
to the front at waist measure are taken off from the back a.t waist. 

HOW TO PLACE THE UNDER-ARM. 

Place the edge of the system ~t dot E and at dot G, trace from E to E, trace line 4, move the system, place waist line at 
dot G, the edge of the system straight with line 4 and take waist measure G, take six off from dot G, then trftce length of under-arm 

Ffrom dot at waist up to F, trace waist line. 

Figure 42 represents the front of a tight fitting waist or basque. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE t2. 

Figure 42 is drafted same as figure 40, except that, nothing is added at waist, and has a dart in the side. This dart is made 

in lining only. 
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HOW TO PLACE THE DART. 
The waist is raised one centimetre from square line No.2, place the edge of the system at dot G and dot E, trace line from 

F to E bust line, then take length of under-arm)neasure from F to E, add 2 centimetres more to make the dart, place the dart 4 
centimetres from dot E, make it 2 centimetres in width ar,d 9 in length, trace a second line from F to point of dart and from E to 
point of dart, the second line is a half centime tre from the first line, the second line is the good one. 

Figure 43 represents the back, side back and under-arm to fit with figure 42. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 43. 

Figure 43 is drafted same as figure 41, except that nothing is taken off at waist measure. 

~ l·~illi. Figure 44 represents a double front for a tight fitting waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE ..". 

Figure 44 is drafted same as figure 40, except that the goods are folded at front to prevent them from having a seam in the 
front and we add 6 at bust measure instead of 4 and 6 at waist ml!asure same as figure 40, and when we draft the neck measure 
we place the edge of the system a half centimetre out of fold of goods, and that half centimetre must be added at chest measure, 
then trace the neck and shoulder, arms-eye, under-arm and waist same as figure 40. 

Figure 45 represents the double back to fit with figure 44. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTI:NG FIGURE 4:i. 

Figure 45 is drafted same as figure 41, except that the goods are folded at centre of back' to prevent them from having a 
seam in centre of back. 

---2 

Figure 46 and Figure 47 represent a waist with one seam at the under-arm. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE <16. 

The front is drafted same as figure 39, except that the goods are folded at front and we add six at bust measure, and when 
we draft the neck measure we place the edge at the System a half centimetre out of (old of goods and that half centimetre is 
added to chest measure~ then trace the neck and shoulder, armseye, under-arm and waist same as figure 39. 

DIREcr.rIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 47. 

The back is drafted same as figure 38, except that the goods are folded at th\.. centre of back. 
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Figure 48 represents the front and under-arm of a tight-fitting jacket or basql1e without darts. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 48. 

The front of figure 48 is drafted same as figure 18, except that they are for jackets or basques to wear over other garments. 
Add at bust measure 6 to 14 and at waist measure 2 to 10, at hip measure 2 to 10. Add according to the thickness of the under 
garment and how they want to wear it, whether tight or loose. This jac~et is 20 centimetres long below the waist line. NOTICE.
For this style of jacket for persons who have large hips, we take off from the front at hips 3 to 7 and we add it at the side back. 

HOW TO PLACE THE UNDER-ARM. 

Place the hip corner at letter I, make sure that it is 12 centimetres each side from G to I, place the top of the System 3 to 
4 centimetres from the front dot E, then trace a line from I to F, 2 above the length of under-arm, dot Gat F, dot 'waist line at both 
sides of the System at G and F/ now turn the system upside down and place waist at both dots G and F, and dot waist measure G, 
move the system down, dot hip measure H, now turn the system to its right position and place bust measure of the system at line 
F, place edge of system under· arm length at waist dot, trace from the corner E down to letter F, move the system up and place 
waist line at dot ~ and trace down from F to I. 

HOW TO DRAFT THE LAPEL. 

Line No.3 is drawn from bust line to 5 centimetres above the shoulder seam, the point of the lapel is 7 centimetres from 
line No.3 and the:small point at 4 from line No.3. Use the back part of the system curve P to draft the outside lines. 
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Figure 49 represents the side back to fit with figare 48. 

DIREC'.l'ION8 FOI~ DRAFTING FIGURE 49. 

Figure 49 is drafted same as figure 8, except that the waist line slopes 2 centimetres more at back line and leaves 2 centi
metres for plait between side back and back. 

Figure 50 represents the back to fit with figure 49. Figure 50 is drafted same as figure 33, except that the waist line is 
sloped 2 centimetres below to make the jacket longtr waisted and leave 2 centimetres each side for plaits. 

Figure 51 represents the front of dartless and double breasted jacket or basque, and can be used with any style of back 
and side pieces. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING .I<~IGUR}~ 51. 

Figure 51 is drafted same as figure 48, except that the under-arm is drafted separate. 

HOW TO DRAFT THE LAPEL AN!) DOUBLE BREAST. 

Draw a straight line from neck down to hips, the waist dot being the guide. The width for the double breast is from 10 to 
18 centimetres in figure 51 is 10 at hips and at waist, 11 at bust. Trace the outside line from hip to bust line with the dart rule. 
Line J is traced with dart rule from bust line to neck; line K is traced by placing dart rule at neck corner and at waist and under
arm corner F and G and traced from neck corner up 15 ('entimetr~s; line L is traced with back curve traced from bust line to the 
point of line K. 

Figure 52 represents the front of a dartless sailor blazer or jacket, with a sailor collar drafted with the front. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 52. 

Figure 52 is drafted same as figure 48. 
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How TO DRAFT THE SAILOR LAPEL.-Trace line M from hips to 27 centimetres above the shoulder line, trace line K from 
ches~ dot, pass5ng 2 centimetres below the shoulder line at line M up to 25 centimetres from line M. trace line J from chest dot 
passmg 3 centImetres from neck up to 28 centimetres from line M, trace line B so that the end of line is 6 centImetres from the 
shoul~er line and 8 centimetres long. Trace line L from end of line B up to 23 centimetres, the top of line coming one centimetre 
from lme M' Now trac!! the front line all round at hips and waist is 5 centimetres from line M and 8 centimetres at bust. To 
trace the curved line use the curved part of the back piece, trace from line bust line to line J, from line J to line K and from lin€ 
K to line L. 

Figure .53, figure 54 and figure 55 represent the under-arm, side back and back to fit with figure 52 or with any other front 

DIRECr.rIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURES 53, 54 & i'i5. 

The two first figures, 53 and 54, are drafted same a~ figure 7 and figure 8. The back figure 55 is drafted same as figure 33, 
-except that the skirt part is longer and larger. The skirt for this jacket is 17 centimetres for the length and 17 centimetres for 
the width. For this style of jacket the skirt part is the same size in width as it is in length, except the front, which is 10 to 16 
centimetres more in width than it is in length. 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

11,1 he; The under arm piece, figure 53 at waist line G, the waist line is lowered a half centimetre on the side of the under-arm seam, 
only the second line with little dots shows how thl:: waist line m:lst be, and the other second line at arms-eye shows that it is cut 
off a half centimetre at arms-eye for p.!rsons who are long waisted at front and short waisted at under-arm. The front under-arm 
sea.m is made a half centimetre longer than the me-lsure calls for and the under-arm piece is not cut off at arms-eye where the front 
piece is made half centimetre longer. Remember that the under-arm piece is drafted same as figure 53 for every dart less garment. 

Figure 56 represents the front of a double-breasted ladies' vest with lapels. 

DIRECr.rIONS FOR DRAFTING .I!~IGUR}j 56. 

Lay the system on lining or goods and dot bust measure E, dot bust line 19, d)t length of front at waist A, and neck A, then 
move the system down same as in figure 5:2, dot chest me.l.sure D, dot neck measure lJ, follow line B, dot at end of line B, now 
trace shoulder measure C, trace armseye from E to D and from D to C, take waist measure G, add 14 for the dart, dot square line No. 
2, place G dot 2 centimetres from the square line No.2, measure the under-arm length from F to E, make dot at E, place waist 
line at G dot, and top edge of the system at dot E, trace up from F to E and down waist dot 4 centimetres. If there is anything 
left too long at dot E trace a second line same as in figure 52_ Trace waist line from A to G, trace straight line at front from 5 
centimetres above dot A at neck to dot A at waist, then place the dart same as in figure 35, the di stance from the straight line 
being 8 at waist and 16 at bust. The width of the double-breasted is 5 centimetres from straight line at waist line and 9 at bust 
line, trace iine L from bust point to 6 centimetres above the shoulder line and leave line passing 2 centimetres below dot A at 
neck, then trace the outsid:! line with dart rule from waist to bust, then use the curved part to trace from bust to point of front 
line, which is 6 centimetres from line L, trace another line from dot A to point of line L, 2 centimetres from line L. 
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Figure 57 represents the front of a jacket or basque with one dart. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE :;7. 

Figure 57 is drafted same as figure 6, except that in figure 57 it has only one dart and is 12 in width. The dart is placed in 
the centre of the front at waist and at bust. If it is to be worn over another garment add from 2 to 8 at bust, waist and hips. Add 
5 centimetres to the front for lapel line O. 

How TO DRAFT THE LAPEL -Trace line M from bust line 19 to 6 centimetres above shoulder line, trace line Nby placing 
the dart rule at centre of neck and at chest dot D, trace 12 centimetres up from line M, then trace line 0 from bottom of jacket 
to the point of line N. then trace collar. 

Figure 58 represents the front of lady's cutaway with one dart and lapel. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE ;}S. 

Figure 58 is drafted same as figure 57, except that in figure 58 the dart is 10 in width and is placed 8 from the front line at _ 
waist and 20 at bust, and the points of the dart finishes at front line L. The skirt part is traced on a rounding shape from waist 
line A to I; use the curved part of the back to give that curve. N ow add 5 at the fron t for the lapel, trace line Q from bust line 
19 to 6 centimetres above the shoulder line, trace line from corner A up 8 centimetres long. then trace the collar. 

Figure 59, figure 60 and figure 61 represent the under-arm, the side-back and the back to fit with figure 58 or with any other 
front. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURES 59, 60 & (H. 

These three figures, 59, 60 and 61, are drafted same as Figure 48, Figure 49 and Figure 50, except that the under-arm IS 

drafted separate from the front. The length of the skirt is 20 centimetres long, and the back plaits are 5 centimetres in width. 

Figure 62 represents the front for a jacket or basque cut in two pieces and drafted in one. 

DI~ECTIONS FOR DRAF'J'ING FIGURE 62. 

Figure 62 is drafted same as Figure 6. Add 20 at waist measure and 20 at hip measure, trace line K from L to J at 1() 
from the front line, trace a curved line from corner J to arms eye, trace a line from corner J down to waist line at 20 from line K 

J 
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trace a line from waist line down to hip line at 20 from line K, now cut out the front at line K from hips to armseye, then cut out 
at the second line from hip up to corner I Figure 62 has no dart and line K represents a seam from armseye to hips, the seam being 
covered with lace, the seam is basted from waist line up. The front of the jacket is finished with lace and 4 large buttons. Letter 
Nrepresents the collar. The collar is straight at front and square at top. Length of skirt 17 centimetres. For Figure 62 draft 
a pattern on paper. 

Figure 63, Figure 64 and Figure 6,5 represent the under-arm, side-back and back to fit with Figure 62. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURES 6:1, 6<1 & 65. 

These three figures are drafted same as Figures 53, 54 and 55, except that the under-arm of Figure 63 is not made a half 
centimetre longer at under-arm seam, and the back, Figure 65, is drafted double by folding the goods and is only 5 centimetres in 
width at waist line; what is over 5 centimetres is taken off and added at side-back, Figure 64, The skirt has plenty flaring at 
bottom and is 5 centimetres more in width than it is in length. 

Figure 66 repr~sents the front of a dartless cutlway witn large lapel and pocket. 

DIRECTlONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 66. 

Figure 66 is drafted same as Figure 18. The under-arm dart is made same as Figure 24. From waist line down to hips 
it is traced with the curved part of the back. Trace straight from waist up to 6 centimetres above the shoulder line, trace from 
chest line up to neck corner A 14 centimetres long, trace line J from waist line to the point of line A, then trace tl-Ie collar. 

THE CENTIMETRE TAPE MEASURE. 

Figure 67 represents the Centimetre Tape measure which is used to take the measurement. The length of the tape measure 
is 150 centimetres or 1,500 millimetres or one metre and a half, and those 150 centimetres are reduced to 25 centimetres, so it 
takes six of, the reduced measure to make one centimetre. The diagrams which are in this instruction book are measured and 
drafted with this reduced measure, so you can cut this out and use it to find out any distance which is named in the directions, 
except in the length of skirls and princess and a few of the seamless garments which have been reduced in the drafting in order 
to take less space in the ins truction book. 

Figure 68 represents the front of a shirt-waist with yoke or without. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 6S. 

To draft 1shirt waists begin same as for plain waist figure 6, except that you will add one measure at length of shoulder 
C, one at chest measure D, 2 or 4 to bust measure E, and 10 to 20 at waist measure G, 10 to 20 at hip measure H. You add at 
waist and hip measure according to how many plaits you wish to have un the front. 

Fig67 
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DIRECTIONS TO PLACE THE UNDER-ARM. 

Place waist of the system at waist dot letter G so that the point of the system letter E is downward, then dot waist measure 
letter G, move the system down to dot letter H and dot hip measure letter H, now turn the system and join the under-arm at bust 
E and the ~dge of the system to dot G, now trace from E to corner E then make a dot at under-arm length letter"]i, now take the 
dart rule to trace the under-arm line, trace from letter F dot up to bust corner letter E and down from dot .F to letter I or hip
dot. Now trace waist line from the front dot to the under-arm dot F. Line letter Q shows where it is cut when you want to make 
it with a yoke. Line No.1 shows how to make change for a sloping shoulder, letter B shows the usual line, No.2 shows how 
to make a change for a prominent shoulder bone or high shoulders. 

Figure 6& represents the back of a shirt-waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE BACK. 

This shirt back is drafted same as figure 26, except that at waist we add 8 or more to make a few plaits on the back and 
we add one measure more at shoulder and one across the back- Line letter Q shows the back yoke where it must be cut, line No. 
2 shows how to make a change for Sloping shoulders, line No.1 shows the change for high shoulders. When the check measure 
is taken those shoulder changes are easier to l?e made. The measure will tell you where to set the shoulder seam. 

Figure 70 represents the front of a lady's single breasted vest, better known as a dartless riding vest. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 70. 

Lay the system on the lining or goods, and begin at bust dot bust measure letter E, a.dd 4 at the bust measure, dotbust line 
19, trace up to A and down to A waist line, move the system down and dot ('hest measure letter D, dot neck measure B, take dart 
rule and trace line with the curved side from chest dot to neck dot, now trace shoulder length letter C, draw the arms-eye from 
E to D and from D to C, now place waist line of the system at dot A and dot waist measure letter G, add 5 at waist measure, 
take the under-arm length F, take it 2 centimetres large, dot at ]i, move the system up place waist line at dot F and trace from F 
to E bust dot. Now make a dart 2 centimetres large, 9 centimetres deep and 4 centimetres from bust dot; now draw waist line 
and finish the bottom. The dart is placed in a way that it makes the two points come out a half centimetre. This dart is made in 
lining only and is a great benefit for large women. It gives plenty room to the fleshy part. No.2 shows the square line and to. 
what distance the waist line should come. 

Figure 71 represents the back of a lady's vest. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE BACK. 

Lay system on lining or goods and begin to dot width of back 0, dot shoulder measure C, ne,ek measure B, trace from dot 
B to the corner and down to L, make dot at L, move the system up, place waist line at dot L and dot wa.ist measure G. Draw 
shoulder measure from C to B dot, trace from dot 0 to dot C, taks side back, place corner E at ° dot, place the edge of the 
system at G dot, then trace bust measure from E to dot 0, now trace line No.3, moving the system up, place waist at G dot and 
the edge of the system straight with line 3, then dot waist measure letter G, .now take the under-arm length from dot G to dot E, 
make dot at F and trace from F dot to 0 dot. Now take the under-arm piece and place corner E at dot T and place edge of 
system at dot G, now dot bust measure letter E and trace line No.4, move the system up and place the waist line at dot G. the 
edge of the system straight with line No.4, then dot waist measure G, thcn take under-arm length from G dot to E dot, make dot 
at F and trace from dot ]i to dot E, finish the bottom with dart rule. 
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Figure 72 represents the front of a riding jacket. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE JACKET FRONT. 

This jacket front is drafted same as figure 6, except that it has only one dart, 10 in width and is cut 2 or 3 centimetres 
below the waist line, and the lapel is drafted from the bust line to 4 centimetres above the shoulder line. 

Figure 73 represents the under-arm for the riding jacket. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE UNDER-AHM. 
, 

This under-arm is drafted same as figure 7, except that the skirt is drafted 16 to 20 centimetres below the waist line, and 
at letter G same length as the front of the jacket. 

Figure 74 represents the side-back of the riding jacket. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE SIDE-BACK. 

Figure 74 is drafted same as figure 8, except that the waist line slopes one centimetre more and 3 centimetres are left for 
the back plait. Length from waist line to hip line 16, width at hip measure 60. 

Figure 75 represents the back of the riding jacket. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE BACK. 

Figure 75 is drafted same as figure 33, except that 2 centimetres are added at back for plaits and 2 centimetres at letter 
G for plaits also. Length of skirt 16 centimetres, width at hips 10 centimetres. 

Figure 76 and figure 78 represent the right part of a riding skirt. 


Figure 77 and figure 79 represent the left part of the riding skirt. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 76. 

First trace line F and line H, square with line F, take 16 centimetres below the square line, make a dot from 16 to line F, 
trace line G, which is the waist line, the waist measure is 30; we take half for the front and half for the back. Now place the dart 
at waist line, the width of the darts being 10 each, and the length is 15 centimetres. Place first dart 3 centimetres from line H, 
second dart 2 centimetres from the first dart, now trace second line G from the point of dart to 5 centimetres below line F, and 5 
centimetres long. Now take the length of inside measure which is 30 centimetres, take 30 below, 16 at line H, and trace line L 
to be square with line Hand 45 centimetres long, take 14 centimetres below line L and trace line M 48 centimetres long, so as to 
be square with line H. Now trace Nfor which is traced at bottom of length of side measure, trace it square with line H; it is to 
be 50 centimetres long. Trace line K from line F to the point of line G and line L by using the curved part of the dart rule, 
then trace line E from line L to 20 centimetres below lme N, trace line P straight from line H to line E, now trace line 03 
centimetres from line P. Line 0 is the bottom of Figure 76. Figure 77 is the left front gore and Figure 76 is the right front gore. 
The left gore, Figure 77, is from 10 to 12 centimetres longer at bottom. For left gore trace line Q 8 centimetres below line P by 
using curved part of dart rule. Trace lineJfrom number 16 down to the bottom of skirt, passing 5 centimetres 
line L and line M; line J is the same. 

from line Hat 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE '78. 

Trace line F, trace line H, square with line fl, trace line G 5 centimetres below line F from line H to line F, trace line J 
at 5 centimetres from line H from line G down to half the length of line H. Now take 15 centimetres at waist line G from G dot 
to line F, add 10 centimetres vr more for plaits at back. Trace line 0 bottom of skirt 70 centimetres long. 

Figure 79 is the left back gore and Figure 78 is the right back gore. and the left gore, Figure 79, is from 3 to 5 centimetres 
longer. Trace line Q 3 centimetres from line O. 

Figure 80 represents the skirt when the person is walking. 
Figure 81 represents the skirt when the person IS riding. 
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Figure 82 and Figure 83 represents the legging for riding horse back or for riding bicycles. 

DIRECTIOSS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE S2. 

THE BACK LEGCING.-Tracc line S, trace line F. square with line S, trace line V, square with line T, trace line U two 
centimetres from line 1~ trace line X 20 centimetres long, trace line W down to line V 24 cell timetres width at bottom. 

Figure 83 back legging is cirafted same as figure 82, except that the width at top is only 15 cen timetres and at bottom 20 
from line V, and is made one centimetre longer. 

Figure 84 and figure 85 represent a tight-fitting lady's riding trousers. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE S4.-FRONT LEGGING. 

The different measures given for these trousers a,e as follows: -waist 30 centimetres, hips .50, seat 65, knee 24, bottom 22, 
outside seam 70. inside seam 30. Now trace line E, trace line D, square with line E. Line E for the front legging is used for 
waist line G; trace line F15 centimetres below line E, square with line D; line G is the waist measure, 15 centimetres j line.fi 
is the hip measure, 23 centimetres long. Trace line H30 centimetres below line E; line H is the seat measure,30 centimetres 
long, and is traced square with line D j trace line J 32 centimetres from line H, square with line D, and 22 centimetres long. 
Trace line N 18 centimetres from line J and squart with line D and 20 centimetres long. Trace line L f,om line N to line H 
and from line H to line E j line J is traced 3 centimetres from line D at bottum and tj centimetres at waist. Now trace line K 
from line E to line H; trace line M from line H to line N. Place the dart at 5 centimetres from line N The dart is 6 in width 
and 12 centimetres in length. Line L is the olltside seam and line M is the inside seam and line K is the opening. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 85.-BACK LEGGING. 

Trace line E, trace line D, square with lir.e E, trace line F coming 5 centimetres out from line /) and 10 centimetres below 
line E j lme F is to be square with line D and 20 centimetres long. Trace line G, waist measure 15, from point of line .fi to line 
E, trace line I, hip measure 26 centimetres long j line I is at 15 centimetres below line F. Trace line H, seat measure, 35 
centimetres long j line His also the inside measure which is 30 centimetres below lme F The hip line is always placed at half 
the distance between waist line and seat line or inside line. Trace line J 26 centimetres long and 32 centimetres below line H. 
Trace line N, bottom lilJe 23 centimetres long, 18 centimetres below line J. All the cross lines are drafted squa.re with line D. 
Trace line L from line N to line H and from line H to the point of line .fi and line G, trace line K from line E to line H, trace 
line M f~om line H down to line N; line L is the outside seam, line M is the inside seam, line K is the back seam. Place the 
dart 2 centimetres from line D, the dart is 8 in width and 12 centimetres in length. 

Figure 86 represents the trousers and leggings when the person is riding. It shows also how to take the inside measure 
for trousers and riding suits. The measure is taken from the waist to the level of the chair and gives the correct inside measure 
every time. 
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Figure 87 and figure 88 represent a tight-fittin,g sleeve or the foundations for any style of sleeves. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE S7. 

The different measurements we us~ to draft figure 87 and figure 38 are given to pupils as a guide, and we will draft all the 
different styles of sleeves given in this book from those measures. The measures are as follows: Armseye 22, elbow 14, wrist 10, 
shoulder to elbow 37: elbow to wrist 26. 

Lay the system on lining or goods and dot armseye A 22, dot elbow E 14, then dot at the 'outside edge of the system by 
taking same number as the armseye measure A 22. N ow trace from A 22 down to corner K and from corner K down to .B 
37, length from shoulder to elbow j move the system up, place elbow line at dot B, place the edge of the system 2. centimetres in 
from corner K, then trace from W down to C 26, length from elbow to wrist; move the system up again, place corner of s),stem at 
Got C, then dot wrist FlO, now trace the back part of the sleeve, place corner M of the system at dot A 22 and the edge of the 
system at the outside dot A 22, then trace from outside A 22 to the corner armseye dot A 22 without moving corner M of ·the, 
system from dot A 22, swing the edge of the system to elbow dot E 14, then trace from armseye dot A 22 down to B 37, length 
from shoulder to elbow. Move the system up, place elbow line at dot B 37 and the bottom edge of system at wrist dot FlO, then 
trace from N down to C 26, length from elbow to wrist j then trace width of wrist from back dot C 26 to the front dot 
C26. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 8S. 

Lay the system on lining or gopds, dot armseye A 22, dot elbow E 14, trace from corner K down to B 37, length from 
shoulder to elbow, move the system up, phce elbow line at dot B 37 and place the upper edge of the system 2 centimetres out of 
corner K, then trace from W down to C 26, length from elbow to wrist j before moving the system dot wrist FlO, width of wrist j 

now place corner M of the system at armseye dot A 22 and at elbow dot E 14, trace from dot A 22 down to B 37, length from 
shoulder to elbow; move the system up, place elbow line at dot B 37 and the bottom edge at dot FlO, then trace from 'N down 
to C 26, length from elbow to wrist; the back line Fat wrist is cut 2 or 2Yz centimetres shorter than the back line in figure 87, 
the reason we cut it short is to make a little plait at elbow. Now trace wrist from back dot C 26 to the front dot C 26. No.2 
shows how the back line is made short j the front line is not shortened. Now trace the under-armseye curve, place the outside 
number A 22 at corner K and edge of system at dot A 22 j trace from K to dot A 22. We take the same number to trace the 
armseye curve as we use in armseye measure. For instance, if the armseye measure was 24, would place 24 at K. 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

The under sleeve is always drafted at the measure as top sleeve, but for certain styles of sleeves we take off from the upper 
sleeve to add at the under sleeve, or vice versa, we take off from the under sleeve to add at the top sleeve, but when such change 
is made we will give direction for same. Before tracing the length from elbow to wrist for the top sleeve, we place the edge of the 
s)'sttm two centimetres in from corner K, we do that to give more circle to the top sleeve and for the under sleeve we place the 
edge of the Jystem two centimetres out of corner K, we do that to give less circle to the under sleeve, and by so doing the inside 
seam of sleeve will never turn crooked over the arm and the seam will stay in its right place. The extra number on the under 
sleeve numbered from 1 to 12 letter Y, are used only in case you wish the under sleeve larger. You can add as many numbers as 
you wish and take off from the top sleeve what you add to the under sleeve. 

Figure 89 and figure 90 represe~t a coat, jacket or riding suit sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURES S9 & 90. 

Figure 89 and figure 90 are drafted same as figure 87 and figure 88, except that the sleeves are one measure larger at arms
eye, two measures at elb::>w and four measures at wris t. 
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Figure 91 represents a one-seam, tight-fitting sleeve for foundation, a.nd is to wear with cuffs. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 91. 

Lay the system on lining or goods and draft the upper sleeve same as in Figure 87, except that the back line is not traced, 
only make dot at B and at C for length of back seam j place elbow line of the system, I mean Wedge to be placed at dot B, and 
-dot width of elbow measure for under-sleeve E and dot width of wrist F Now reverse the system, put the pencil on the perforated 
armseye, measure A and place it at dot A of the top sleeve, place edge of sleeve at dot E, then trace from corner K down to B 
,move the system up, place elbow line of the system at dot B ann. place bottom edge of system at dot F, and trace from W down to 
·C, then trace from C to C; the sleeve is drafted same as if it was the full length. After it is drafted you cut the sleeve as high as 
you wish. The cuffs are drafted separate by using the low part of system wrist and elbow measure. Then trace armseye curve 
by placing the outside armseye number A at corner K and edge of system at dot A, trace from K to A. 

Figure 92 represents a tight-fitting sleeve or foundation for any style of sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE ~2. 

Lay the system on lining or goods and draft the top sleeve same as figure 87, except that the back seam is not traced. Now 
-dot width of elbow measure E and width of wrist measure F for under-sleeve. Then reverse the system, put the pencil in the 
armseye perforation and place it at dot A of top sleeve, place the edge of system at dot E, then trace from corner K down to B ; 
now put the pencil in the elbow perforation and place it at dot B of top sleeve, and swing the bottom edge of the system at dot F, 
now trace from W down to C, now trace wid th of wrist measur_e F. 

Figure 92~ represents the outside goods of a puff sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 92~. 

Figure 92Yz is drafted same as Fi~ure 92, except that it is larger at top. Take from 6 to 12 centimetres from corner K and 
trace from B to K, swing the system and trace the upper line from K to the centre of sleeve, now reverse the system and take same 
-distance at corner K and trace from B up to K, dot armseye A, turn the system and trace armseye curve from K to dot A, swing 
the system and finish the upper line, trace from dot A to centre of sleeve. 

Figure 93 represents a tight-fitting sleeve or foundation for any style of sleeve, when used as tight-fitting sleeve it buttons 
from elbow to wrist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 9:-1. 

Figure 93 is drafted same as Figure 87 for the top sleeve, excep.t that the back seam is measured for length of shoulder to 
elbow measure, btlt is not traced. Trace from elbow to wrist same as in Figure 87. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE UNDERSLEEVE. 

Take the elbow width E by placing elbow line of the system at dot B, now reverse the system same as in Figure 92, put 
the pencil in armseye dot and place it at dot A and edge of system at dot E, trace from K down to B, move the system up, place 
elbow line of system at dot B, trace from W down to C, dot wrist F. Now trace back line from .A to dot F, trace waist line from 
F to C, add for button. 

Figure 9376 represents the outside of goods used for puff sleeves. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DR.AFTING FIGURE 93~. 

The same as for drafting Figure 9276. 
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Figure 94 and Figure 95 represent the front and back of a bicycle waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 9t. 

Figure 94 is drafted same as Figure 40, except that we add 20 at waist to plait at front. 

DIREC1'IONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE Dii. 

Figure 95 is drafted same as Figure 43, except we add 10 at waist, to be plaited at back. 


Figure 96 and Figure 97 represent three-gored bicycle skirts with side opening. 


DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 96. 

The measure for this skirt is as follows:- Waist 60 centimetres, half 30 divided in two, 15 centimetres for each gore. Hip 
measure 100 centimetres, half 50 divided in two is 25 centimetres for each gore j width at bottom is from 2 metres to 276 metres 
or 200 to 250 centimetres. This skirt is 228 centimetres, half 114 front is 42 centimetres, 30 centimetres less than the oack gore; 
back gore 72 centimetres. Trace line 0, trace line K square with line 0, trace line Q half centimetre from line K, trace line G: 
one centimetre below line 0, trace bottom line I, trace line from line G to line I. 
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DIRECTIONS FOn. DRA.FTING BACK GORE-FIGURE 97. 

Trace line N, trace line L square with line N, trace line Q two centimetres below line N, dot G is the size of waist measure, 
from G to line M is to be plaited at back, add from 15 to 25 centimetres for plaits, now trace line I width of bottom, trace line M 
from line N to line I, line L is drafted to the side length and line M to the back length. 
except that the front gore is seamed at front. 

Figure 98 and Figure 99 represents bishop sleeve with cuff. 

A four-gored skirt is drafted same 
. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 98 & 99. 

Figure 98 and Figure 99 are drafted same as Figure 91, except that Figure 98 is much larger at elbow, add from 10 to 15 at 
elbow measure, cut the sleeve 10 centimetres below elbow line and plait in the cuff. 
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Figures 100 and 101 represent Ladies Bloomer. 

DlRECTIONS FOR DRA.FTING FRONT LEGGING-FIGURE 100. 

Figure 100 is drafted same as figure 84, except that we take the measure larger, and the darts are larger, to give more full
ness at hips and at the seat, also at bottom, and we place dart for fullness and line L is only 2 centimetres at bottom from square 
line Band 3 centimetres at waist. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING BACK LEGGING-FIGURE 101. 

Figure 101 is drafted same as figure 85, except the measures and darts are larger, and we put dart at bottom; line L is 
only 2 centimetres from square line B at bottom, and is 5 centimetres out of line B at waist, same as figLlre 84. 

Figure 102 and figure 103 represent a sleeve in two pieces. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 102. 

Figure 102 is drafted- same as figure 87, except we take off 2 measures from the top sleeve at elbow and wrist measure, and 
we add 5 measures to the under sleeve at elbow and wrist measure. Now trace line Y from corner K to dot A, extend the line 
from dot A from 20 to 30 centImetres according to the width of the sleeve you wish to have. Then take the length of back seam 
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from dot A to dot E, dot length B and dot 8 centimetres above dot B, and trace from No.8 down to C. length from elbo~ to 
wrist, trace wrist from F to C, now trace a second line from elbow up to K to be at 5 centimetres from first line, now trace a cIrcle 
line from corner K to end of line Yand down to 17 centimet res below line Y, now tr<lC~ line Z from No.8 to No. 17. 

DIRECTIOSS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 103. 

Lay the system on lining or goods, and trace from K down to B, dot elbow E and add 5 measures to it, move the system 
up, place elbow line of the system aT dot B and place upper edge of the system 2 centimetres in from K, now trace from W down 
to C dot wrist measure, and add 5 measures to it now trace a second time from elbow line up to K by using the same length as 
first line and it should be at 7 centimetres from the first line, dot arms eye measure A, trace armseye curve from corner K to dot A 
and extend the line 10 centimetres, now measure the back length of sleeve from dot A to dot E, dot length B, me.asu~e length of 
elbow to wrist from dot B to dot F, dot length C, trace width of wrist from F to C, now trace straight line from Wrist l~ne up to S. 
centimetres above elbow line, take 2 centimetres in for plait and trace line X from corner 8 up to the end of armseye hne. 

N oTIcE.-Line X must be the ~ame length as line Z and it is line Z that regulates the length of line X. 
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Figure 104, figure 105 and figure 106 represent a bicycle skirt and trousers combination. The skirt and trousers are cut in 
three pieces, the skirt open at the front fastened with three buttons. When the person is mounted on her bicycle the skirt opens 
in the front and the trousers appear as large bloomers on front and a skirt on the back. and when she is off the bicycle the trousers 
do not show by buttoning the front of the skirt and it forms a walking skirt. 

Figure 104 represents the front of the skirt. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE FRONT. 

Trace straight line at waist G about 30 cen tiwetres long or more, lines Sand P represent the opening of the skirt and are 
10 centimetres in width for the laps of the opening, trace lines Sand P straight and square with line G, then trace line .A from 
waist to bottom of skirt, with 10 centimetres at waist and 20 or 25 at bottom, trace line M sam~ as line N, line K is the bottom 
of skirt, trace line K from line M to line N. 
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NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

In drafting skirts, trollsers or b1comers, we orly u<.e the dart and skirt rule piece No.5, and for placing dart~ we use same 
numbers as for waists or jackets which are spec:(llly for dUeS and spaces of measures Wilen we do not name the word centimetres, 
when we say so many centimetres they are measured with the numbers which are on the straight edge of the dart and skirt 
rul~, .a~ they are the same size as the centimetres on tape lines. For drafting this skirt take an extra measure, same as for drafting 
the ndmg pants and is used same. For dirt ction see figure 86 

Figure 105 represents the back part of the trousers. 

DIREC'.rIONS FOR DRAFTING .FIGUR}J lOiS. 

. F~gure 105 is drafteci ~ame as figure 85, e)((~pt th::lt we lise the straight line for ~ide seam, instead of drafting a second 
hne to gn'e the curve!of the leg as in ridmg trousers. Figure 105 is cut larger and does not need any (urve from the hack. 

Figure 106 represents the fron~ part of the trousers and the back part of the skirt. 

DJR.ECTJOJSS FOU DRAFTING FIGURE Ut6. 

Figure 106 is drafted same as figure 84, except that we use the straight line same as in figure 105. To drafl the skirt 
part trace line A 15 centimetres from line B, trace line G 2 centimetres from line A, then trace line L at 90 centimetres from 
line B at bottom of skirt, trace line K bottom of skirt ;md trousers from line D to line L. 

}figure 105 and figure 106 represent half of the trousers and skirt, the dots showing how to put trousers and skirt t<'gether. 
Figure 107 represent the trousers and skirt put together withont the front part figure 104, the two side seam') show where the 

trousers are fixed to the skirt, the front seam shows the inside seam of trousers also the division of the skirt. 
Figure 108 represents the skirt and trousers fmished with the front part on it, figure 104 covers the front opening division 

of skirt. 
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Figure 109 represents a plain sleeve used for fuundation or for plain sleeve buttoned from elbow to the shoulder. 

DIREOTIONS FOR DRA.FTING FIGURE 109. 

The upper sleeve is drafted same as Figure 93, except that the seam from elbow to wrist is not traced. Take the width 
of under-arm part at wrist, then reverse the system, place the pencil in the perforated number at elbow on the under-arm part, 
place the point of pencil at dot B, hold the pencil with left hand, with right hand swing the edge of the system at wrist dot ]i, 
trace from elbow line W down to C length from elbow to wrist, trace wrist from C to F, move the system down, place B edge 
length from shoulder to elbow at elbow line, then trace up to corner K, dot armseye measure A, trace back line M from dot A 
down to B, add 2 or 4 centimetres for button holes, then trace the arms eye curve with top of system, placing same number as 
armseye measure at dot K, trace up to dot A. This under-sleeve is drafted same as figure 88, except that figure 109 is drafted 
with the system turned on the wrong side. 

Figure 110 represents the leg of ~utton sleeve with one seam. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 110. 

Figure 110 is drafted same as 109, except that ~igure 110 is made from 9 to 20 centimetres each side of corner K, accord
ing to the size you Wish to draft. Trace line from W to K, swing the system back and trace the large circle of the sleeve at 
half way, now reverse the system to draft the under-part, trace line from W to corner K, dot arms eye measure A, then trace the 
curve from K to dot A, swing the system and finish to trace the circular line. 

Figure 111, Figure 112 and Figure 113 represent a watermelon sleeve made in three pieces. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE III. 

Figure 111 is the under-sleeve; dot armseye measure A and elbow measure E, trace from corner K to B length of shoulder 
to elbow, move the system up, place elbow line at dot B, the upper edge of the system corner K, then trace from W to C length of 
elbow to wrist; dot wrist measure P, take the back edge of the system, measure lengtb of shoulder to elbow from dot A to dot B, 
place elbow line at dot B and edge of system at dot F, trace from N down to C length of elbow to wrist, trace wrist from Pto C, 
place corner K of the system at dot A, trace up from M to the centre dot, reverse the system, place elbow edge 2 centimetres 
from line N, trace up to centre dot 70 centimetres from dot B to the centre dot. Seventy centimetres is the size we give for that 
sleeve; that is a medium size-70 centimetres in leDgth from elbow to shoulder seam. 

Figure 112 is the upper part of the sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 112. 

Figure 112 is drafted same as figure 87, except that at dbow measure and at wrist measure we take only half of the width 
of the sleeve, the other half is to draft Figure 113, and a second line is traced from dot B to corner K to give more fullness to the 
sleeve, about 3 centimetres from first line, now swing the system, trace armseye line from corner to the dot; measure back length 
from M to B, reverse the system and trace back line same as in Figure 111, at arms eye line from corner K to the dot. Seventy 
is to be plaited in Figur e 112 and in Figure 111 only between dot A and dot 70. 

Figure 113 is the middle part of sleeve. 

DmECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 113. 

Take dart rule, trace line R to the width of elbow,. measure the length of elbow to wrist, then trace line S to the width of 
wrist measure, trace line T and line U, take the sleeve system, place elbow at line R and trace line X up to 70 dot, reverse the 
.system and trace line Z same way; between the two dots is to be plaited, the different dots at seams show how the pieces go 
together. 

Figure 114 represents a one-seam circular skirt. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 114. 

Trace line L and line / square with line L, line L represents the fold of the goods at the front of the skirt. Suppose the 
waist measure is 30, then make a dot 30 centimetres below line /, make another dot half way 15, now trace line H, if the waist is 
30 line H must be 25 centimetres long, always 5 centimetres less than the size of waist measure, take the sleeve system, place 
-corner M at dot 30 and the edge of armseye at the end of line H, trace line G from dot 30 to line H, then measure the size of 
waist measure with the dart rule from dot 30 to the size of 30 and make a dot, line / is 2 centimetres longer than line H, with 
dart rule finish trace line G from line H to line /, measure from dot 30 what you want to be plaited at back of skirt, the size 
is from 15 to 35 centimetres. 25 is left for the back plaiting of this skirt; now measure the bottom size, this skirt is 300 centi
metres at bottom, then trace M length of back from waist to bottom, line L is the front length from dot 30 to the bottom. Trace 
hottom of skirt from line L to line M, using the tape line to shape the bottom circle. Figure 114 is only half of the skirt, 
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Figure 115, figure 116 and figure 117 represent a 5 gored circular skirt. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIVE GORED CIRCULAR SKIRT. 

Waist measure is 60 centimetres, half 30 divided into 3 make 10 for each gore, firs~ gore 10, second gore 14, third gore 6, 
add from 20 to 30 centimetres to be plaited at back, addition 10, 14. 6=30. 

Hip measure is 100 centimeters-half 30 divided in 3 make 16%: for each gore; first gore 17, second gore 21, third gore 
12, plus what is added for plaits, addition 17, 21, 12=50. The width at botton is 5 Yz metres or 550 centimetres, which divided in 
three make 92 centimetres for each gore; make first gore half of the division, that is to say, half of 92. First gore 46, second 
gore to thl size of the division 92, third gore the balance of the width 137 centimetres, addition 46, 92, 137=275. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE lUi. 

Trace line./, trace line L square with lint:./, trace line G one centimetre below line./, add 6 for dart, trace line K, trace 
from line G to line K is to be the same length as line L, fold of goods, add 7 centimetres for plait on each seam, except 

the back seam. A first seam has an opening of 15 centimetres long, the opening is to conceal the pockets; the darts are 6 in 
width by using the dart measure, and are Hcentimetres in length. These darts are 111 lining only. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DR.AFTING FIGURE 116. 

Trace line./, trace line N square with line./, trace line G at 6 centimetres below line ./, add for dart, trace line K, trace 
line P from line G to line K, line Nis to be traced at the front length and line P is to be traced at the side length. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 117. 

. Trace line./, trace line Q square with line./, trace line G 10 centimetres below line./, add from 20 to 35 centimetres from 
dot G to be plaited at back, trace line K, trace line R from line G to line K, line Q is to be traced at the side length and line R 
is to be traced at the back length. 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

In drafting skirts we only take half of the round measures same as in waist or sleeves) and we figure on even gores, that is to 
say, if we draft a five gored skirt we divide them same as if it was a six gored skirt, because the front gore counts double. A six 
gored skirt is drafted same as a five gored skirt, except that that there is one seam at front gore. For drafting skirt we only use 
the skirt rule piece NO'. 5. 
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Figure 118, figure 119, figure 120, figure 121 and figure 122 represent a five gored balloon sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE liS. 

Figure 118 is drafted same as figure 88, except that when tracing line from W to C the upper edge of the system is placed 
two centimetres in from corner K instead of two centimetres out as in figure 88. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 119. 

Lay the system on lining or goods, trace from K down to B, move the system up, place elbow line of the system at dot B, 
place upper edge of system at 3 centimetres in from K, now trace from W down to C. The width at elbow and at wrist measure 
is the upper sleeve divided by four to make the last four figures, now dot the elbow and wrist width and trace back line from N to' 
C, trace wrist then finish back line from N up to 70 centimetres. which is the length of back seam, trace fIOm K to dot 70, the 
curved lines are drafted with the curved part of dart, but it is easier to draft them with tailor's chalk. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 120. 

Trace line P straight and make it the same length as the back seam of the under sleeve. Trace line Q, trace line S, trace 
line R from S to Q, trace line T, passing one centimetre from line S, and is to be 75 centimetres long, then trace armseye. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 121. 

Trace line R, trace line S square with line R, trace line Tfrom R to S, trace line Ufrom R to S, trace line Ypassing one 
centimetre from line R, and is to be 75 centimetres long, trace line Z same as line Y, trace arms eye. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 122. 

Figure 122 is drafted same as figure 121, except that line Y is only 70 centimetres long. The different dots show how to 
put the sleeve together. The last three figures are drafted with dart rule only. Each gore is from 10 to 15 centimetres at arms~ 
eye, except the under sleeve, which remains unchanged. 
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Figure 123,' figure 124 and figure 125. represent a five gored skirt. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIVE GORED SKIRT. 

. The. waist measure is 60 centimetre<;. Half 30 divided in three make 10 centimetres for each gore j first gore 10, second 
gore 14, thIrd gore 6 centimetres, make addition 10, 14, 6=30 Hip measure is 100 centimetres. Half 50 divided in three make 
16% for each gore j first gore 17 centimetres, second gore 21, third gore 12 centimetres, make addition 17, 21, 12=50. The width 
at bottom is 416 metres or 450 centimetres j half is 225, divided in three make 75 centimetres for each gnre. First gore is to be 
50 centimetres, 25 less than the division by three. Second gore 75, the siz= of the division by three. Third gore 100 centimetres, 
balance of width, make addition 50, 175, 100=225. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 123. 

Trace line G, trace line F square with line G, trace line H, trace side line from line G. to line H, fold of goods j line F and 
side line are drafted to the front measure and we place a little dart at front on waist about a half centimetre in width. This dart 
is in lining only. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 121. 

Trace line G, trace line/square with line G, trace line H, trace line Kfrom line G to line rIo We place a dart at waist 
at 4 and 7 centimetres long in lining only, and G line is one centimetre below square line, line J is traced to the front length and 
line K to the side length. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 125. 

Trace line G, trace line L square with line G, trace line H, now trace from dot G to No.2, add from 20 to 30 centimetres 
from dot G, to be plaited at back and is to be 2 centimetres above the square line, now trace line M from line G to line H, line 
L is traced at the side length and line M is traced at the back length. 

Figure 126, figure 127, figure 128 and figure 129 represent a four gored balloon sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 126. 

The top sleeve is divided in three at elbow and wrist measure. Lay th~ system on lining or good.:; and dot armseye measure 
A, trace from K down to B, move the system up, place elbow line of the system at B dot. and upper edge of system 2 centimetres 
from K, trace from W down to C, take width of elbow and wrist measure, then take back length from dot A to elbow dot E, then 
dot shoulder to elbow length H, trace from Nto C, trace wrist line, trace elbow line' Trace a second line from elbow line up to 
two centimetres from line K, now trace armseye line from No, 2 up to the centre of sleeve, trace back line from Nup to the dot 
and is to be 80 centimetres long. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 127. 

Under sleeve figure 127 is drafted same as figure 88, except that we do not trace the length from shoulder to elbow. We 
only take the measure and make a dot B j wht'n drafting from W to C we place the upper edge of the system two centimetres in at 
K instead of pu tting it two centimetres out as in figure 88. N)w trace back line from N up to dot A, and is to be 70 centimetres 

long. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 12S. 

For drafting 128 and 129 we use the dart rule only. Trace line R, trace line S, square with line R, trace line Tfrom line 
R to line S, trace line Ufrom R to S, trace line X is t) be 70 centirvetres lorig, trace Z is to b';! 80 centimetres long, trace arms eye 
and is to be from 10 to 20 centimetres in width. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 129. 

Trace line R, trace line S, square with line R, trace line Tfrom R to S, trace line Ufrom R to S, trace line X and is to be 
80 centimetres long, trac:! line Z and is to b,! 80 ceatimetres long, trace arms eye and is to be from 5 to 10 centimetres in width. 
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Figure 130, Figure 131, Figure 132 and Figure 133 represents a seven-gored skirt. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE SEVEN GORED SIi:IRT. 

After having taken all the measures as required, we proceed by making the division of waist, hip and bottom measure for 
e.1ch gore, and we use only half of the measure as we only draft half of the skirt. The goods are cut doub:e and Figure 130 has no 
seam. At front line His the fold of the goods. DIVISIONs.-\Vaist measure 60 ceotimetles; half 30 ceatimetres divided by four 
make 7Yz . 'Whatever is the size of waist measure lhe first gore is mad-:: at the size of your division; first gore 7Yz centimetres, 
second 8Yz centimetres, third gore 9 centimetres, fourth gore 5 centimetr..::s and add from 15 to 30 centimetres for the back plaits. 
This skirt is 20 centimetres for plaits. In each seven-gored skirt leave on~y 5 centimetres for the back gore, and in your division 
the difference between the first and back gore is used for the two side gores by making the third gore one or two centimetres larger 
than the second gore Now make the addition, 7Yz, 8Yz, 9,5=30. 

DIVISION.-Hip measure 100 centimetres; half 50 divided by four make 12Yz for each gore, first gore 12Yz centimetres, 
second gore 13Yz centimetres, third gore 14 centimetres, fourth gore 10 centim;:tres and what is added from the waist measure; 
when you add to the waist measure the same proportion must be added to the hip measure. Now make the addition, 12Yz, 13Yz, 
14,10=50. 

DIVISION OF BOTTo.YL--Size .5 metres-which make 500 centimetres; half 250 centimetres divided by 4 make 62Yz centi
metres for each gore. \Ve make the first gore at bottom 20 centimetres less thln whatever the division may be, that is to say, this 
skirt is 62 Yz centimetres for each gore, 20 less for first gore, it makes the first gore 42 ~~ centimetres, raise second 10 centimetres, 
second gore 52 centimetres, raise third gore 15 centimetres, third gore 67 cent1mdres, fourth gore 89 centimetres, that is the balance 
left of the skin. Now make the addition, 42, 52, G7, 89=250. 

DIREUTIONS FOR DUAFTING SEVEN GOUED Sn~IRT. 

FIRST GORE.-Trace line G waist measure square with line Hlength of front, dot waist measure, hip measure and bottom 
measure, trace line./ from waist dot to hip dot by using the curved part of skirt rule, and from hip dot to the bottom dot by using 
the straight edge of skirt rule, then trace DO, tom line K from line H to line./, use the tape line to trace lilje K, roll your pencil at 
end of tape line, place your left hand at wrist line holding tape line, trace line K with righl hand by swinging from line H to line J 
and both lines being the sJ.me Jength. At corner ()f li,le H and line G, make a little dart of half a centimetre in width; this is 
made in lining only. SECOND GORE is drafted same as first gore, except lhat waist is raised one centimetre flOm the square line G, 
from line Al to line L at the centre we place a dart of 4, all the dlfts are made by using the dart measure same as in waists or 
jackets. The dart is 7 centimetres long, lme L is traced to the length of front measure, and line .ilf is traced to the length of hip 
measure, then trace line K. THIRD GORE is drafted same as second gore, except that the third gore is raised 2 centimetres from 
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the square line G, line N is traced to the length of hip measure, line P is traced to the length of back measure, then trace line K. 
FOURTH GORE is drafted same as third gore, except that back gore has no dart and is raised 3 centimetres from the square line G 
beginning at dot 5 to line S, line R and line S a re traced to the length of back measure, trace line K. ' 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

You must not think that this skirt is drafted the same for every form The skirt we give here is drafted for persons who 
have large hips. For an ordinary form we raise the waist line from the square line G only half of what we give here; for a person 
under the medium size we put no darts in lining, and for slim persons we only raise the back gore 2 centimetres and we use 
the square line G for waist line. Remember that the darts are put in lining only and not in the goods. 

An eight gored skirt is drafted sam~ as seven gored skirt, except that on the front of the skirt is a seam, and the goods 
are not folded. 

Figure 134 and figure 135 represent Prof. Jean B. Peyry's sleeve made in two pieces. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING PEYRY'S SLEEVE. 

A t elbow measure and at wrist measure the under part of sleeve and the upper part of sleeve are the same width in lieu to 
have the Qutside seam on the center of arm. To do this take off 4 measures at elbow from the upper part and add 9 measures at 
under part. Take off 3 measures at wrist from the upper part and add 7 measures at the under part. 

Figure 134. - Dot armseye measure A, dot elbow measure E, trace fro.m corner K down to B,'swing the system, trace second 
line 3 centimetres from K, move the system up, place waist line at dot B, trace from W to C, move the system up and dot wrist 
measure F, place corner M at dot A an<;l edge of system at dot E, and measure length of shoulder to elbow from A to B dot, then 
move the system, place elbow line at dot B, and trace down from N to C, dot F, then trace wrist measure from F to C. Now 
trace armseye line, place corner K of system at No.3, trace around to center dot 80, reverse the system, and place elbow edge at 
N, 3 centimetres from dot B, then trace up to dot 80 from dot B to the upper dot. Eighty is the length of the outside seam and 
the under part is the same length. 

Figure 135, Under Sle{:ve.-Dot at armseye measure A and at elbow measure E, trace from K to B, trace armseye curve 
from K to A dot, trace trom A dot to dot 80. The back part of the sleeve and from elbow down is drafted ,<;ame as figure 134. 
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Figure 136, figure 137, figure 138. figure 139 and figure 140 represent a nine gored skirt. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE NINE GORED SKIRT. 

After having taken the different measurements, we proceed to make all the divisions of waist, hips and bottom measure for 

each gore, and we use only half lhe ml!asure. Tne front gore is drafted with the goods double. 
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DIVISION OF GORES.-This skirt is divided by four at waist and hips measure, as th ~ back gO"e is added to be plaited at 
waist, the back gore does not figure for the waist and hips division, but only for the bottom division which is divided by five. 
Waist division, waist measure 60 centimetres ; ha~f 30 divided by 4 make 7,% each, front gore 7,%, second gore 8,%, third gore 9, 
fourth gore 5, fifth gore 0, addition 7Yz. 8,%, 9, 5, 0= 30. 

HIPS DrvrSION.-Hips measure 10J centin1elre.; ; half 50 divided by 4 make 12Yz each, front gore, 12Yz second gore, 13Yz 
third g,He 14, four,h gore 10, fifth gore 0, addition 12 Yz, 13 Yz, 14.10,0,=50. At Waist m~asure add 10 centimetres at 4th gore from 
dot G for plait and 15 or 20 centimetres for the back gore to be plaited also. Size of bottom of sk irt 5 Yz metres or 550 centi
metres: half 275 centim~t, es diviJed by ,5 make 55 centimelres each for front gore. We take half of the division: first gore 28, 
second gore 40 (12 more than the first), third gore 54 (14 more than the second), fourth gore 68 (14 more than the third), fifth, 
gore 85 balance of skirt, make addition 28, 40, 54, 68, 85=275. Draft front gore same as for a se ven gored skirt, the other fOUT 
gores being drafted bias on both sides, awl if the straight line passes above the hip dot it will be all right as the skirt does not need 
to be so tightly fit'ed at hips. To draft second gore trace straight line at waist G to the size you need the gore, make a dot at 
bottom letter K a'1d see that dot is square with the centre of waist line G, dot K must be at the centre of the gore; take the width 
of gore from dot Ie· if the gore is 20 in, width take 20 each side of dot K, trace line N and line P to the length of line M, raise 
of waist Yz centimetre from the square li,~e. Draft the third gore same as the second, trace line P to the front length and trace 
line Q to the hip length. Raise at waist centimetre from square line Dnft fourth gore same as second and trace line R to the 
hip length, trace line S to the back length j raise waist one centimetre from square line. Draft back gore same as second gore, 
except that the Lack seam line U has more bias than in line T. Trace line U and line T to the back length, raise at waist two 
~ntimetres from the square line, then trace the b Jttom line K. The different dots show how to put the skirt together. This skirt 
is drafted for a large person. For an extra large person raise the waist frum the squ3re line double what we give here, and for 
a medium sized person only half of what we give here. For slim persons raise only the back gore 3 centimetres. A ten gored 
skirt is drafted same as a nine gored skirt, except that the front gore has a seam on the front. 

Figure 141 represents a bouffon sleeve pleated at elbow. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 141. 

Place the system on lining or goods, dot armseye measure A and elbow measure B, trace from K down to B, move the 
system up, place elbow line at dot B, trace from W down to C, move the system up and dot wrist measure F, place corner M at 
dot A, and the edge of system at dot B, then measure shoulder to elbow length from A to B, move the sysfe", up, place elbow line 
at dot B and the edge at dot F, trace from N down to C, trace wrist measure from F to C. Place under sleeve from 10 to 20 
centimetres from the top sleeve, reverse the system and dot armseye measure A and elbow measure E, trace from corner K down 
to B, move the system up and place elbow line to dot B, trace from W down to C, and dot wrist measure Fj with the back of the 
system mea:.ure from dot A to dot B length of shoulder to elbow, move the system up, place elbow line to dot B and edge of system 
at dot F, tr..l.ce from N down to C; trace wrist measure from F to C. 
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Figure 142, Figure 143, Figure 144, Figure 145, Figure 146 and Figure 147 represent an eleven-gored skirt. 

DIREC-rIONS FOR DRAFTING AN ELEVEN GORED SKIRT. 

After all the measures are taken we proceed to make all the divisions same as for any other gored skirt. The waist and 
hip measure are divided by 5 and the bottom is divided by 6. Waist ~easure is 60 centimetres; half 30 divided by 5 make 6 
centimetres for each gnre. First gore 6, second gore 6Yz, third gore 7, fourth gore 7 Yz, fifth gore 3, sixth gore 0, make the 
addition, 6, 6~, 7, 73/z, 3, 0=30. 

Hip measure is 100 centimetres; half 50 divided by 5 make 10 centimetres for each gore-first gore 10, second gore 10Yz, 
third gore 11, fourth gore 11Yz, fifth gore 7, sixth gore O--addition 10, 10Yz, 11, 11Yz, 7,0=50. 

The width of bottom is 6 metres or 600 centimetres j half is 300, divided by six, make 50 centimetres for each gore. Make 
first gore half of the division 25 centimetres; make every other gore 12 centimetres more than the first gore, except the back gore 
for which is put the balance of the skirt. First gore 25. second g~re 37, third gore 49, fourth gore 61, fifth gore 73, sixth gore 
55, balance of skirt, make addition, 25, 37, 49, 61, 73, 55=300. 

An eleven-gored skirt is dlafted same ~s a nine-gored skirt with bias gores each side, and is raised same at waist from the 
square line, part of fifth gore and the back gore are plaited at waist. We add 10 centimetres at the fifth gore from dot G and we 
make the back gore from 15 to 20 centimetres at waist, and line X is more in bias than line W. A twelve-gored skirt is drafted 
same as an eleven-gored skirt, e~cept that the front gore has a seam at the front of the skirt. 

Figure 148 represents Prof. Jean B. Peyry's one outside seam sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 14~. 

The upper sleeve is drafted same as plain sleeve figure 87, except that the front part is not traced and is only dotted at elbow 
and wrist. Reverse the system and place inside edge of system at K and B dot, now dot armseye measure A and elbow measure E, 
move the system up and dot wrist measure F, now trace length of shoulder to elbow measure from dot A down to dot B, move the 
system up, trace from N to C, then trace wrist measure from F to G. 



Figure 149 represents the foundalion of a seamless waist 
and the drafling of the lining. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE It9. 

First fold lining to prevent seam on the hack. Lay the 
back of the sys1em (piece No.4) straight with the fold of the 
lining and see that the lining has not wrinkled. Now dot 
widlh of back measure 0, shoulder measure C. neck measure 
B, then trace from neck dot to the corner and down to lellgth 
of bac.k L, now move the system up, place waist line at dot 
L, by having the back of system straight with back line, then 
dot waist measure G, trace length of shoulder C from B to 
C, trace armseye from dot 0, to dot C. 

Take side back of system (piece No.3), place corner E 
of .system at dot 0 a11d edge M at waist dot G, now dot bust 
mea~ure E, then trace the small line between Land M about 
6 or 7 centimetres long. Now move the system up, and place 
waist line at dot G, edge M straight with the small line, then 
dot waist measure G. Now move the system back, place edge 
of systel1l at G dot, and dot at E, then dot length of under
arm F, ttace from F to 0 at armseye. 

Take under-arm sysfem (piece No.2). Place corner.E at 
dot F and edge e>f system at G dot; now bust measure E 
and trace another small line like the first one above G dot. 
Move the system up, place waist line at G dot, the edge ef the 
system straight with the small line, then dot waist measure G. 
Now move the system back and place edge of system at G 
and E dot, then take length of under-arm measure F, then 
trace from F to Fat arms eye. 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

The back, side back and under-arm are half of the gar
ment and the fron t is the other half. For instance, we draft 
this waist for persons who are 30 centimetre waist measure. 
Dot G is half of 30, we want 15 centimetres more for the 
other half. How to get them-take under-arm piece (No.2) 
and put pin on the last perforated hole and place the pin at 
dot G, hold the pin with the left hand and with the right hand 
place the pencil at the edge of the system at No. 15, which 
makes the other half, then swing to the right to trace circle T 
without displacing the pin from dot G, trace another circle 8 
centimetres from the first one, place the pencil at the tdge of 
system No. 23, swing the system to the right and trace circle 
U. After the two circles are traced, take the front part of the 
system (piece No.1), put the pencil on the bust measure per
foration, and add 3 measures at bust to the front piece only j 

if the bust measure is 48 put the pencil on perforation 51 and 
place the pencil at dot F, and hold the pencil with the right 
hand and with the left hand place the front edge of the system 
A at circle U on the measure we are using. For the front length 
38 and from neck to bust line is 18 Now dot the bust line 19, 
make two other dots of two cen timetres, part one centimetre 
above bust line and one centimetre below bust line, and these 
two centimetres are to make a little dart across the bust in 
lining only, and those two centimetres are added at the front 
length, also what is less than 19 centimetres from neck to bust 
line. The front length is 38 and:t'No for the dart makes 40, one 
that is less than 19 from neck to bust line makes 41 centimetres. 
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'T~el~place ~1 at circle U, trace from 41 A up to bust line 19, and from bust line up to one less from neck corner A. Before taking 
~. tb e pen~ll from the bust perforatlon to tra.ce the front line, be ca.reful tnat tnt! system does not move when tracing the front 
~~e y holdm~ the system firmly i.n its place wit~ the left hand. Now move the system down from neck corner to dot A, the edge 

system stralght wlth the front hue from bust hne to dot A now dot chest measure D trace neck measure B follow line to end 
do~ B, then move the system down, place edge of system at dot B, then trace shoulder l~ngth C, now place the 'arms eye No. 48 at 
bust dot E a~d ~t c~est dot D,. trace from E to D dnd from D tJ C shouldc:r length. Now trace a bt:!cond line from cheit D to 
bust E . . Thls hne IS traced with .the hand to gLve more rounding shape to the armseye. The little dots represent the first line 
traced with the system. Now fimsh the front and bottom of waIst, place bust line of system at bust ;ine dot and at circle T, then 
trace from bust lme down to waIst A, stop at front length 41, make a dot at cll'cle T and 41. Now trac~ waist line with dart rule 
fro!ll b~ck leLlgtll L to undtr-arm length dot G and from dot G to front ler gth A. To have the seamless waist come down below 
~a1st hne, trace at ~ac~ and front from 5 t~ 10. centimetres below waist and 3 to 5 centimetres at under-arm length dot G, accord
l~g how long you w1sh It to come. below W~lst hne. N ow take the back of system (piece No.4) and trace from G to end of back 
hne and from G to er:d of front hne by usmg the curved part of system. Now ti1ke dart rule (piece No.5) and trace bust dot 
same as represented m figure 149, two centimetres in width and ten centimetres in length. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

. The d~stance given here between circle T and circle U is 8 centimetres, but the distance between the first and second circle 
IS not 8 ~entl~etres for everybody and for every form and shape of person. The distance that we place between the first and 
second clrcle 1S what we ~ave over ten of difference between waist measure and bust measure. For instance, this is drafted by 48 
bust measu~e and 30 waIst measure, then the diffence between 30 to 48 would be 18, it would be eight over ten the difference 
bet.ween waIst and bust measure j theR you must add 8 centimetres from circle T to circle U. If the bust measure is only 46 and 
W~lst measure 30 the difference between bust and waist measure would be only 16. It would make only six over ten, then the 
d~stance between first and second circle will be only 6 centimetres, so one of the waist measure is 38 and bust measure 48 the 
dIfference will be 10, then it is not necessary to trace a second circle' or add anything as the first circle T will do. For persons that 
are very fleshy add one or two more from circle T to circle U take only 8 over the difference instead of 10. 

HOW TO DRAFT FOR DEFORMED PERSONS. 

If the person is very curved in the back begin to draft the back same as Figure 33. For hunchback persons begin to draft 
~e bac~ ~ame as figure 34, for such persons it is best to draft the patLern on paper and for hunchbacks to have a seam on the back, 
m the humg only; If they are too much defurmed put a seam on the back in lining and goods. What we take off at back of waist 
from the first Line L when we swing the system as in figure 33 does not change anything on the two circles. 

We call the attention of all pupils co learn Figure 149 to perfection, as all other linings for foundations are drafted more or 
less on the same principle as Figure 149. In other figures we will Dnly give directions for the changes which are made from Figure 
149. 	 For all other garfnents where the lining is drafted same as Figure 149, we will refer the pupils to Figure 149. 


Figure 150 represents the lining or foundation for a seamless garment. 


DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 14>0. 

Figure 150 is drafted same as Figure 149, except that the circles are placed at different distances by using the same waist 
and bust measure as in Figure 149. It is to show to pupils what difference it will make if you do not exactly follow the instructions 
given in Figure 149. . 

Circle X and circle V are of 7 centimetres distance from each other, that is to show that shoulder line, the neck, chest 
. line, bust line and bust dot, also waist line, come lower than in Figure 149 where the circles are 8 centJmetres distance from each 
other, and the armseye would be larger than is in figure 149. 

Circle V and Circle X are of 10 centimetres distance from each other. It shows how the shoulder line, neck, chest line, 
bust line, bust dart and waist line are much higher than is in Flgure 149, and the armseye is smaller. 

Figure 151 represeuts the lining or foundation for a seamless waist with two darts. 

DIRECTIONS FOH DRAFTING ,Ii"IGU-Ut.: 151. 

Figure 151 is draf(.ed same as figure 149, except that the space between the two circles are used for the dart. If t.he darts 
are wanted larger than the space that "lS between the two clrcles, you can add from one to four centimetres over the regular space. 
Circle R is the size of the wai::;t, same as circl:: Tin figLlre 149. Circle SIS 11 centimetres from cucle R, which will make it 22 
for the two darts. The space- between first and second circle is regulated according to the width of the dart you want to have in 
the w~st, but you cannot go over the rule given III figure 149 and 111 figure 151. That is to say, that you cannot add over four 
centimetres from the regular space or ma.ke it less than the regular space. The darts are placed III same way as in figure 6. The 
first darl is 8 and 14 for the second dart, the bust dut is same as in figur~ 149. 

No.1 and No.2 show the change that IS made in seamless garments for persons who have large necks and short shoulder 
blades. No.1 shows how to take off the goods from neck and to be added at armseye. Persons who have large necks need less 
goods near the neck at shoulder seam and they need mure aL arn;seye from Clle.:St 1l11e to s~oulder line. What IS taken o~ of the 
.upper part of neck is added at the upper part of armseye. No.2 shows the change that IS made at back [or persons wah short 
necks or short shoulder blades and who are fleshy at the back of neck, as they need le::;s goods at neck and more from shoulder 
blade to waist. What. is taken off at neck is added at waist anel their shoulders are more square at the back. The back length 
measure taken from neck to shoulder blade and from shoulder blade to waist will tell you what must be taken off at 11€ck. What is 
less than 17 centimetres from neck to shoulc.er blade is taken off at neck and added at. waist and at armseye. 

Figure 152 represents the lining or found:1.tlon of a seamless gar.ment for chIldren. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRA,Ii"TING FIGURE 152. 

For drafting fig~re 152 we use the following measure::; :-Bust 36, length of front nec~ to bust line 14, to waist ~O, wid~h <:l 
chest 14, neck 12, length of Slloulder 10, length ot ul1d~r·a.rm 17, waIst 3U, length <:>f back 32) wideh of back 12. FIgur,e 1b2 IS 
drafted same as figure 149, excepL tl1at for cluldren we do n~Hd.ll?W ten between waIst and bust m~asur~. We take .all the ,dlfferen.ce 
that is between the waist and bust measure and tile spac~ glven IS placed at back f~om the straIght llll~ Z and CIrcle Q IS the Slze 
of waist, same as cirde Till figure 149. Tile /)ust dot i, ylc\c~d dot b,;l.~k. lllstead at at front and ?-othmg IS added anywhere to 
make the dart where it is pbced, as the system add:; that .Itself. Lme. Z represents. the fold, of }mlllg, and the dlfference between 
waist and bust measure Will be the sp.Lce thd.t the edge ot the system IS plac:d at wa!st from Ime Z, For mstance, the ~ust measure 
is 36 and waist measure 30, the dlff.:!rence b~twcen Wcl.Lst and bust measure 15 6 centlm.etres, then make, a do~ at 6 centIm~lreS lrom 

line Z and lay the back ot system. from point of line Z at neck to the dot made at waist, then drait thIS waIst sa~e as ngure 149, 
.exce ~ at from, then we trace straight llLle from WJ.l:H tJ ilcC.<. al~l We Cut the pattern on the straIght lme: we tuld Lhe goods at 
iron;as the dress opens at back. No.2 represents the wldth ot t.he dart, No. 10, ~·epresents the length?f the dart. and how to 
,place it. Trace line from dot 0 to the b.tck seam, take two centimetres for the WIdth and trace another 11l1e 10 centImetres long. 

http:dlfferen.ce
http:ul1d~r�a.rm
http:shoulc.er
http:draf(.ed


Figure 153 represents ar'tight· fitting, seamless 
waist with lapel, double breasted and plaited at 
shoulder. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING 

FIGURE US:I. 


Figure 153 is drafted same as Figure 149. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE 

LAPEL. 


Trace line S from shoulder line to the bust 
line, trace line C straight with shoulder line, trace 
another line 4 centimetres below line C and trace 
it 16 cen timetres long. Now trace line W from 
bust line to the point of line If) centimetres long, 
by using the curved part of the back. 

DIRECTIONS FOR THE DOUBLE
BREASTED PART. 

Trace a line 10 centimetres long, 2 or 4 centi
metres below bust line, trace line at waist and at 
bottom of waist 6 centimetres long, then trace 
from line 10 to wai~t and bottom by using the 
dart rule. 

DIRECTIONS FOlt DRAFTING THE 

SHOULDER PLAITS. 


Trace line T at shoulder point and trace an
other line 3 centimetres from line T forming a 
circle, now trace line R, roll your pencil at end of 
tape line, hold it with right hand and hold the 
tape line with left hand at No.3 and trace from 
Uto V. 

Figure 154 represents a tight-fitting, :ie.lmless 
;~ist with lapel and double breast. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING 

FIGURE 1:i4. 


Figure 154 is drafted same a~ Figure 149. 

DIRECTIONS FOR LAPEL. 

Trace line:Z from bust line to 12 centimdres 
above shoulder line, trace Y straigh t with shoulder 
line 14 centimetres long, trace line X irom bust 
line to point of line Y, by using the curved part 
of the back of the system, trace line W from line 
Y to point of line Z, trace line I3 centimetres 
above shoulder line, 5 centimetres from line Z to 
corner I, and from corner 1 up to point of line Z. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DOUBLE BREAST. 

Double breasts are drafted same Figure 153. 
Figure 155 represents a loose-fitting Figaro 

or Bolero with lapel. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING 
.I!~IGURE l:iri. 

Figure 155 is drafted same as Figure 149,. 
except that the space between the two circles. 
i'releft initto·~~ke it fit loose at waist. 
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DIRECTIONS FOU LAPEL. 

Trace Hne P from 6 centimetres below the bust line up to 15 centimetres above shoulder line, trace line Q passing 3 centi
metres. below necl{. corner and 2~ centimetres long measuring from line P, trace line R from point of line P to the point of line Q, 
trace l.me S 4 centImetres from lme Q~and 6 centimetres long, trace line 7' from point of line S to the point of line P, trace line U 
4 centImetres from shoulder line at corner, 5 centimetres from line P to the corner U and from corner U up to poin t of line P. 

Figure 156 represents a seamless waist with jacke t front and a double breast. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 156. 

Figure 156 is drafted same as figure 149, except the jacket and double breast part. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DOUHLE BREAST. 

Take 5 centimetres at neck and at waist, 10 at bust, place corner of double breast two centimetres above bust line, trace 
with dart rule; the dart in lining for double breast is 4 centimetres in width. 

DIRECTIONS FOR JACKET. 

Trace line R straight with shoulder line, place neck line of system B at the back of neck and line B to be straight with line 
R, now trace neck measure down to the corner, trace front length 18 centimetres, dot chest measure D, move the system up, place 
bust line 19 at dot 18 and dot bust' measure E, dot waist measure G, now trace under-arm measure F from E to G, trace line S, 
which represents the fold of the lapel, trace line U at 7 centimetres from neck corner, trace line T at two centimetres from line S 
and to the point of line U. 

Figure 157 represents a seamless waist with plaits on the shoulders and with under-arm opening. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 157. 

Figure 157 is drafted same as figure 44 and .figure 45, except the pattern is drafted on the paper first to prevent having seam 
OIl the under-arm. Now join the two patterns together, line Yand line Z show where to join the pattern. If you wish the under

arm seam you can draft on the lining. 

DIRECTIONS TO DRAFT THE PLAITS. 

The plaits are drafted same as in figure 153, except 'that we draft on in paper and we cut it in two at X and we join half at 
each shoulder, and when the waist is put together the two X's join together. 



Figure 158 represents a seamless waist with front yoke aDd 
small lapel at front. The yoke passes under the lapel when the 
waist is put together. The waist opens under arm. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 158. 

Figure 158 is drafted same as figure 157. 

DIRECTIONS FOR LAPEL. 

Letter X represents the middle of neck, trace a line from X 
to bust line, and is to be 27 centimetres long, trace two other 
lines from shoulder corner to 27. 

DIRECTIONS FOR YOKE. 

Place front part of the system same as for drafting jacket in 
figure 156, except that we take one less at neck and we do not 
move the system up to dot bust measure E. Now trace arms
eye from E to line Z, trace line Y from neck to 5 centimetres 
above bust dot E. 

Figure 159 represents a seamless waist with back yoke and 
front lapel, with under-arm opening. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING .I!"IGURE Hi9. 

Figure 159 is drafted same as figure 157. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING LAPEL. 

They are drafted same as figure 158, except that they are 
larger and we use the curved part of the back to trace from 27 
up to the corner. 

DIRECTIONS FOR THE YOKE. 

Dot Z is the shoulder line, join back of system at neck and 
dot Z, now dot width of back, letter Y is the back, dot X is the 
side back, dot W is the under-arm dot. Join side back and 
under-arm piece same as in drafting a double back; it is to get 
the armseye correct. Trace a circle line from neck to 5 centi
metres above W. 
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Figure 160 represents a seamless waist and sleeves with lapel and double breast. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 160. 

The seamless waist is drafted same as Figure 149. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE SLEEVES. 

We take 3 length measures. Inside length from under-arm to elbow, outside length from back of shoulder to elbow, top 
length from shoulder bone to elbow bone. This sleeve is plait~d at elbow or below elbow if wanted, and it has a foundation and 
an under-sleeve. N ow trace U from neck up to back length, trace line T from neck up to inside length, trace line V from line 'I 
to V, and from V to line U; letter Vis the top length from shoulder bone to elbow bone, measure from No.3 to letter V. 

DIRECTIONS FOR LAPEL. 

Trace line 0 from shoulder line to bust line, trace line P straight with shoulder line, trace line Q 6 centimetres below line 
P and i.s to be 18 centimetres long, trace line from line Q to R, trace another line at 7 centimetres below line Q and is to be 12 
centimetres long, trace line S from bust line up to line R. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DOUBLE BREAST. 

Trace two bias lines 10 centimetres long and tr·ace two others at 8 centimetres from the first two. 
Figure 161 represents a seamless waist and a tablier .front all cut in one piece. The waist opens at front and when the 

waist is put together the tablier front covers the front opening, and the tablier front buttons at the left shoulder. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 161. 

The seamless waist is drafted same as Figure 149. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE TABLIER FRONT. 

The tablier front is drafted on lining, but it is easier to draft a pattern first to join it to the lining of the waist. Letter X 
and W represent the fold of paper. Now place the front of system straight with the fold of paper and dot bust measure E, dot 
front length. move the system down, place the edge of the system at neck half centimetre out of paper, then dot chest measure D, 
trace neck measure B, follow line B dot to end of line, move the system down, trace shoulder length C, trace armseye curve from 
bust dot to chest dot, and from chest dot to shoulder dot. Now take 7 centimetres at waist line for the width of tablier front, trace 
from bust dot to No.7 by using the back curve, now join the pattern to the waist at line Yand line Z. Line U and line V shows 
where the tablier front will be buttoned _above shoulder seam j one, two, three and four shows how far below the shoulder seam it 
is buttoned. 

.HOW TO DRAFT BELOW THE SHOULDER .. 

Place neck of system at line Vand armseye at line U, dot chest D and trace down to neck corner A, and trace arms eye 
from chest dot to U. 

Figure 162 represents a seamles waist without seam on the under-arm. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 162. 

The front part is drafted same as figure 39. Now place the back of system at B and line T, take off at No.2 neck to be 
added at waist length; we take off at neck from a half centimetre to two centimetres, now draft the back same as figure 38. 

Figure 163 represents a seamless waist with jacket front and under arm opening. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 163. 

The waist is drafted same as figure 157, and the jackets are drafted same as in figure 156. Figure 154 represents a seamless 
princess with Vato back. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 161. 

The waist part is drafted same as figure 149, except that the back is not placed on the fold of goods. We leave 10 to 20 
centimetres to be plaited at waist, line letter Q is the fold of goods, line R is the back, line from T to U is a seam on the waist to plait 
the goods in that seam is covered by the wato, lIne S is the back line, from Y to Z is to be plaited same as back, W is the front 
line of first circle, X is the front line of second circle, line V is the front line trace a little on the bias from bust line to the front 
length, trace bottom line, the width at bottom is to be from 100 to 150 centimet res, if we cannot find goods wide enough we put 
seam on the back. 
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PROF. JEAN B. PEYRY'S SYSTEM METRIQUE 


FOR CUTTING LADIES', CHILDREN'S AND GENTLEMEN'S GARMENTS. 


DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE VATO PART. 

. Take the back of the system and place it at dot P and dot 0, now dot neck measure dot M, dot width of bac.k dot .(V, j?in 
sId~ back to back dot L, and trace line K on the bias, dot F is the side length to match at U, line E is side line to stItch wIth hne 
S, }me .B repr.esents the fold of vato part, from line B to J corner is to be plaited at neck: dot G is the le·ngth, length from neck to 
waIst, hne D IS the back line, now trace bottom line and is to be from 100 to 150 centimetres in width. 

Figure 165 represents a seamless waist and basque or Russian blouse. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 163. 

The waist part is drafted same as figure 162. 

DIRECTIONS FOR BASQUE• 

. , . Line U represents plaits at front The skirt for basque is from 15 to 20 centimetres, add 10 centimetres at waist to be 
~lalted at under-arm seam, cut at line P to give room for the hips and put some lace at line P to cover that opening, do the same at 
lme Q on back and add to centimetres, also at under-arm seam and add 5 centimetres at back from waist line down; as there is 
no seam at back cut a piece separate from the waist of 5 centimetres in width. 

DIRECTIONS FOR RUSSIAN BLOUSE. 

Trace line R from back to front, and trace line S from back to front. Now begin to plait the front to letter Rand S, and 
plait the back to letter Rand S. The blouse is plaited all round . 

i"'-u-

~ 

Figure 166 represents a seamless Princess with a front yoke. 


DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 166. 


The waist and skirt part are drafted same as Figure 164, except that we add 10 centimetres at line U to be plaited at neck. 

DIRECTIONS FOR YOKE. 

Place front of system same as in Figure 158, dot bust measure E, trace armseye and trace line S from neck to 5 centimetres 
from dot E. 
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Figure 167, Figure 168 and Figure 169 represen t a Dolman in three pieces. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 167. 

The back is drafted same as Figure 9, except that we add at waist 5 centimetres each side for plaits, and line R is traced 
straight from waist dot to the shoulder dot. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 16~. 

Take the sleeve system (piece No.6), lay the system on lining or goods, dot armseye measure A, and dot outside A, trace 
from dot A down to K, now trace P for which is the same length as line Q on Figure 169, trace from K down to 30 and from 30 
down. Line G is the waist line and the width of it is regulated. by the front width Figure 169; if the front is 30 at waist the 
'sleeve at line G is 40, ten more than the front. Now measure the length of line G, but do not trace it. Make a dot, fInish the 
armseye, trace from A to dot A, reverse the system, take the width of under-sleeve and trace from A to K, now trace line Nwhich 
is the same length as line R on Figure 167, trace from K to three centimetres below length 37, now trace line G from dot 37 to 
dot 30, then finish bottom of sleeve. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 169. 

Figure, 169 is drafted same as Figure 18, except that the front is drafted straight and we add 5 centimetres at front for 
double breast, and the under-arm seam line Q is traced from chest line D down to waist line G. 

Figure 170 represents a seamless Bell skirt, opening at the right side, with a row of buttons. 

DIRECTIONS FO~ DRAFTING FIGURE 170. 

The width of the goods must be the length of the skirt; place the goods before you length ways, take corner of goods W, 
and fold the goods at line G, so that line D falls over line C and line E falls straight over line fi, from line F to dot K we give 5 
to 10 centimetles to be plaited at back j now froll). dot K to A is the waist measure, if the waist measure is 60 centimetres measure 
£0 at line A and add for dart, line B is where the goods are cut out. Line J is the opening of the skirt. After the goods are cut 
out at line B, fold the goods at line L so that line B falls over line J/ from line L to dot G is half of the waist measure, now 
trace a line from dot G to line L coming 5 centimetres below line A, now place the dart; for large. persons we put two darts in 
the skirt, now trace line N from line L to line G, line N is the bottom of skirt; 

Figure 171 represents a seamles5i Figaro with lapel. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 171. 

• Figure 171 is drafted same as Figure 40 and Figure 41, except that we take off from back of neck from a half to two 
centimetres: 

DIRECTIONS TO DRAFT THE LAPEL. 

Trace line D from shoulder line down to 6 centimetres from the waist line, trace line J and is to be 12 centimetres long, 
trace line B from No.6 to line J. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 172. 

Figure 172 represents a collar. 
Trace line Z, take half of neck measure 15 and trace line Y forming the circle, trace line W, trace line X at 10 centimetres 

from line W, trace line V forming the circle, then trace line T and line U. 

L 

Figllre·t14 

• '¥ .• • 
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Figure 173 represents a circular and military cape. 

DIREC'.rIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 173. 

Lay the system on lining or goods. trace fron t A to bust line 19, trace straight from bust line to the bottom, trace neck 
measure B, take the back of the system, place it at dot C and dot B, trace ba.ck of neck to line L, now trace line L, now roll your 
pencil on your tape line, place it at dot C and trace from line L to the front, for military capes add from 10 to 20 centimetres at 
neck to be plaited from dot C to corner K, add at bottom from 20 to 40 centimetres, now trace line L from neck to bottom. 

Figure 174 represents a cape with puff on shoulder. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTJNO FIGURE 174. 

Trace line Z straight down to the bottom, and trace line Y square with line Z; now place front edge of systel1i A straight 
with line Z, then trace neck measure B, follow line B, then trace length of shoulder C, trace line E 5quare with line Z by begin
ning at bust line 19; line E is the bust measure and the bust measure for cape is taken with the arm inside of tape line, line E is 
traced to the length of size of bust measure, take the same length at line Y, then place back of system at line Yand line E, and 
trace length of shoulder C, trace neck B, and trace from B down to L, now trace bottom of cape, for puff at shoulder trace line X 
from C to C. 

Fjgule'lJ~6 

Figure 175 represents the goods and lining and shows how to put the lining oVer the goods for matching all the stripes. 
Figure 176 represents the goods and lining and shows how to put the lining over the goods for matching all the plaids and 

shows also how to arrange the goods for the basting. Now place the goods on top of a large table and pull it tight and smooth, it 
must not be stretched as it would pull the goods all crooked, Just smooth it so that there will be no wrinkles left on the goods. 
The little dots around the goods show how to put the nails on the goods to hold it fast to the table. Now baste the lining on top 
of goods and do not pull the lining. Just put the lining on without wrinkle and baste with back, stitch the basting around the 

. seams so that the goods will not sUp from the lining after every piece is cut or in basting it together. 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

In basting waists, basques, jackets or any other garments, baste from waist line up and from waist line down, and see that 
all the waist lines are together. Baste the dart from top of dart to waist and from waist down. Baste the shoulder from neck to 
arms-eye by stretching the front shoulder a half centimetre. In basting the sleeve begin at wrist to armseye for the inside seam, 
and f0r the outside baste from wrist to elbow, and from arms-eye to elbow, and what is too long of the top sleeve is plaited at 
elbow. 

HOW TO PLACE THE SLEEVE TO THE WAIST. 

Place back seam of sleeve at back seam of under-arm, that is to say, the seam between under-arm and side-back. In baste
ing the under-sleeve to the waist, full the under-sleeve one centimetre between the back and fron t seam. The top sleeve is 
gathered at shoulder. For basting skirt baste from waist down. For basting trousers and bloomers baste inside seam first from 
the seat down to the bottom and from the seat up to waist; baste the outside seam from waist down. For riding skirts the front 
seam is basted from the knee to waist and from knee to the bottom. 
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Figure 177 represents the goods and linings of a seamless waist and shows how the lining is basted on the goods, and the 
goods are stretched on a table same as in figure 176. The stronger the goods are ,the harder it is to stretch them. For i,nstance, 
velvet and silk are stretched twice as much as wool goods. The lining is put smooth on the goods without fullness. Begin to 
baste at centre of back from neck to waist, baste up and down until you get at front neck, finish at front and go all round arms
eye and yoke, th~n baste crossway, around the waist is the last basting and don't forget to baste with back stitches. Now cut 
out the waist and assemble the shoulders same as for any waist, and the yoke will fall over the front. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FITTING A SEAMLESS GARMENT. 

It is best to fit the lining first to get the correct size at waist. Begin to pin the lining from neck to waist and pull it tight at 
waist; now clip the waist all round the waist to the waist line, after it is fitted, finish the bottom with a band of canvas cut on a 
bias and press it to the shape of the hips, put another band at the front from neck to waist cut in the straight of the canvas, that 
will keep the hook and eyes in their position. Now put stay tapes around the neck and arms-eye so that they will not get out of 
shape, now bas te the lining on top of goods as mentioned above and dter it is cut out take a hot iron and shape the goods around 
the waist to the same ~hape as the canvas, now fit the waist with goods and lining; this is the second and last fitting; pin the waist 
at front firmly, especially at waist part. After the waist is pinned at front cut off the cross basting at waist and pull the goods 
down to the waist tight and smooth, pin the goods at waist so that it cannot go back; pin it like this all around the waist; pin the 
goods at end of waist also. Take off the waist from the person and stitch it solid; before taking out the pins press the bottom 
over again until the goods are the same shape as the canvas, then finish the waist, 

For skirts or any other garment we stretch the goods on a table and when we do not need to match the stripes in the skirts, 
we place the lining same as represented on these plates, up and down, so as no goods are lost. We have different ways for basting 

but the on'e I give you is the best and the easiest way. 

Figure 178 represents a sailor collar. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 178. 

Trace from bmt line to A corner, trace neck measure B, trace length of shoulders C, place back of system at ]j and C, and 
trace neck B, trace lme L, trace line Z, trace line Y from front to back, passing at shoulder point, trace width of back collin. If 

you wish it to have a projecting corner, trace line X. 
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Figure 179 represents a collarette. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 179. 

Trace from pust line to neck and trace neck measure B, place the back of system at Band C, and trace neck B, trace line 
L, now trace from A to K, trace from K to W, and from W to U. 

Figure 180 represents a round sailor collar. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE ISO. 


Figure 180 is drafted same as figure 172, except that the back line V is square. 


Figure 181 represents a large co~t collar. 


DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE lSI. 

Trace line Z, trace line Y, square with line Z, trace line X; curved dot V is the front end of collar, line Y is the back part 
of collar, and X is the sewing seam with the coat. 

Figure 182 represents a narrow coat collar. 

DIRECTIONS }"OR DRAFTING FIGURE 182. 


FigUle 182 is drafted same as figure 181, except that it is not so large. 


Figure 183, figure 184, figure 185, figure 186 and figure 187 represent a nine-gored circular cape. 


DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE IS3. 

Trace line X, trace line Z, square with line X, trace line Y, and trace line U from line Y to line Z, from Z to the bottom 
trace the bottom. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE IS-I. 

Trace line Z, trace Y, square with line Z, trace line U, trace line X, trace the bottom. 

FIgure 185 and figure 186 are drafted same as figure 184. 

Figure 187 is the back gore and is drafted same as front gore figure 183, line X representing the folding of the goods. 

Figure 188, figure 189 and figure 190 represent a tight fitting Princess with two darts and vato back. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE PRINCESS. 

The front figure 188 is drafted same as figure 6 from shoulder to hip, and the under-arm part is added to it in the same way 
as in figure 48. The darts are placed at the same distance from the front as in figure 6, except they are only 6 each in width and 
nothing is added at hip measure, dot hip measure only from the waist line down to 12 centimetres j they are drafted with the curved 
part of the dart rule, that is to say, with the same edge that is used to draft from waist line up to bust line, and place the dart rule 
in the position as to make the low part of darts curve in instead of curving out to opposite directions of the upper part, the dart 
being so placed as to prevent it from having any fullness at the front of the Princess. 
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Now trace front length of skirt from waist line down to letter I; the front line is drafted a little on the bias from waist line 
to the bottom, the bias varies from two centimetres to twelve centimetres, according to the size and shape of the person. For 
young girls who have hardly any stomach we draft the front line straight from waist line to the bottom; the larger their stomachs 
are the more bias we draft the front line. For persons of 100 centimetres around the hip" we trace the front line on a 5 centimetre· 
bias. The width at bottom for Figure 188 is from 90 to 120 centimetres, the b~ttom line is drafted same as fo~ any other skirt, 
and the length of skirt is taken from waist to the floor. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING BACK AND SIDE-BACK-FIGURE IS9. 

The back is drafted same as Figure 9, except that at waist on the back seam we lea ve 10 centimetres for plaits and we trace 
down the back line bias j the side-back is drafted same as Figure 8, except that we join side-back to back at end of the system 12 
centimetres below waist line, the side line from H to I is traced straight, the two side lines are drafted to the hip length, the back 
line to back length and the front line to the front length. This Princess is worn with a train of 10 to 20 centimetres long and the 
sloping begins at the side seam 

The width at bottom for the back Figure 189 is from 70 to 100 cen timetres. 

DIREOTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE VATO-FIGURE 190. 

Line Y represents the fold of the goods and has no seam at back j line Z is the side seam, which must be the salne length 
as waist and skirt, from neck to waist and from waist to the bottom; the width at neck is 20 centimetres, at waist line 40 centi
metres, at bottom 90 to 120 centimetres. The width at bottom for this Princess is from 5 to 7 metres, which is from 500 to 700 
centimetres. 

Figure 191 represents the back and side-back )f a tight-fitting Princess, which can be used with any style of Princess front. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 191. 

This !Jack and side-back is drafted same as Figure 189, except that we leave space of 10 to 20 centimetres between back 
and side-back for plaits, and we add at back from 10 to 20 centimetres for plaits also, the width at bottom is from 100 to 150 
centimetres. 

Fignre 192 and Figure 193 represent the back and side·back of a tight-fitting Princess to fit with any style of Princess front. 

DIREOTIONS FOR DRAF1'ING FIGURE 192. 

Figure 192, side- back, is drafted same as Figure 8, except that we draft the skirt longer and the width at bottom is from 90 
to 110 centimetres. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 19:1. 

Figure 193, back, is drafted same as Figure 9, except that the skirt is longer and we add from 15 to 30 centimetres for 
plaits at back, and the width at bottom is from 90 to 120 centimetres. 

Figure 194, Figure 195, Figure 196 and Flg,lre 197 represent a tight overcoat, mantle or cloak. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING THE FRONT-FIGURE 19-1. 

Figu:r;e 194 is drafted same as Figure 57, with one dart at centre, except that the low part of the dart is close at 14. centi
metres below w,tist line and finished with the same shape as Princess dart, and nothing is added at hip me.asure because the dart 
ends at hips; the pocket is placed at end of dart. The width at bottom for the front is 50 centimetres, the hip seam is drafted at 
hip length, the measure for the length of skirt is t.lken same as Princess, from waist down to the floor. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 195. 

Figure 195, the under-arm, is drafted same as Figure 188, except that the skirt part is not so large at bottom and is separate 

from the front. Width at bottom is 35 centimetres. 


DIRECTIONS FOH DRAFTING FIGURE 196. 

FIgure 196, side back is drafled same as Figure 192, -except tbat it is not so large at bottom, the width at bottom is 35 
centimetres. 

DIREOTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 197. 

The back is drafted same as Figure 193, except tbat it is not so large at bottom and at waist we have 6 centimetres for plaits. 
The width at bottom for this cloak is three metres or 300 centimetres_ How to make the divif:ion,-half of 300 is 150, the front'is 
50 centimetres, the under-arm is 35, and side-back 35, the back is 30, addition, 50, 35, 35, 30=150 centimetres. The front is 
from 15 to 25 centimetres larger than the under-arm and side-back, and the back is 5 centimetres less than side-back and under-arm. 
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Figure 198 and figure 199 represent a loose fitting wrapper with one dart. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 198. 

The front is drafted same as figure 188, except that there is no dart at front. We leave the dart out for gathering and 
between the front and under-arm we leave 10 to make the dart, now trace front line from waist line down to I, take the width of 
bottom and make dot, take the width of under-arm at waist G, dot G and F, join under-arm edge at bust dot E, and at waist dot 
G, trace from bust dot to corner E, swing the system to dot .fi, and trace from corner E down to dot F, and from F down to I, the 
width at bottom is from 100 to 130 centimetres. Trace under-arm seam to the under-arm length, place the dart same as for 
princess. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 199. 

The back is drafted same as figure 33, except that we add 10 at waist for the gather, from under-arm seam to G at back 
8eam we add from 15 to 30 for plaits, trace under-arm line from H to I in bias. measure width of bottom which is from 100 t6 130 
centimetres, trace back line and finish the bottom; the back line is drafted at the bac:k length. 

Figure 200, figure 201, figure 202 and figur«! 203 represent a tight fitting princess with one dart and plaits at seams, the front 
, being finished with silk from waist to bottom. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 200. 

The front is drafted same as figure 35 except that the skirt is longer and the front is cut 3 centimetres below waist line to 
the dart, add 5 centimetres at side seam for plaits, the plaits begin 3 centimetres below waist line, trace front line from" waist to 
bottom I, take width at bottum and trace side line from H to I, width at bottom is 40 c~ntimetres. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 201. 

The under-arm is drafted same as figure 7 except that the skirt is longer and larger, trace from H down to I, line H is traced 
to the front length, take the width at bottom, then trace line F to the length of hip measure, trace a second line for plaits 5 centi
metres each, finish the bottom; the width at bottom is 55 centimetres. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 202. 

The side back is drafted same as figure 8 except that the skirt is longer and larger at bottom, trace line H down to I, trace
it to hips length, take the width at bottom, then trace line M from waist line "down to I, trace it at back length, trace bottom and 
for plaits. The !\,idth at bottom is 70 centimetres. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 203. 

The back is drafted same as figure 9, except that the skirt is longer and larger at bottom. Trace H line from H to I, take 
width of bottom and trace line L from waist line to I, trace both lines at the back length, tra<;:e second line for plaits; the back 
plaits are from 10 to 20 centimetres, the width at bottom is" 85 centimetres. The width of this princess at bottom is 5 metres or 
500 centimetres; half of 500 is 250 divided as follows :-front 40 centimetres, under-arm 55, side back 70, the back 85, make 
addition 40, 55, 70, 85=250. 

Figure 204 represents a dartless front for princess to fit with figure 201, figure 202 and figure 203. 

DIRECTIONS TO DRAFT FIGURE 201. 

This front is drafted same as figure 18, except that the skirt is lunger and larger at bottom; trace front line from waist line" 
to the bottom It take width at bottom, trace line H from H down to I, finish the bottom; the width at bottom is 40 centimetres,. 
add 5 centimetres for side plaits. 
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Figure 205 represents a la~ies riding suit, for directions of diagram see figures 76,77,78,79,82,83,72,73,74, 75, 84 and 85. 

, t , I t I I .<) . 

Figure 206 represents a seamless waist with lapel. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 206. 

The waist part is drafted same as figure 149. 

DIRECTIONS FOR LAPEL. 

Trace line Y from shoulder line to two centimetres below bust line, trace line Z 5 centimetres long from neck to Z, passing 
at three centimetres from shoulder line; trace from Z up to ten centimetres, trace to the continuation of, chest line D 18 centi. 
metres long from line Y, trace the continuation of shoulder line C 14 centimetres long from neck. Now trace the outside lines:
Trace from end of line Y to lfle point of line D, and from line D to the point of line C, from line C to the point of line Z; trace 

line Yat 12 centimetres from frontline. 
Figure 207 represents a seamless sleeve. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 207. 

To draft this seamless sleeve we take two length measures,-inside length and outside length,-trace the aImseye circle, as 
it must be larger than the armseye itself, because the sleeve is plaited on top of shoulder. Now make two dots straight with arms
eye center j letter S is the length from shoulder bone to elbow and letter B is the length from under-arm to elbow; then trace line 
S from dot to dot and trace line B from dot to do~. This sleeve is plaited at elbow and is fitted at elbow with a tight sleeve from 
elbow to wrist. 

Figure 208 represents a seamless bell sleeve. This sleeve has no puff at armseye and is very large at wrist. The width at 
wrist is from 75 to 100 centimetres and is finished with a row of buttons. It is the most appropriate sleeve for an opera cloak. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 20S. 

We take a piece of goods nearly square. The width of the goods must be the length of the sleeve, and we take two length 
measures, inside length and outside length, trace line X, trace line X, squart with line K, trace two other lines at 5 centimetres 
from line K and line X, now trace armseye letter j. 

HOW TO GET THE SIZE OF THE ARMSEYE. 

Take half the measure same as for any other sleeve, armseye 44 cenlimetres; half 22, now measure 22 on line X, and 16 
centimetres from line X to letter j, 6 centimetres less in depth than it is in length, then trace line j from line X to line L, which is 
the size of top sleeve and from line L to the corner is the size of under sleeve, trace from line L to the first corner- Now meaE:ure 
the under-arm length at line L, measure outside length from line j to X, and top length from corner .I and X down to letter P, 
now fold the goods at corner X, so that they will fall on top of corner K, now cut out the sleeve at bottom from X to P and 
from P to K . 

.~ 
Figure~/J 

c 

Figure 209, Figure 210 and Figure 211 represent a Butterfly sleeve in two pieces-under-arm and top. 

DIREc~rIONS FOR DRAFTING THE BUTTERFLY SLEEVE. 

Figure 209 is drafted same as Figure 87. Figure 211 is not separated from Figure 209 as all are in one piece. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FIGURE 211. 

Trace line X at 16 centimetres from elbow line and is to be 35 centimetres long, trace line Z at 14 centimetres from elbow 
line and is to be 35 centimetres long, now trace a circular line from line Z to line X and is to be from 40 to 60 centimetres high at 
centre, and every ten centimetres is to be a plait. 

Figure 210 is drafted same as Figure 88. 

Figure 212 represents the outside of the sleeve finished. 

Figure 213 represents the inside of slec'"e finished. 

Figure 214, Figure 215 and Figure 216 represent a pointed butterfly sleeve in two pieces-top and under-sleeve. 
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DIREC'.rIONS FOR DRAFTING THE BUTTERFLY SLEEVE. 

Figure 214 is drafted same as Figure 87; Figure 215 is not separated from Figure 214, all are cut in one piece. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DRAFTING FIGURE 215. 

Trace lin~ Tat 10 centimetres from corner A and 6 centimetres long. and from T to Z is to be 100 centimetres long. To 
trace th~ curve use the armseye of system. Trace line X 12 centimelres below corner K and is to be 30 centimetres long from 
sleeve hne to .X, and from corner X to corner Z is to be 82 centimetres, trace from X to Z, from letter R to corner Z is to be from 
50 to 60 centImetres and is plaited to line A. 

DIRECTIONS FOR DR.AFTING FIGURE 216. 
The under-sleeve is drafted same as Figure 88. 
Figure 217 represents figure 153. Figure 218 represents figure 154. Figure 219 represents figure 155. Figure 220 repre

sents figure 158. Figure 221 represents figure 159. Figure 222 represents figure 161. Figure 223 represents figure 163. Figure 
224 represents figure 171, when they are ~ll finished. 

FIGo....217 f1G.218 F" I G. 220 

flo.. ~21 f1Gr.222 FIG.225 FIG.224 

NOTICE TO PUPILS. 

Ifiir This Instructioll Book is published for the benefit of our pupils. and we respectfully request them not to show or hand 
it to any person or persons who are not our pupils. 

Yours respectfully, 
PROF. JEAN B. PEYRY. 

Publisher 

Address all communications to PROF. JEAN B. PEYRY inventor and proprietor of said System and all strictly seamless 
P.O, Box 570, New Orleans, La., U.S.A. j P.O. B'ox 885, Montreal, Que., Canada; or 269 Rue de Vaugirard, Paris, garments: 


France. . d kl' P .

Jfiir Patterns cut to measure and guaranteed to fit. ""iiI Fashion Books are pubhshe wee y In ans. 
Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1896, by Prof. Jean B. Peyry, in the office of the Librarian of Congress, 

at Washington, D.C. 
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